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SUMMARY

Binding curves describing the interaction of

aminoaeridines with DNA have generally been modelled in terms

of Langmuir Isotherms. In recent years several- more

sophisticated mathematical models and modelling techniques,

potentially applicable to these systems, have been descrlbed.

However more accurate experimentally determined binding data

are required than have generally been available to date in

ord.er to test these models properly. This work has been

directed towàrds the experimental determination of accurat'e

binding d.ata for a series of 9-aminoacridines with native DNA

at high i-onic strength. A study of the binding of

9-aminoacrid.i.nes and several 9-a1ky1-amlnoacridines has been

made at several temperatures to determine the effect of

9-aminoacridine structure on the models chosen.

Following àn introductory Chapter, a brlef review of the

1i-terature relevant to the interaction of aminoacridines with

DNA is the subject of Chapter II. Chapter III critically

examines the experimental- determination of binding curves with

emphasis on the spectrophotometric method and equilibrium

dialysis. The transform of experimental results to binding

d,ata is presented in Chapter IV. Chapter V discusses

mathematical modelling techniques with emphasls on the

Sequence Generating Function method. Several mathematical

models potentiaJ-ly applicable to aminoacridine/native DNA

systems are derived and their properties examined.

The experimental- binding data are consistent with a

single type of strong binding site with nearest neighbour site

exclusion and next neighbour anti-cooperativity. Several other

model-s are examined and found to be inconsistent with the data.

The best fit equilibrium constants and their assc¡ciated

thermodynamic parameters are presented and discussed in Chapter VI.
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To the best of my knowledge and belief, this thesis contains

no material previously published or written by another

person, nor any materj-al previously submitted for a degree

or diploma in any UniversitY, except where due reference is

made i-n the text.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The role of nucleic acids as the basis of information

transfer in l-ife is welI established. These compounds

constitute the genetic material which enables living organisms

to be maintained and propagated. There are two basic kinds of

nucleic acids, deoxyribonucl-eic acid (DNA) and

ribonuclei-c acid (RNA). DNA carries the genetic code,

maintaining its integrity, and acts as a template for this

coders translation lnto polypeptides via RNA.* Through the

ability c¡f DNA to maintain its integrity l-ife is maintained

and its abilfty to incorporate changes to t.he individual gene

codes, caIled mutations, iS the basis for evolution. Nucleic

acids are indeed the remarkable molecules of life.

Although Miescherr first discovered. nucleic acid. in

1869 it was another 84 years untit Watson and Crick-2 '3

published their detailed account of the secondary structure

of natural DNA. Nucleic acids are macromolecul-es of

nucleotide sub-units which themsel-ves an"e composed of

heterocyclic puri-tte or pyrimidine bases l-inked to pentose

sugar-phosphate moieties through the Cr carbon atom of the

sugar. The macromolecule is formed by the condensation of

these nucleotides through Cs-C5 phospho-diester linkages.

The primary structure is a sugar-phosphate backbone from which

the bases protrude. The pentose sugar group is D-ribose in

RNA and D-deoxyribose 1n DNA. The common bases of DNA are

the two purines, adenine (A) and guanine (G) and the two

pyrimidines, cytosine (C) and thymine (T). Other bases

fn some viruses, such as
functions.

*
9XL74, RNA can fulfiL both
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represent less than I% of the bases in natural DNArs. In RNA

uracil replaces thYmine.

The secondary structure of naturaL DNA, proposed by

Watson and Crick2 r 3, consists of two strands of

polyd.eoxyribonucleotide arranged side by side and

anti-paral-Iel to one another, that is for a given

directionality one chain runs in a C¡-Cs direction and the

other in a Cs-Ce direction. These two chains ate paired

through a specific, hydrogen bonded arrangement of bases, A

paired with T and G with C. This specific pairing explained

the earlier observation, known as Chargaff's Ruleq, that the

ratio of A to T and G to c found in natural DNArs \{as

indistinguisnabfe from unity, The strands a"Te arranged in a

right-handed double helix with one complete turn every ten

base pairs and a characteristic interbase spacing of 0.34 nm.

The plane in which the base pairs lie is perpendicular to

the major helix axis. This model of naturaL DNA structure is

widety aecepted although the evidence that it is the correct

structure is largely indirect. A general picture of natural

DNA is of two intertwined chains of alternating sugar and

anionic phosphate groups containing the heterocycLic base

pairs within the more hydr:ophobi-c core of the molecule.

The study of specific interactions of many kinds of

moLecul-es with DNA has become a major and important part of

modern chemical and biological science. One of the first

groups of chemical-s to be studied in detail was the

aminoacridines. Acridine itsel-f was first isotated in 18705.

Many acridine derivati-ves, incl-uding aminoacridi-nes, have

been synthesized since that time. Medical interest in

aminoacridines dates from IB88, and. in 1913 Browning6

discovered the effectiveness of Profl-avi-ne and Acriflavi-ne as
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topical antibacterial agents. This first practical medical

use of aminoacridj-nes rvas followed by the use of Mepacrine in

the treatment of malaria. Most recently several

9-aminoacridine d.erivatives aTe being i-nvestigated as

potential antineoplastic agents7,8. In addition to their use

aS chemotherapeutic agents aminoacrldines find use as

histological stai-ns in a wide variety of applicationss.

The origin of much of the biological activity of

aminoacridines is thought to 1ie in their interaction with

nucleic acidsl 0. It is not surprising that this interaction

has been extensively studied. The most basj-c observation on

the binding of cationic aminoacrj-dines to DNA is that there

alne two distinct bindirrg processesl r-r 3. Cavalieri eË ultt 't2
proposed that the two processes arose from an electrostatic

interaction with the primary and secondary phosphate groups

of the DNA. However the detailed structure of natural DNA

precluded this proposal as there ate insufficient secondary

phosphate groups to account for the extent of binding. The

observation that the binding processes aTe independent of

pH over the range of the pKa of the secondary phosphate groups

also militates against this proposalI3. In 1956 Peacocke and

Skerrettl 3 determined tlnat the stronger of the two processes,

involvi-ng a monomer dye-DNA interaction, occurs to the extent

of O.2 aminoacrid.ine cations bound per DNA phosphate residue

(r = o.2). The seconcl, weaker process involving bound dye

aggregates occurs up to r = 1.0, that ]s electroneutrelity

for the DNAI3. Althc.ru.gh the importance of the DNA bases to

the interaction had been recognisedr 3-t', the Watson and

Crick model-2 ' 
3 placed the bases on the interlor of the

double helix in close van der Yiaals contact. This seemed to

preclud.e the possibility of direct interaction between the
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aminoacridine cations and the DNA bases. In 1961 LermanrT made

observations that led him to propose a model for the strong

interaction. It was observed that, when Proflavine was bound

i-n the strong mode, the length of the DNA molecule increased,

with an accompanying decrease in mass per unit lengthl 7.

These observations were consj-stent with an unwinding of the

hel-ix and the insertion of aminoacridine between adjacent

base pairs of the DNA helix. This process is called

intercal-ation17. Variations to the Lerman modet have been

proposedls-20 but the basj-c concept of a structural change of

the DNA allowing insertion of the aminoacridine between

adjacent base, pairs is generally accepted as the mode of

strong binding to DNA.*

The intercalation model can explain the mutagenic

activity of aminoacridines. The doubling of the interbase

distance at the intercalation sj-teL7 r2' 
^uy allow the

insertion or deletion of a base pair during replication of

the DNA. The altered gene which results from this process j-s

called a frame-shift mutant of the origj-na1 gene23'2+. One

such mutant of the gene t}aat codes for the enzyme lysozyme

was used to verify both the triplet nature of the genetic

code and the assignment of triplet codes to various amino

acids2 s . Since Lerman's proposal of the intercalation model

this model has been used successfully to describe the

interaction of a variety of biologically active molecules

with DNA2 6 
.

The weaker mode of binding of aminoacridines to DNA

is thought to be an electrostatic interactlon between cationic

At least
detailed

one exception is known. See Chapter II for a
discussion.

rl.
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aminoacridine and the anionic DNA phosphate residues. The

observation that the interaction proceeds to electroneutrality

of the DNA supports this hypothesis. The cooperative nature

of this mode of bindirrg is probably due to favourable stacking

interactions between adjacent bound aminoacridlnes2 I .

Most of the studies of the interaction of anlinoacridines

with DNA have concentrated on the strong binding mode. Since

the late 1960's much of this work has been directed towards

the question of possible heterogeneity among strong binding

sitests r20 t27 or within one type of site28-3r. Much of this

work has been done with Proflavine or Proflavine-Iike

aminoacridines. A recent kinetic study of the strong binding
,

of 9-aminoacridine to natj-ve DNA found no evidence of binding

site heterogeneity for this system3 2 . Latterly method.s for

the mathematical modelling of binding data have been

developed3 3 -3 6 . However, âs pointed out by Schellman3 6 , the

sensibl-e use of such methods to model the binding process

requires experimental binding data to be more accurately

determined than has generally been the case. The work

described in this thesis has been undertaken i-n an attempt to

resolve some of the questj-ons which recent work has raised

concerning the interaction of 9-aminoacridines with native

DNA. The aims of this work are summarized as follols.

(1) To determine the best experimental method, or combination

of experimental methods, with which to obtain equilibrium

binding dala of sufficient precision and accuracy to undertake

mathematical- modelling of the binding data,

(2) To collect binding data, using the chosen method, for the

strong binding of 9-ami-noacridine and several substituted

9-aminoacridines to native DNA at a single ionic strength but
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at

be

several temperatures so that thermodynamic parameters may

evaluated.

(3) To determine if there is any evidence from absorbance

spectrum measurements for the existence of heterogeneity in

the strong binding process for the range of compounds studied.

(4) To derive mathematj-cal models of the binding process

which are consistent with the experimental- observations

concerning the binding of these compounds. Subsequently to

select the mod.eI which best fits the experimental binding

data and so obtain values for the thermodynami-c parameters

which govern the binding process proposed.
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1 Introduction

The interaction of aminoacridines with nucleic acids

has been the subject of an extensive research effort on the

part of many workers over the last twenty five years. Thj-s

work has been directed towards gaining a more precise

understanding of this j-nteraction both for the insight it may

give into the solution structure of nucleic acids and their

complexes and as a model for a wider class of interactions of

other molecules with nucleic acids, for example antibiotic and

mutagenic agents. That such ligand-nucleic acid j-nteractions

aTe of increasing importance throughout the biological

sciences has,provlded the impetus for this field of study.

The literature concerning the interaction of

heterocycllc cations, iD particular the aminoacrldines,

with nuclelc acids is now so vast that the task of making a

complete survey is beyond the scope of this work. Accordingly

this brief review is directed specifically towards those

interact j-ons which are directly rel-evant to this research.

OnIy the principaÌ contributions to t,he understanding of the

j-nteraction, particularly the interaction of aminoacridines

with native DNA, will be mentÍoned with emphasis on the most

recent work j-n this fiel-d. This will necessarily restrict the

survey to the physico-chemical aspeets of the interaction.

For a Survey of the biological role of the interaction the

reader is dlrected to the reviews of Albertl and Peacocke2.

Several reviews of the physico-chemical nature of the

interaction have appeared3-6 which present a comprehensive

Survey of the peri-od up to the early 1970's. The value of

these surveys to the preparation of this review is

acknowledged.
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2 Bindins Sites

(a) Determination

Fundamental to the characterization of the equilibrium

and kinetic properties of aminoacridine/DNA complexes is the

determination of the number and type of binrling sites present

on the DNA molecule. The first step towards this end is the

determlnation of a binding curve for a particular aminoacridine

and DNA coml¡ination. Such a binding curve is determined in

terms of the amount of aminoacridine bound per identifiable

repeating unit of the DNA molecule, r, in equilibrium with a

known concentration of free aminoacrldine, CF. The DNA

repeating unit most widely used is DNA phosphorus rvhich is

equivalent to a nucleotide residue. Such binding data may be

considered j-n their simplest form to be described by a

Langmuir IsothermT:
i= j n;K; Cun --å---+*-! , 'tL. i2t l+K1cP a'L

In this relationship the observed r is the sum of binding to i

ind.ependent, mutually exclusive classes of binding sites, each

with a characteristic associ-ation constant, Ki, and number of

sites Per resi-due, Di.

Binding d,ata a]"e usually presented in the form of a

Scatchard Plot8 of T/Cf versus r. An example of such a plot

j_s Fig. 5.1. For a single class of binding site, that is i=I

in Eqn. 2,I , the relationship between r/cr and r 1s obtained

f rom 2.1 and i-s :

'/", = K(n-r) --- 2'2

This is the equation of a strai-ght line with an ordinate

intercept Kn, àfr absclssaì-ntercept of n and a slope of -Izr..

If à Scatchard Pl-ot is linear then it càn be concl-uded that
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the interaction may be described by à single, non-interacting

class of binding sites characterized by K and n.

The interaction of aminoacridines with DNA has generally

not yielded Iinear Scatchard Plots. The observed curvature in

Such plots may arise from one or more of three causes listed

below.

(i) There exists two or more distinguishable classes of

binding sj-tes, that is classes of differing

characteristic K.

(ii) There is interaction, either direct or induced, between

bound ligands.

(iii) There is an electrostat,ie free energy dependence of the

binding with r. e.g. K = K'exp(AGuf /RT).

In case (f) above if two or more cl-asses of sites exist with

wide]y differing K values then ]inear portions in the

ScatcLrard Plot can be described and the chaxaeteristic I( and n

values obtained from graphical analysis or numerical non-linear

fitting procedures.

case (iii) may be seen as a special case of (ii) and

can be suppressed by working with solvents of sufficiently

high ionic strength. It wi-l-l- not be consi-dered further here.

Case (ii) can arise from cooperative effects between binding

sites. Such cooperativity may be either positive or negative

in nature resulting in curves concave and convex to be axes

respectively. The mathematical description of lnteractions

between binding sites and of cooperativity in binding curves

has been the subject of considerable work in recent years.

The equations of Schwartze,ro and McGhee and von Hippelll ancl

the application of the Sequence Generati-ng Function methodl2-lrr

have paved the way for much needed sophistication in the

treatment of experimental binding data. Before these methods
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can be applled however, more accurate binding curves are

required to enable models to be selectedr a to describe the

binding process. A full discussion of the methocls of treating

j_nteractions between bound ligands is contained in chapter v

of this work. Before moving on it is necessary to introduce

one further term. In the limit of anti-cooperative

interaction, no ligand may be bound to a site subjected to

this effect. The term "Site exclusion" will be used to

describe this situation.

The experimental methods that have been used to

determine aminoacridine/DNA bind.ing curves include UV-visibl-e

spectrophotometryr s-2 r, equilibrium d'ialysisl s 
' 

I 7 
' 
I 8,

I

sedimentation dialysis22, partition analysisz3 and

fluorescence quenching"'23-27 ' The first three methods

mentioned above are discussed in detail in Chapter III. A

comparative review of all of these methods has appeared

elsewhere3.

(b) Number and tvpe of sites

The work of Peacocke and Skerrettts published in 1956

rea11y began the physico-chemj-ca1 study of the interactlon of

aminoacridines with DNA. This work remains among the most

significant 1n this field. These workers looked at the

j-nteraction of Proflavine, 9-aminoacridine and

g-amino-I,2,3,4-tettahydroacrldine with native DNA. They

d.etermined tinat there is heterogeneity in the binding sites,

that the binding is unaffected by pH within the range

3,7-7 ,4 and that the ionic strength of the solution affects

tþe binding. It is now generally accepted that there are

two major classes of binding site. The first of these,

usually designated aS Complex I, is à strong interaction
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having a AGo of -25 to -4O kJ/mole. It proceeds to all n value

of o,2-o.25 and is affected by the ionic strength of the

solvent, increasing in strength as the ionic strength

decreases. The second class of site, designated as cornplex II,

j-s a weaker interaction which is greatly affected by ionic

strength and proceeds, under favourable sol-vent conditions to

an n of 1.0 (i.e. electroneutrality of the DNA). The formatlon

of Complex II can be largely suppressed by use of high ionic

strength solvents. complex II is associated with the bj-nding

of aminoacridine aggregates to the negatively charged

phosphate groups of the DNA backbone3¡4¡I5' This

"outside-bound" complex is predomi-nantly electrostatic in

nature and its formation is positively cooperative reflecting

the additional- favourable free energy change as a result of the

formation of stacked dye aggregates.

The first model for Complex I supported by experinental

observation was proposed by Lermanz I on the basis of the

observed increase in length and decrease in mass per unit

length of DNA on the fornatlon of Complex I. Lerman2 e also

observed a decrease in reactivity of the primary amino groups

of Proflavine towards an electrophilic reagent, when bound to

native DNA as Complex I. To explain his observations Lerman

proposed that the aminoacridine was bound between adjacent

base pairs of the intact native DNA double helix with the

plane of the aminoacridine parallel to the plane of the DNA

heterocyclic base pairs. The major axis of the

aminoacridine is para1le1 to the DNA base pair major axis.

This intercalation of the amlnoacridine will force apart the

adjacent DNA base pairs giving rise to the observed

hydrodynamic properties of Complex I. The incl-usion of the

Proflavine pri-mary amino groups within the helix would be
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expected to

reagents.

reduce their reactivity to electrophilic

(c) Effect of ionic strenEth

while it j-s obvious why complex II displays a profound

dependence on ionic strength it is less apparent why Complex I

should show an ionic strength dependence. Gilbert and

Claverie30 explained this observation purely in terms of

electrostatic attractions and. repulsions between the cationic

aminoacridines and the anionic polyphosphate backbone of the

DNA. Tþis explanation Seems an oversimplification as it

neglects the heterocyclic stacking energi-es32 and the effect

of ionic stlength on the DNA substrate3'. The dependence on

ionic strength of complex I formation can be explaì-ned as the

summatlon of el-ectrostatie interactions, the effect on

permanent and induced dipoles within the stacked heterocyclic

system ancl the changes in base-pair separation and backbone

stiffness of the DNA whj-ch accompany changes in solvent

ionic strength33. The changes in Complex II formation with

ionic strength can also be expected to influence complex I

formation.

3 Strnct.ural Effects on the Interaction

In this secti-on the effects of the structure of the

components of the interaction is consi.dered. The emphasis is

on the strong interaction of aminoacridines with native DNA.

(a\ Nucleic Acids

The two extreme structures of naturally occurring DNA

Ín vitro are the ordered Watson-Crick double he1ix, ca11ed

native DNA, and the disordered, single-stranded random coil,

called denatured DNA. Native DNA may be "denatured" by the
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effectsoftemperature,pHorsolventcomposition'

Aminoacridines binci strongly to denatured DNA3 h-3 6 indicating

that the intact doubl-e helix is not required for strong

binding to occur. Although aminoacridines bind with

approximately the same strength to either form at room

ternperature, the denatured DNA is much more sensitive to

temperature increasest6'17'3s. IChimura et a73s shOwed that

although binding of Acridine orange to either form of DNA

occurs with the same 
^Go 

value at 25oC, the binding to

denatured DI'IA is characterized by a large unfavourable

entropy term. Turner3T showed that a similar situation exists

for the binding of 9-aminoacridine to E CoTi Dl{A in 0.1 M

NaCl. Native DNA, on the other hand, d.oes not release most

of the strongly bound. aminoacridine until the melting

transition3 s,3 I , which itself occurs at' a' slightly higher

temperature indicating that Complex I stabilizes the native

DNA structure. There appear to be about twice as many

strong binding sites on denatured DNA when compared to native

DNA3 s,37,38, Chemical modlfication of DNA, such as

methylation of the heterocyclic bases does not prevent

Proflavine intercalating into native DNA3 s 
'

The isosbestic points observed for the interaction of

aminoacridines with denatured DNA are in general l-ess well

defined than for interaction with native DNA37 '+0.

The DNA structural requirements needed to support a

strong interaction with aminoacridines appear nebulous ' The

evidence suggests that both single and double-stranded

polynucleotides can bind aminoacridines strongly under a

range of conditions of pH and solvent ancl base composition '

Binding to single-stranded polynucleotides is, however,

sensitive to temperature. spectral evidence suggests that
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heterogeneity may exi-st i-n the strong binding sites of

single-stranded polynucleotides. The question of the effect

of base composition and heterogeneity of strong binding sites

on native DNA is a contentious issue and is examined more

fully in section 8 of this ChaPter.

(b) Aminoacridines

It is to be expected that the structure of individual

aminoacridines, with the attendant effect on the electronic

charge distribution within the molecu1e, wilL effect the

interaction. Steric hind.erance can be expected to effect the

location of bound aminoacridines.

The two most basic attributes required of

aminoacridines in order to bind strongly to DNA are that they

be sufficiently basic to be in their cationic form at neutral

pH and that they possess a minimum planar area of O.3B nm2

(i.e. the three ri-ngs of the acridine nucleus should be

aromatic). Löberq I showed that the more basic the

aminoacridine the more strongly it binds. Löber and Achtett+2

demonstrated that the alkylation of the ring nj-trogen of

Asridine Orange and Proflavine further enhances strong

binding and that this enhancement was not very dependent on

the length of the alkylating group. They also sþowed that

alkylation of the 3 amino or 3,6 amino groups increased the

strength of binding provided no steric hinderance to the

lnteraction exísted. 3,6-Bis-dlethylaminoacridlne and

3,6-bis-phenylaminoacrldine apparently presented steric

hinderance to the interaction since they bound with

significantly lower association constants than expectecl

from the trend Löber and Achtert established for these

alkylated derivativesa2. The alkylation of the ring nitrogen
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of acridine itself decreased its tendency to bindh2. These

observations suggest that whilst the ring nitrogen is critical-

to the interaction of acridine itself it is not very important

in the interacti-on of aminoacridines.

The attachment of long bulky side chains to the amino

group of 9-aminoacridine does not appear to hinder its binding

to DNAI 6 , 4 3 , ¡+ t+ . This would i-ndicate that derivatives of

9-aminoacridine bind in such a way that the I position and the

groups thereon do not significantly sterically hi-nder the

interaction. Studies4s'46 in which bulky substituents were

substituted at various positions around the acridine nucl-eus

of 9-aminoacridine showed. that they were able to interact

strongly with DNA with evidence of intercalation. Although

g-amino-2,7-d.i-tert-buty1-acrid.ine shows evidence of

intercalation, 3,6-diamino-2, 7-di-tert-buty1-acridj-ne does not

appear to intercal-atea7-+s. It does horvever bind strongly to

native DNA, presumably in an externally bound form,

Hydrogenatj-on of one of the rings of 9-aminoacridine

to form 9-amino-I,2,3, -tetrahydroacridine markedly reduces

the extent of its interaction with DNAÌ6. It can, however,

still- intercalate to some extent I 6 indicating that complete

insertion of the three planar rings is not an absolute

requi.rement of intercalation.

It 1s apparent from this brief discussion that the

structure of individual aminoacridines has a considerable

effect upon their Ínteraction with DNA. The avaifable

evidence suggests tlnat no one model can satj-sfactorily explain

the intercalation of all aminoacridines+2. The experimental

observations concerning the orientations of individual

aminoacridines is revlewed in section 5 of this Chapter.
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4 Effects of the Interactiou

(a) Effects on nucleic acids

strong binding of aminoacridines to DNA has a marked

effect on the structure of the DNA macromolecule. The

i-ncrease in intriusic viscositytt t28's 0 and decrease in

sedlmentation coeff icient22 rzs 'sr which l-ecl Lermàn2s to

propose his original model present some of the most compelling

evidence in support of the intercalation model. The increase

in viscosity occurs up to an 1 value of about O,2r 8 t 5 0 , that

is the region of compl-ex I f ormation. and j-s associated with

an increase in the contour length of the DNA moleculel 8.

Drummond et ,afso calcufated this increase in contour length to

be approximately 0.34 nm per bound' amiuoacridine. This is

equivalent to the van der Waaf's distance between adjacent

base pairs of the watson-crick structure. This work was done

with high molecular weight DNA which presents some difficul-t.ies

in quantitative treatment. More recent works r on sonicated

DNA of lower molecular weight utilízj-ng a rod-lj-ke model for

the DNA helix estimates the extensi-on of the helix at 84% of

the Watson-Crick base pair spacing per bound aminoacridine.

An increase in flexibility of the DNA molecule on

aminoacridine compl exation was al-so notedl I ' 
s I . An increase

in contour length on binding Proflavine has also been

observed by autoradiographys2 and light scatterings3, the

latter experiments also revealing àn increase in the radius

of gyration. More recently contour length increases have

been measured by electron microscopys r+-s 6 . Although earl-ier

works h r s s suggested à contour length increase of less than

0.34 nm per bouncl amlnoacridine, the most recent publication

suggests t[at an increase of O,34 nm is in fact observeds 6.
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The increase in contour length is accompanied by a

decrease in mass per'unit length as shorvn by low angle X-ray

measurements5T, Sedimentation rates38, and light scatterings3.

The decrease in mass per unit length is greater than predicted

by Lermàn'g but this can be accounted for by the increased

flexibility of the DNA molecule on intercalation of

aminoacridiner 8 t 22' 3 8' s I 
.

This increase in length and decrease in mass per unit

length is consistent wlth an unwinding of the double hel-ix.

X-ray diffraction studj-es2 8 were consistent with an unwinding

of between ]tzo and 45o. Stereochemicaf studiesss-60 sugþest

an unwinding of Lzo. The ability of intercalating molecules,

including aminoacri-dines, to unwind the superhelical turns of

closed circular DNA's61,62 and to rewind them in the opposite

sense is further support for the suggestion that intercalation

unwinds the native DNA double helix.

The changes ascribed to the hydrodynamic properti-es of

native DNA on complexation of aminoacridines are not observed

for the binding to deuatured DNA. There is no increase in

the viscosity3eruo or decrease in sedimentatj-on coefficient3s

on the binding of 9-aminoacridine or Proflavine to denatured

DNA. This indicates that the increase in contour length is

specific to the intact double helical DNA structure.

The binding of aminoacridines to native DNA stabil-izes

the structure towards thermal denaturation as indicated by an

increase in the melting temperature of the DNA/arni-noacridine

compÌexr?'3t r38,63. The observed increase in Tr is à linear

function of r and. is a maximum at the limit of Complex I

formation3l,64. Dye bound by complex II does not seem to

effect the T*, being dissociated at lower temperatures3l,63.

The increase in To, on binding aminoacridines as Complex I
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indicates that there

the complex comPared

temperature.

is a favourabLe

to DNA afone at

free energy decrease for
the DNA melting

(b) Effects on aminoacridines

The effect of the interaction on the vi-sible absorbance

spectrum of aminoacridines is the most characteristic,

experimenbally observabl-e feature of the interactlon. In

general, when aminoaCridines are bound as the monomer, the

absorbance maximum is shifted to longer wavelengths accompanied

by a decrease in apparent molar absorbances'Is'I6'I8. \{hen

aminoacridine is bound as Complex II the spectrum generally

shifts to shorter wavelengths6s. This blue shift is similar

to that observed for self-association of aminoacridines and

has been assigned to the binding of aggregates in CompJ-ex II

formation. 9-aminoacridine is an exceptlon to this

generalization in that both Complex II binding and

self-association result in red shifts of the visible

absorbance spectrum. The spectral changes associated with

strong binding are consistent with interaction of the

aminoacridine with the heterocyclic DNA basesl6'66'67. The

spectral changes observed for the strong binding of Proflavine

to denatured DNA are sinilar to those observed for binding to

native DNAG 6 
.

The optical properties of complexes of aminoacridines

with DNA are potentially a powerful tool in the attempt to

el-ucid.ate the structure of the complex. The sensitivit¡i of

optical rotatory dispersion (ORD) and circul-ar dichroism (CD)

to the molecular environment of the optically act.ive spec.ies

could yield much information on the fine structural features

of such complexes. When amj-noacridines a"Te bound to DNA they
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exhibit extrinsic or induced Cotton effects34'68-7t . The

observation that optical activity is induced in otherwlse

optically inactive aminoacridines on binding to DNA implies

that a definite and regular spacial rel-ationship exists between

the chromophore and its binding site68. A number of

explanatlons have been proposed to explain such optical

anisotropy.

(I) If the chromophores wer.e arranged in a regular helical

array. the asymmetry required to generate optical

activity would be present. Both Complex I and

Complex II could yield. such an arrangementT2'73. The

ob*servation that Proflavine and Acridine Orange show

induced optical activity when bound to denatured DNAT 4

suggest that the double helix of native DNA 1s not a

necessary adjunct to the induction of optical activity.

(2) Assymmetry may be induced within the chromophore

as a result of an asymmetric environment within the DNA

itsetfTo'7s.

(3) Exciton interactj-ons between neighbouring bound

aminoacridines could j-nduce optical activity?2 '7t+ . The

observation that 1-, 2- and 9-aminoacridines yield

opti-ca] activity on binding which is independent of the

amount boundT 6 would suggest that this explanation does

not apply to these aminoacridines unfess they bj-nd as

aggregates. Conversely aminoacridines with a

Z-aminoquinoline substructure do display a cooperatively

induced C. D. 4 6 
.

These observations demonstrate the uncertainty

surrounding the interpretation of the optical acti-vity of

bound aminoacridines. No single explanation has Ì:een able,

thus far , to account for all of the observed detail-s. Until
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such an explanation is forthcoming only a small part of the

potential of these techniques can be realized '

The binding of amj-noacridines to DNA induces changes in

the fluorescence spectra of the bound dyes. changes may occur

in both the wavelength6T and intensity4t,TT-7s of the ol¡served

fluorescence. These changes in fluorescence have been used to

determine binding curves, a technique of particular vafue

because of its extreme sensitivity. The conclusions drawn

concerning the possible heterogeneity of strong binding sites

from fluorescence data are probably the most contentious issues

in this fietd of study. A discussion of these resul-ts is

contained in Section B of this Chapter '

Studies of the d.iazotizatíon rates of Proflavine when

bound to DNA and to synthetic polyelectrolytes by Lerman2 e

showed a marked. reduction in the tate on strong binding to

DNA. He concl-uded that this was à resul-t of the amino groups

of Proflavine being enclosed in the DNA hel-ix and hence less

accessible to the electrophilic reagent '

5 Orientation of Bound Aminoacridines

Early work in this aleà by flow dichroisms 0 ,8 I and

polarized fluorescencet o estimated the plane of the bound

aminoacrirline to be within tSoo of the plane of the DNA base

pairs. More recent work has added significantly to these

findings. The dichroic spectra of stretched films of

Ethidium Bromides2 and of 9-aminoacridine, Proflavine and

Acriflavines3 with DNA have been studied. Kelly and

Kurucsevs 3 found that the orientation of Proflavine and

Acr.iflavine, both of which posSeSS a 7-aminoquinoline

substructure, were very similar. The plane of the

aminoacridlne was perpendicular to the major hel-ix axi-s'
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9-aminoacridine however was tilted from the plane

perpendicular to the major helix axis by 23o t 30. The

perpendicular long and short axis transition moments of

9-aminoacridine enabl,ed the determination of the angle of

twist between the long axj-s of 9-aminoacri-dine and the

semi-major axis of the DNA. This angle was found to be

13o + 30. Such studies of stretched f ilms, however, a"re very

sensitive to humidityt t. This must be considered when making

extrapolations from observation on stretched films to the

solution state.

very recently a number of x-ray structures, to atomic

resOlUtion, have been reportedsrr-8s. These Structures were

d.etermlned from wel-l hydrated, slngle crystals of complexes

of Ethiclium Bromide, Proflavine and 9-aminoacridine with

synthetic, self-complementary di- and oligo-ribonucleotides.

These structures provide the first visualízation of an

intercalated complex. The structures show these intercalated

complexes to be essential-Iy of the type of Lermanrs model.

The plane of the intercal-ated molecule is perpendicular to

the direction of the "double helix" axj-s formed by the

stacking of these minature double helices. The major axis of

the intercalated molecul-e is paral1e1 to the semi-minor helix

axis with maximum overlap between the ring system of the dye

and the base residues in the he1ix. They are all nearest

neighbour excluded structures. The phosphate-Sugar bac]<bone

of these structures is ciiscontlnuous i-n the sense that the

he]ix is constructed of a stack of minature helices. The

complex of 9-aminoacridine with 5-iodocytidylyl(3'-5' )guanosine

yielded the only exception to the above mentioned general

intercalation structure in that every second 9-aminoacridine

molecule was severely skewed in the he1ix.8+ These molecules
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however we1.e bound in the site between adjacent helices. It

is unlikely that if the backbone were continuous that such a

position rvoulcl be stereochemically feasible.sa It may therefore

be discarded as an artifaclu of the discontinuous backbone.

Naturally one must be cautious 1n extrapolating the

structures observed in such model systems to the structure of

the complexes of these dyes with native DNA in the solution

state. These structures do, however, provide the first direct

proof that intercalation into a double-hel-ica1 DNA like

structure can occur.

The deveJ-opment of high-fie1d, fourier transform Nuclear

Magnetic Resonance (NÞlR) spectrometers has enabl-ed detailed

study of the complexes of aminoacridines'with syntheti-c

polynucleotidess 0 . The study of complexes with natural- DNA is

not possible since resonances of nuclei j-n this material are

broadened beyond resolutlontl. Patel's studye0 of the

interaction of Proflavine with Poly (dA-dT) and its

dissociation over the melting transition of the complex provide

a" rare insight into the sol-ution structure of an intercalated

complex. The d.ata are consistent with a Lerman model of the

complex with the amino groups of Proflavine directed towards

the backbone chains and maximum overlap between the acridine

ring and the nucleotide bases. Patele0 found that the NMR

d,ata were not consistent with the model of ProfLavine

intercal-ating into A-T sites proposed by ALden and Arnotts2.

This mode1., based on valence force field energy minimization

calculations, proposed that à Lerman type intercalation

existed but with only about '/t of maximum t-electron system

overlap between the Proflavine and A-T base pair. In this

model the C-9 posi-tion of the Profl-avine is exposed in the

groove of the DNA he1ix. Such catculationse2 are particulatl-y
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prone to criticism since the minj-mization is computed

rrin vacuo't , no account being taken of solvent or the f ield of

neighbouring molecules .

The fields of study aimed at determining detailed

orientations of intercalated complexes in nuclei-c acids has

developed rapidly in the last few years. The information

gained from such studies has given considerable inslght into

the nature of intercalated complexes. The large majority of

studies have shotvn that Ler.ûìâll type j-ntercalation models

operate in these Systems. l',{ost of this work has been with

the Ethidium cation and Prof lavine, rvhich possess

?-aminoquinoline substructures. The stretched film studys3

suggested that 9-anrinoacridine differs from the

7-aminoquinoline containing molecul-es and more work with

9-aminoacridines would shed more light on these potential

differences.

6. General structural models for the complexes

In the preceding sectlons of this review a brief

summary has been made of the experimental observations

concerning the inberaction of aminoacridines with DNA. fn

this section the work reviewed will be summarized in terms

of current models for the interaction. Similar summaries

have appeared elsewherQ2 t3 r37,3s. The original observation

by Peacocke and Skerrettr s that tv¿o types of complex

existed has been universally accepted. This sutrunary wil-1

treat each of these tYPes in turn.

a Com lex I stron bindin

The formation of complex I is associated with the

following observations.
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(l) It is a strong interactj-on, AGo = -25 to -4O

of bound aminoacridine.

(2) It is more favourable for aminoacridines with

kJlmole

aromatic rings. The presence of one saturated

three

ring

d.oes not, however, preclude partial intercalation.

Only cati-ons bind strongly suggesting the i-nteractj-on

is at least part electrostati-c in nature. This could

also be a mechanistic requirement.

The contour leng bh of double hel-icaf DNA is increased

and its mass per unit length decreased on formation of

Complex I.

These hydrodynamie changes àre not observed with

denatured DNA provided that the ionic strength of the

solution is not significantly alterecl by adding

cationic aminoacridine.

The plane of the bound aminoacridine is approximately

parallel to the DNA base pairs and so perpendicular to

the double helix major axis.

The reactivity of the amino groups of some

aminoacridines is diminished on binding.

At room temperature complex I has similar stability in

both native and denatured DNA. The extent of binding

is greater to denatured DNA.

Long side chains attached to the amino group of

9-aminoacriclines do not hinder the interaction.

There is an upper limit to the extent of binding

(to native DNA) as r for Complex I equals O,2O O.25-

That is, one bound aminoacridine per two base pairs.

The stability of double helical DNA is enhanced by

aminoacridines bound in Complex I form.

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(B)

(e)

(10)

(11)
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On the basi-s of observations (4), (6) and (7) Lermanzs

proposed that an aminoacridine cation binds in such a way that

the DNA molecule untwists and extends to allow insertion of the

aminoacridine between adjacent base pairs. This i-nteraction is

cal_led intercalation. The aminoacridine is centrally located

within the heLix with the ring ni-trogen near the central axis

of the helix. This arrangement all-ows maximum overlap of the

acridine ring system with the DNA base pairs. The double

helical- structure of native DNA is an essential requirement of

this mod.el- which is shown schematically in Fig . 2.I(a) .

The model proposecl by Lerman satisfactorily explains a

number of the generaÌ observations concerning Complex I

formation. It cannot readily explain observations (2), (5),

(8) and (9) . To explain these observations, PÏitchard et a-l s 3

proposed a modified intercalation model-. In this model the

major axis of the intercalated acridine ring is perpendicular

to the helix semi-major axis with the acridine ring nitrogen

immediately adjacent to the pþosphate-sugar backbone. They

suggested. that the backbone phosphate group could then take

up a position near the positively charged ring nitrogen. This

mod.el- is shown schematically in Fig. 2.1(b).

The Pritchard et aLs 3 model can satisfactorily explain

observations (2), (3), (8) ancl (9) as wel-l as those of Lerman

t(4), (6) and (7)1. This model does not require an intact

double helical DNA structure and hence all-ows for an

intercal-ation type interaction with denatured DNA. fn view

of the less rigid conformation of denatured DNA an increase

in adjacent base-base distance may be possible without

increase in the contour length of the DNA molecule.

Observations (1) and (11) are a direct consequence of a strong

interaction and need no comment.
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It is not immediately apparent why the limit of

Complex I formatj-on is approximately one aminoacridine bound

per two base pairs. In the Lerman model the theoretical upper

limit of binding is one dye bound per base pair and in the

model of Pritchard et af not even this restriction applies.

Armstrong et afrB explainecl this limit by proposing that the

slot between every base pair of native DNA is a potential

binding site and that aminoacrj-dines bind randomly to these

sites with the restriction that lntercalation may not occur

at sites immediately adjacent to an occupied site. This may

be cal-l-ed nearest neighbour site exclusion. A very recent

stud.y of the binding of Quinacrine to native DNA9 + proposes
,

such site-exclusion for this system. Whether such sites are

actually excluded completely or subject to a very large

ant j--cooperative ef f ect is dif f icul-t to determine. For all

practical purposes they are the same since they would only

differ at unattainably high free dye concentrations. Work

with bis-intercalating 9-aminoacridines and closed cj-rcular

DNA has only adcled to the uncertainty of this situation.

Le Pecq et al-ss studied a series of such compounds in which

two 2-methoxy-6-chloro-9-aminoacridine structures were

connected by chains of various lengths. These chains contained

amine groups. They found that only when the chain was long

enough to permit binding two base pai-rs away from a site

occupied by one of the 9-aminoacridine structures did

bi-s-intercalation occur. This suggested that nearest neighbour

site exclusion did operate in these systems. However, recently

work by Wakelin et aJ,s6 on a similar group of compounds but

with an a1kyl chain interconnecting two 9-aminoacridine

molecules showed that nearest neighbour intercalation did

occur.
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Care must be exercised when extrapolating these

findings to mono-functj-onal intercal-ating molecules since in

some respects the statistical distributions governing the

location of the second half of a bis-aminoacridine intercalation

are different. Once the first aminoaeridine ring has

intercalated the second ring i-s constrained to the immediate

vicinity of adjacent base-pairs. This makes the concentration

of potential- intercalating agent in thj-s region effectiveì-y

infinite. The findings of these studieses's6 demonstrate that

in one case nearest neighbour site exclusion does occur

whereas in another similar system j-ntercalation at a"n

adjacent sj-te is possible. In this latter case these

experimentse 6 provide no information regardlng arry

anti-cooperative effect that may apply to the second

intercalation step.

The upper timit of one aminoacridine intercalated per

two DNA base pairs may then be explained as arising either

from nearest neighbour site exclusion or from a severe

nearest neighbour antj--cooperative effect. Such àn

anti-cooperative effect woul-d impose the observed limit for

free dye concentrations which are attainable in practice.

b c lex II weak bindi

Aminoacri-dine bound to DNA to form Complex II has the

following characteristics.

(1) It is a weak j-nteraction, AGo for the reaction is only

a few kJ/mole of bound aminoacridine.

(2) It is principally electrostatic in nature. The ionic

strength of supporting electrolyte has a profound

effect on the interaction.
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(3) It can involve interaction between bound molecules.

The binding generally displays a positive cooperativity.

(4) It continues beyond the extent of binding predominated

by Complex I formation, which is an internal binding

process. It is therefore probably binding to the

external, hYdrated region of DNA.

(5) It saturates at the condition for electroneutrality of

the DNA phosphate group, that is r = 1.0.

The generally accepted model for Complex II binding is one in

which the cations bind externally to the helix with the

positive ring nitrogen adjacent to the negatively charged

phosphate of the DNA backbone. This model explains all of

the above observations. Since strong binding predominates in

the region of low r it is not possible to make experimental

observatj-ons of Complex II in isolation. The observation that

the viscosity of ami-noacridine/DNA complexes is not affected

beyond the saturation limit of Complex I binding supports an

outside-bound model. Such a model would be expected to

result in a cooperative binding process. Aminoacridines

binding to the phosphate groups woul-d be expected to bind

adjacent to already bound aminoacridine so gaining additional

stabil iza'tion by forming "sandwich" aggregates with favourable

interaction between adjacent bound aminoacridines.

Observations of the spectral propertles of Complex II suggest

they àTe simllar to those of aggregates resulting from

sel-f-association of aminoacridines.

7 The kinetics and mechanisms of the interaction

The equilibrium between aminoacridines and DNA is

established very rapj-dly. The study of the kinetics of the

reaction awaited the development of perturbation techniques,
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Such as temperature jump", which allow the study of such rapid

reactions. fn this technique an electrical discharge through

à sol-ution produces an increase in temperature with à rise

tj-me of a ferv microseconds. It is then possible to folloiv the

equilibration of the solution 'Lo the new temperature using a

suitable technique such as absorbance or fluorescence. This

technj-que has been the most widely applied technique in the

study of the kinetj-cs of aminoacridine/ÐNA interactionss-r01.

Li and Crotherss I studied the interaction of

Proflavine with Calf Thymus DNA. They observed two well

defined relaxation times, and proposed that two forms of the

strongly bound complex exist at equilibrj-um. The mechanism

they proposed is given below.

P+DNA +* (P-DNA)our +3 (P-DNA) rN mech . 2,I

ktz >> ke z

The first step is a rapid, almost dj-ffusion controll-ed

bimolecular process with a large favourable equilibrium

constant. This is assigned to àn outside bound Proflavine

mo1ecule with an electrostatic component since the amount of

Proflavi-ne bound in this way was affected by ionic strengths I .

The second complex, (P-DNA)IN, whose formation was considerably

slower, was assigned to intercalation of the otttside bound

form, (P-DNA)our. Li and. Crotherses suggested that a"

conformational change occurs in the DNA tVhich allows the

outside bound form to intercal-ate. It should be pointed out

that a parallel mechanism in which Proflavine may bind to DNA

in either form in parallel fashion rather than in the series

mechanism (mech, 2.I) is equally consistent with the klnetic

data,
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Ramstein and Lengr 0 r studied the kineti-cs of the

interaction of Proflavine with Micrococcus Lgsodeikticus DNA.

They conclude that the mechanism of Li and Crothersss applies

but that the (P-DNA)OU1 form of the complex is favoured in G-C

rich regions of DNA. They also observed that methylation of

the bases of M.L. DNA (preferentially on Guani-ne) while not

affecting the formation of (P-DNA)OUr did increase the amount

of intercalated Proflavine. Attempts20 to fit a mathematical

f ormulat j-on of mech . 2.I to equil j-brium binding data f or

Proflavinefu,z. DNA using K values obtained from the kinetic

experiments can only be described as fair. lVhile this model

is not inconsistent with the binding aata, the fit is not good.

Turner3T studiecl the kinetics of the interaction of

9-aminoacridine with highly polymerì-zed E col-i DNA. He

obtained only one relaxation in the temperature range

45oC 65oC with an ionic strength of 0.1. This was assigned

to à single bimolecular reaction resulting in the

intercalation of 9-aminoacridine. The variations in

temperature, ionic strength and nucleic acj-d types used in

these studies3T ' 
s 8 -1 0 r make d.irect comparison difficult.

Horvever, the results obtained by Turner3T suggest that the Li

and Crotherses mechanism does not apply to the binding of

9-aminoacridine to native DNA.

There has been general acceptance of the Li and

CrotherssB mechanism for the interaction of Proflavine and

Proflavine 11ke aminoacridines wlth native DNA. There i-s

eviclence3 7 to suggest tlnat this mechanism may not apply to

9-aminoacridines .
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8. lleterog eneitv among strong binding sit es of native DNA

The question of whether heterogeneity exj-sts among the

strong binding sites is probably the most contentious issue

surrounding the binding of aminoacridj-nes to DNA. Because of

its irnportance to this work I have chosen to examine the

evidence uncler two headings in this sectj-on.

(a) Base pair heter eneitv

Since DNA possesses four base residues which occur in

two specific pairs there are four base pairs possible in DNA

(viz. AT, TA, GC, CG). Considering only the base pairs

immediately adjacent to an intercalated amlnoacridine, there are

then sixteen possible intercalated complexes. This assumes

that intercalation may take place in all of these sites. In

this sense heterogeneity must exist among the intercalated

aminoacridine complexes. The question is not that the

individual complexes are chemically different but rather

whether any significant difference exists between the affinity

of an aminoacridine for any of these potentlal sites. The

techniques most applied to this problem have been fluorescence

Spectra and, more latterly, nanosecond fluorescence decay.

Thç majority of aminoacridines exhibi.t a decrease in

fluorescence intensityTT-7e on strong binding to DNA.

Iiowever Acridine Orange and its derivativesT T ' 7 s and the

intercalating phenanthridine Ethidium Bromiclel 08 show

enhancement of fluorescence on binding to DNA. The mechanism

of the fluorescence quetrching, which is not satisfactorily

understood, is the crux of the argument surrounding base-pair

specific binding. Some workers24 ,2 s , I 0 u have suggested the

existence of quencþing and non-quenching binding sites,

assigned to GC-rich ancl AT-rich sites respectively. The
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general observation that the degree of quenching appears to

increase with increasing T has led Some workers24,2 s to suggest

that aminoacrid.ine b j.nds more strongly to AT base pairs. This

suggestion has been challenged by others26,2 7 who propose that

the variation in fluorescence quantum yields can be explained

by near neighbour interactions between randomly bound dye

molecules. This challenge of the base pair specific binding

explanation has itself been criticised by DauneI 0 s who suggests

that at the very low r values employed in these stuclies, the

aminoacridines would be bound too fat apart for nearest

neighbour interaction. However, if the binding were truly

random, then,a certain portion of the dye molecules woul-ci

occur aS near neighbours while others would be essentially

isolated f rom other bound molecules. lvloreover the f raction of

dye bound as near neighbours would inevitably increase as T

increases, even at low total- r values. An examiuation of the

properties of random binding to a linear lattice using the

Sequence Generating Function methodl2-1+ would be of great

value in determining the incr:ease in near neighbours as t

increases af, low r values. In this vray it would be possible

to calculate the number of, and distances over which dye-dye

interactions would have to take pl-ace to explain the observed

increase in total quenching.

More recent workl06-t0s using the nanosecond

fluorescence decay technique suggests tlnat two or more decay

processes make up the clecay curve of bound Proflavine and

9-aminoacridine. The variati-on of the relative amounts of

these indiviclual contributors to the observed clecay culve

with changes in T, and between DNA's of differing GC content,

has been assigned to base-specific heterogeneity among the

binding Sitest0s. ConverseI5r, Duportail et a-2r07 dld not
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observe this variation and suggested a non base-specific strong
binding site heterogeneity. The total quantum yield from

bound 9-aminoacridine i-s very 1ow, of the order of à ferv

percent, and hence the resol-ution of these curves is poor.

There is disagreement I 0 s over the number of decay processes

and the measured fluorescence spectrum of bound g-aminoacridine.

The situatj-on regarding the nanosecond fruorescence decay

measurements on bound 9-aminoacridine is confused.

During any diseussion of fruorescence spectra and

fl-uorescence decay it must be remembered that the fluorescence
properties of a molecule are the properties of an excited
state of that mo1ecule. Such an electroni-c excited state will
i-nvorve changes in the charge distribution of the morecure

with concomitant changes in dipole moment magnitude and

directi-on. such ehanges could resurt in changes in the
position of the intercalated dye within the he1ix. rndeed

just such a suggestion was made by Erlerton and rsenberg2 6 to
explain the fruorescence porarization properties of bound

Proflavine. one must be carefur when extrapolating the

fluorescence data to the ground state of a bound molecul_e. rf
such positional changes occur they woul-d be on the nanosecond

time scale and hence cast doubt on the fluorescence decay

measurements. rt has been reported that the spectra of bound

Proflavinel06 and bound 9-aminoacridinel0s àre independent of
time over the nanosecond time scale although in neither case

was the evidence for these statements presented. The

development of picosecond fluorescence decay techniques would

circumvent this short-coming since the excitation and decay

process witl occur on a t.ime scare too short for molecurar
movement to occur simurtaneously. Thj_s technique shourd

resolve some of the problems of the other fruorescence
techniques.
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The current evidence for base specific heterogeneity

among strong binding sites is not conclusive. Alternate

explanations of the fluorescence properties of bound

aminoacridines are avallable and at thj-s stage it is not

possible to state unambiguously that base-pair heterogeneity

exists for bound aminoacridiues.

(b) Bindins site heteroseneitv

Armstrong et a-Z r I studied the binding of Proflavlne and

Acridine Orange to native DNA using equilibriun dialysis and

spectrophotometry. At 1ow ionic strength they observed two

modes of strong binding which they assigned to an intercalated

monomer acriôine and to a bound dimer (inferred from spectral

evidence). They propose that monomer dye intercalates into

the helix and subsequently another dye may bind immediately

adjacent to the intercalated dye with partial overlap of the

acridine ring systems. This model is shown schematical-Iy in

Fie. 2.2(a) .

Li and Crotherss I proposed from kinetic studies that a

strong "outside" bound, form exlsts for proflavine. That such

non-intercal_ated strong binding is possible has been

demonstrated by study of the binding of the sterically

hindered 3,6-diamino-2,7-di-tert-butylacridine. This does

not necessarily imply that such outside bound forms àr"e

thermodynamically stabl-e for dyes which can intercalate. This

model is shown in Fig. 2 .2 (b) .

Ramstein et alr00 studjed the interaction of Profl-avine

with DNA's of differing GC content both by viscometrSr and

T- jump kinetics. They concl-uded that a strong outside bounci

form existed but that it was preferred in GC-rich regions, and

that intercalation was preferred in AT-rich regions of the
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DNA. This model is schematically similar to Fig.2.2(b)

except that the local base composition of the DNA now

influences the relatlve amounts of intercalated and outside

bound forms which exist in a given DNA segment '

These studies of the binding of Proflavine and

Proflavine-like aminoacridines to DNA suggest that some

strongly outside-bound form is possible either as a separate

entity (as in Fig. 2.2(b)) or as a dimer formed with an

already intercalated molecule (Fig. 2.2(a)). Furthermore such

forms are not favoured in solvents of high ionic strength. No

study of which I am awa're suggests tlnat 9-aminoacridine or its

derivatives display such site heterogeneity. Indeed recent

studies of the binding of Quinacrineer+'lr0 and

9-aminoacridine3 7 to DNA do not suggest either base-pair or

binding site tYPe heterogeneitY.
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1. Introducti-on

In order to determine the parameters whj-ch characterize

the interaction of 9-ami-noacridines with native Di\TA it i-s

necessary to determj-ne the extent of binding to the DNA as

accurate 1y as possible using available experin'ìental techniques.

In thi-s chapter I will- examine the advantages and limitations

of the two main techniques chosen from those available to study

this interaction. T[ese two techniques are UV-visible

spectrophotometry c¡f solutions and equilibrlum dialysis. A

third technique, that of sedimentation veloeity, will be

briefl.y discussed. The purpose of these studies is to determine

which technique, or combination of techniques, offers the best

àccvràcy anci. reproducibility for determining equilibrium

binding parameters. In this discussion 9-aminoacrj-dine is

frequently used as a representative of the properties and

behaviour of the substituted 9-ami-noacridines studied.

2. Spectrophotometric analvsis

All of the 9-aminoacridines studied in this work, and

indeed most aromatic heterocyclic cations which interact

strongly with DNA, undergo modification of their characteristlc

UV-visib¡le absorbance spectra on binding to DNAI'2. Under

certain conclitions it is possible to use these absorbance

changes to determine the amount of the ligand bound to DNA in

Iigand/DNA mixtures.

In à system containing only tv¿o spectrally distinct

forms of the same chromophore in equilibrium with each other,

the observed absorbance at some wavelength, À, may be

expressed as:

ôBse 1 r-o¡ 'I + crcÀ-B

Àeons Aàwhere BS/CT

3.1
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fn this equation, .|ng, .à and.À are the observed, free and

bound molar absorptivities at wavelength À, Oàu, is the

observed absorbance, CT is the total concentration of the

chromophore and cl is the fraction of the chromophore in the

bound form. Equation 3.1 will be valid at all wavelengths al

which the chromophore absorbs. If any three of the parameters

in Eqn. 3.1 are known at any wavelength À, then the fourth may

be obtained. It is then only necessary to know two parameters

at any other À, or for any other mixture of the ligand with

DNA, to obtain the other two. This arises because any given

mixture has à constant cr, and eg will be fixed at any given

wavelength. practical terms the problem is tv¿o-fo1d:

(I) To decide whether Eqn. 3.1 holds for the system under

considerati-on.

(2) Can one solution (and hence all solutions) to a set of

equations, of the type of Eqn. 3.f, be determined?

(a) Internal- Iinear i tv

It has long been considered that the occurrence of àn

isosbestic point in a series of spectra 1s indicative of

there being only two absorbing species in the system3 r h r 5.

However Brynestad and Smith6 have shown that this is not the

case. They show that isosbestlc points may be generated in

multi-component systems and moreover that an isosbestic point

need not arise in a two component system. An additional and

better test for a two component system arises from the

consideration of Eqn. 3. I. The spectrum of any member of a"

Set of spectra composed of mixtures of only two components may

be generated as a linear conbination of the concentratj-ons and

absorptivities of the components. If this hol<ls true then:

.à = çr-ß)el + g.à --- s.2
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where elr êz and eg are the apparent molar absorptivitj-es of

any three members of a two component set and ß is a number

independent of the wavelength of the observation. Brynestad

and Smiths refer to this property of such a set of spectra as

"fnternal Linearity". All that is required to confirm that a

given set of spectra are internally linear is to determj-ne

that the value of ß found at one wavelength is invariant at

all other wavelengths in the absorption band for combinations

of spectra taken three at a time, The range of mixtures for
which this holds, defines the range over which only two

experi-mentally distinct chro¡nophores exist in the solution.

(b) Choice of spectral- band

The UV-visible spectra of 9-aminoacridine FICI,

9-(cyclohexyl)-aminoacridine HCI and E Cot-i DNA all in O.I0 M

NaCl as solvent are shown in Fig. 3. I. These two acridines àre

chosen because they represent the extremes of the wavelength

range within which fall the spectra of all the other

9-aminoacridines studied in this work. There are three bands

in the UV-visible spectra of the acridines. The two

visible/near UV bands are labelled tL. and tl,b on Fig. 3.1

after the assignment of Zanker and SchiefeleT. The DNA has à

strong UV absorption centred around 260 nm and no visible
region absorption bands as such. The choice of spectral band

to study then is straj-ght-forward. The UV band is rejected

because of the strong absorption of DNA in the same region

which would lead to a multi-component system. Of the

remaining two bands the tL. band is chosen because:

(i) It is more intense.

(ii) It is at longer wavelength and so suffers less from the

background absorbance of DNA in the visible region.
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Point (i) is obvious. A more intense bancl enabl-es work over

a greater range of concentration of the dye with greater

precision j-n measuring absorbances. Point (ii) merj-ts more

attention. The interfering apparent absorbance of DNA

solutions in the visible region of the spectrum has often been

mentioneclz,s but not explained. It warrants attention si-nce

it may present à serious limitation to the a,ccvTacy of the

spectrophotometric method of determinlng binding parameters.

(c) DNA backEround absorbance

The spectrum of this apparent absorbance is shown in

Fig. 3.2. It is seen to decrease monotonical-ly in intensity

with increasing wavelength. Bacterial DNA's, both prepared in

this Department and commercially obtained samples, show

apparent molar absorptivities (based on DNA phosphate) of

between 2,6 and 10 at,400 nm. It is observed that DNA samples

which yield "water bright" solutions at a concentratÍon of

1 mg/m1 tend to have lower absorbances in the visible region

than those samples whose Solutions have a more "grâiny"

appearance. It has been suggested tlnat the absorbance may be

due to light-scattering from the DNA molecules, or small

aggregates of them, or from minute air-bubbles trapped in the

solutj-on2a. Sonication of sol-utions of high molecular wej-ght

samples had no significant effect on the absorbatrce.

Solutions which were centrj-fuged for t hour at 10,000 RCF and

carefully d.ecanted into spectrophotometer cells also shotved

little change j-n absorÌ¡ance. The apparent molar absorptivity

appears to be invariant, within the uncertainty of

measuï,erneutr üp to about 1.5 x l-O-3 M DNA phosphorus. Âbove

this concentration it decreases s1ight1y, YarLation of

temperature within the range 10oC to 50oC and of neutral salt
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concentration in the solvent between 0.001 M NaCl to 0. I0 M

NaCI had littl-e effect. It was observed that the geometry of

the various spectrophotometer cel1s used had Some effect. The

use of narrow long pathlength microcells leads to a lower

apparent absoi:bance thau when using wider cell-s. The optical

geometr:y of the d.ifferent spectrophotometers used also

af f ected the absorbance. The use of the Dl\'lR-IO double-beam

spectrophotoneter yielded l-ower absorbances than the PMQ-II

single-bearn spectrophotometer. Variation of the beam width in

the PlvfQ-II using masks at the entrance to the sample housing

produced lower absorbances when the beam was narrowed.

Experiments conducted using another PMQ-II spectrophotometer

equipped with a wid.e-window photomultipliers in place of the

normal detector also yielded Iower absorbances for the Same

beam widths when compared to an un-modified PMQ-II.

It is extremely unlikely that this absorbance is the tail

of the UV absorption baud of the DNA. It is possible that it

coul-d be sonìe absorbing impurities in the sample carried over

from the bacterial cel-ls from which the DNA was extracted. In

view of the exhaustive purlflcation procedures and of the

featureless nature of the absorbance, this explanation al-so

seems un1ike1y. The best explanation in vj-ew of the

observations reported here is that the DNA molecules, oI

aggregates of them , act as Rayleigh scatterers. This

light-scattering is appar:ent1y suff icient to l-ead to a

measurably reduced light transmittance through DNA solutions

and hence an apparent absorbance of tight. The dependenee of

the absorbance at àny particular wavelength on the optical

geometry of the measuring system is particularly significant

as support for this exPlanation.
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The correction for such a non-specific absorbance in

dye/DNA mixtures presents some difficulty. The absorbance of

a DNA solution of equal- DNA concentration can be measured under

the same conditions and then subtracted from the total

absorbance of a mixture aS has been reported2'8 . This does not

make all-owance for the possibility that the DNA absorbance

correction may change in the presence of a ligand. For

mixtures of DNA and. the 9-aminoacridines studied in this work,

the only region in which the dyes are non-absorbing is at

wavelengths above 455 - 465 nm. In this region any residual

absorbance should be due to the dye/DNA complex alone. The

apparent mofar absorptivity at these wavelengths is of the

order of 2 which yi-eIds very Iow absorbances and so makes

accurate estimation of any change to the absorbance difficult

to measure. The uncertainty of absolbance measured for à

1.0 x 1O-3 M DNA soLution in a 2 cm cell is of the order of

257o of the measured absorbance value. Absorbances measured

for dye/DNA solutions at 47O nm varied within the uncertainty

of measurement and on avelage increased slightly when

compared to the values for DNA alone. This indicates that no

major change in absorbance occurs at these wavel-engths. It

gives no indication whether the apparent "spectrum" of the

DNA in the region below 470 nm has changed. A smal-l

correction at 47o nm will be larger in the region of

4OO nm and below, where the apparent molar absorptivity is

higher.

A second indi-cation of whether the correction is too

small can be seen from plots of .àU, versus TL/TA, where TL is

the total dye concentration and TA the total- DNA concentration.

In Fig. 3.3 several such plots â"re shown for the system

9-aminoacridine/E CoIi DNA. The curves in Fig. 3.3 labelled
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(a) show the result with 0.001 À[ NaCl as solvent. This

particular system is chosen to illustrate this point since the

absorbance of the dye reaches a constant val-ue at DNA

concentrations sufflcj-ently low for the background absorbance

correction to be negligible when followecl at 400 nm. It is

then possible to fo1low the total apparent absorbance as the

DNA concentration is further increased, any change being due

to the DNA alone. The minimum correction for DNA background

absorbance must be such that no nett increase in total

absorbance occurs with increasing DNA concentration. This

minimum correction however only specifies a l-ower limit to the

magnitude of the correction and does not limit the maximum

value it may take. Fig. 3.3(a) illustrates that the

correction applied in that case, the apparent absorbance of

the DNA in the absence of 9-aminoacridine, meets the minimum

correction criterion. The curves in Fig. 3.3 labelled (b)

show the situation with 0.10 I\{ NaCI as solvent. For these

systems the dye absorbance continues to decrease with

increasing DNA concentration and no final pJ.ateau region is

obtained. While the minimum correction crlterion still

applies there is no linit to the maximum correction that may be

used in these cases.

(d) Determination of fraction bound

The sol-ution of equations of the type given 1n Eqn. 3.1

must be found to determine the fraction of dye bound in a

dye/DNA mixture. If the spectra of n dye/DNA mixtures are

recorded at j wavelengths, then (n x i) simultaneous equations

in (n x j + I) unknowns may be formulated as foll-ows:

ràus = qr-ou)r| + orrà B.B

.+where and rA are fixed at wavelength L and qk is the
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thfraction bound in the k mixture. For the spec brum of the

kth mixture, ok remains constant and .à and .À vary with

wavelength. All values of .+ a.l.e determined. from the spectrum

of the dye alone in the same solvent as used for the mixtures

and at sufficient dilution to ensure only monomer dye is

present in the sol-ution. In the absence of a value for any

1o,k or eff no unique analytical solution to the equations is

possible sj-nce there wil-l always be one more unknown than

there are simultaneous equations to describe the system. It

is necessary then to determine one or more values of q,k and/or
1eff to solve the equations and so obtain the fraction of dye

bound in any, given mixture.

Values of o¡ càn only be determined by an independent

method such as equilibrium dialysis. Experlments can be

conducted with a mixture of dye/DNA giving values for o¡ and

total- dye concentration, TL, and total DNA concentration, TA,

in equilibrium on the DNA side of the membrane. The spectrum

of a mixture of identical Tl and TA càn then be recorded and,

in conjunction with known vafues of .|, solutions to equati-ons

of the type of Eqn.3.3 obtained since.à is now the only

unknown. This approach is limited by the accuracy with which

ok may be determined by an independent technique such as

dialysis. The precision of this method may be checked for a

gj-ven system by evaluating ok for several mixtures and using

these val-ues to obtain .à from each solution. The spread of

the values of e| will provide an estimate of random experimental

errors , àIthough not of any systematic errors. The possibility

of dye Ioosely associating with the DNA without any measurable

spectral change to the dye could afso produce error in ok

values. This situation can be largely avoided by not using

high dye to DNA ratios in the estiurations of o,¡. Conversely
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the occurrence of increasing ok estimates with increasing T¡/T4

may indicate that such an interactj-on does occur. A detailed

discussion of the limitations of the equil-ibriurn dialysis

method is contained in the latter part' of this chapter.

A second approach to the solution of the equabions is to

determine a value f or tà and use this to generate CI,k val-ues.

It has often been assumedz'8'23 that eB may be obtained by

preparing mixtures of sufficiently low T¡/T¡ so that all the

dye is in the bound form to within the resolving power of the

spectrophotometer. L{odern UV-visible spectrophotometers have

reproducibilities of about O.5% so the association constant for

the formatio: of the complex would have to be sufficiently high

for > 99% of the dye to be bound. High molecular weight

bacterial DNA's of the type used in this work have a solubility

l-imit of 2 3 x IO-3 M DNA phosphate above which homogeneous

solutions cannot be obtained in a solvent of 0. 10 I\Í NaCl . The

maximum DNA/dye ratio which may be used is governed by this

solubility limitation and by the molar absorptivity of the

dye in the mixture. To maintain precision of measurement, the

absorbance of the mixture should be maintained above 0.1

absorbance units. For aminoacridines such aS Proflavinel 0 ' r I

and Acridine Orangell molar absorptivitj-es of 1.5 3 x 10''

aîe observed when the dyes àTe bound to DNA. fn the case of

9-aminoacridines these are of the order 3.5 - 4 x IO3 which

means a five-fold increase in dye concentration is required to

obtain the same absorbance in DNA mixtures of 1ow T1 /T¡, In

order to see how these factors wil-f influence the ability to

directly measure eB, I wil-I assume a simple model to describe

the interaction. For low T1/T4 the equilibrium may be written

âs:
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dye + DNA a:l comPlex

and K 3.4

This model is valid for TL/TA < 0.08 where bound dye molecul-es

on average aTe separated by at least 6 DNA base pairs and so

represents "binding in lsolatlon" to the DNA helix. The

assumption is made that the dye does not bind to specific base

pairs or sequences of base pairs but rather in a random manner

and that the binding in this region is not cooperative in

nature. The results of these cal-culations are presented in

Fig. g.4, This shows that if the association constant.is high

enough or if very low dye concentrations cari be used then

mixtures.rn'b" prepared in which atl of the dye is bound to

within the uncertainty of measurement. This however is not the

case for the 9-aminoacridines used in this work.

In the absence of directly measured values of eB, a

method of extrapolating to the value must be used. Turnerl 2 has

suggested a graphical estimation obtained by extrapolating a

plot of eggs/er versus Tl/Tt to zeto Tl/Te, which represents an

infinite DNA/dye ratio, so obtaining the ratio en/ep and hence

eg. Figure 3.5(a) shows such a plot for the

gAA/ø CoTi DNA/o.10 M NaCl system at 22oC. Firstly it is

evident that .|urlrà has not reached rÀ/r$ within experimentally

accessible T¡/T4 values. Secondly it is evident that the

extrapolation is not a. simple straight l-ine, but rather a

curve convex to the Tt/T¿, axis. The extrapolatlon is then

rather subjective in nature. To reduce the uncertainty in

this procedure several curves may be generated in the region

TllTn <

Action dictates that the ratio .òur/tà should be greater for

lower T1 values since the concentration of free dye will be
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higher relative to the total dye concentration. Hence a

family of curves should be generated which only meet when

.àss = rA. Figure 3.5(b) shows such a famiJ-y for the

?A,A/E coTi DNA/O.10 M NaCI system at 22oC. The uncertainty of

the extrapolation has been reduced but still remains larger

than is desirabl-e given the preci-sion with which tàus val-ues

can be determined at TL/TA <

fn an attempt to further reduce the subjective nature of

the extrapolation a non-linear fitting procedure was employed

to fit values of.à and an association constant, K, to this

data. If the simple "binding in isolation" model- is assumed

to operate in this region then a relatlonship between .àus and.

TA in terms ãt known values of TL and e$ ana parameters .à and

K may be derived. This derivation is gj-ven in Appendix I. A

computer program, PROGRAM NONLIN which is briefly described in

Appendix V, was used to obtain best fit values of.| and K for

a family of curves expressì-ng eons as à function of TA.

Typical results from this procedure are shown in Fig. 3.6.

These results are expressed as ròns7e| versus TI/TA to enable

direct comparison with the subjectively drawn curves. While

the resuLt of fitting a family of curves together were good,

attempts to fit values of t| and K to single curves were poor.

It is apparent from the results obtained that the fitted

parameters, "à and K, are highly correlated. The use of

several curves fitted together, constraining the least squares

fit to single values of.à and K, markedly reduced this

correlation and resulted in a more satisfactory fit for the

data.

Another approach to the determination of a binding

curve from incomplete spectral data has been proposed by

Gatti et a-L r 3. These workers based the determination of
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binding curves for the ethidium bromide/r-RNA system on a

development of the more general work of Halfman and l{ishidal +

concerning the binding of small molecules or ions to proteins.

The essence of the method is to elimj-nate unknown pararneters

in the system by finding a relatlonship between the change in

a measurabl-e physical property of the system, whose change

depends only on the binding process, and the known bulk

concentrations in whlch one or more of the unknown parameters

is constant. Such a relationship between change in absorbance

on binding and total macromolecule concentration, where a

single binding process is assumed, HâY be derived as follows.

Consider the quanti,ty
À
kAA

the subscript F refers

ligand concentration.

free ligand and

also write:

ÀuB(k)eB

bound species.

3.5 and dividing

TA, Yields:
Àa CB(k)eB)

A}
KA}

c¡(r)

D=r).r-)

3.6

C1 is the

ó.1

by the

3.8

3.9

where A is absorbance measured at wavel-ength À, k refers to the

kth ligand fmacromolecure mixture and Aà j-s def ined as:

AàA}

cuto>'à

cr.à

where

total

refers

6and3

to the

We may

to the

7 into

À
kA +

where the subscriPt B

Substituting Eqns. 3

total macromolecule concentration,

I
aAr

Te(r) Tt(r)
ÀÀCter (CF(k) eF

Since: C1 cn(t)

AA

Tt(r) Ta(r)

À
k .àlThen:

r¡Ae À

+

3.r0



Several curves of lnÀ7fO versus TO may be constructed using

^AÀ 
values obtained with constant CT and differing T¡ to plot

each individ.ual curve. Now provided all absorbing species

satisfy Beer's Law over the concentration range used, then

AeÀ will be indepenclent of CT and the intercepts wj-th the

curves of a l-ine drawn such that naÀ7T'o is constant will yielci

values of CT and T4 at constant r. The ratio r may be written

58

3 .II

3 .13

AS:

T _ cBlTA

and combining this with Eqn. 3.9 yields:

C1 = rT¿, + Cp --- 3.I2

A plot of oräered pairs (Ct,T¿.) obtained at constant r should

be linear with a s1ope, r, and an ordinate intercept, cp.

The values of t ancl c¡ so obtained can be used to construct a

binding curve for the ligand/macromolecule system.

This derivation presented above is valid p::ovided the

bindj-ng process is not infl-uenced by the extent of the reactlon

or the concentrations used to obtain suitable mi-xtures' If

these conditions are not met then the C1 VerSuS T4 cuTVeS rnay

not be l-inear. Val-ues of r may still be obtained from any

l-inear portion of the curve but accurate values of C¡ would

not be obtained.

Before applying this method the d,ata should be tested

to check tnat it conforms to Bqn. 3.10. From this equation

we may write:

The right-hand side of this

independ.ent of wavelength.

may be evaluated at several

relationship is a constant

The ratio on the l-eft-hand side

different wavelengths to verifY

AA À
L

rk
ra(.q,) r¿
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that this condition is met. This requirement, that the ratio

AA|7lA| be independent of wavel-ength, is however equivalent to

a necessary condj-tion for internal linearity within a set of

spectra (see Chapter III (2) (a) ) . Hence data from internaì-ly

l.inear systems will satisf y Eqn. 3 .13 .

This method has been applied to data for the

g^^/E CoLi DNA/O.1-0 M NaCl system. The data used is the same

as that presented for the extrapolative method, both to allow

direct comparison of the results and because only data

gathered aI low T¡/Ta will approximately conform to the

condition mentioned above concerni-ng the effect of the extent

of binding upon the binding process. Fì-gure 3 .7 shows plots
a'of AAÀ/TA versus T6 for three total dye concentrations. The

(Cr,TR) pairs obtained from these curves at lalTfo values

between 4.5 x l-03 M-r and 2.75 x l-03 M-r (the full- extent of

the usable range for these curves) are plotted in Fig. 3.8.

The lines drawn on this figure were obtained by linear

regression analysis of these data sets. Table 3.1 presents

the results of thj-s fitting procedure together with some

statisticat parameters for the fits.

This method of determining the bindlng curve has Some

dj-sadvantages when compared to the extrapolative method. More

d,ata must be collected to obtain a suitable number of datum

points on the C1 versus T¿ curves. A minimum of three data

sets must be coll-ected and preferably more to increase the

number of points on which the l-inear regression is performed.

As Shown in Table 3.1, the standard errors of the slope àTe

erratic. To improve this situation it is necessary to obtain

more po1nts on the C1 versus T4 curves. The erratic standard

errors observed may be a function of the low number of degrees

of freedom resulting from the sma]l number of points on each
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TABLE 3 1

The linear regression coefficients and their standard errors
for plots of T1 versus T6 aT constant AA/T6 for the

}AA,/n cot i DNA/O.10 NI NaCl system at 22oC.

AA/rA

x 103 (M-t)

( I )t S.E C¡
(2)

x 106 (M)

4.50

4.25

4.00

3.75

3 .50

3,25

3 .00

2.75

o. 0685 o

o,0647 6

O. O608 z

O. 0570 s

O.O532z

Q.0494z

o,0454t

0.0415 +

2.87

r.75

6.79

1.95

7.18

3 .48

8.62

4 .30

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

1o- 3

ro- I

10- s

10- 3

10- I

ro-'*

l_o- e

1O- I

3.44+

3.18r

2.960

2.86+

2,48e

2.06s

l-.99s

1.83+

(1)

(2)

Obtained directly from the slope of the linear
regression line.

obtained directly from the intercept of the linear
regression l-ine.

(3) The measure used
straight line is
(r') . rts value

to assess the goodness of fit to a
the coeffici-ent of determination
was greater than O,99996 in all cases.
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curve. It shoul-d be noted that as TA increases the laÀ7to

versus TA curves asymptote towards the abscissa. This makes

the determination of TA at constant leÀ7to difficult in this

areà where the system is most likely to meet the required

conditions. This is the converse of the situati-on with the

extrapolatj-ve method where data points of high TO will be most

useful. Despite these largely experì-mental drawbacks this

method is sound and represents a valuat-¡le cross-check of the

extrapolative method.

Fina11y, the method of Li and Crothersr s must be

mentioned since it has been often apptiedl 6. This analysis

was originally formulated by Benesi and Hildebrandr 7 and is

based on a simple equilibrium such as that of Eqn. 3.4; in

the nomenclature of this work:

I 1 1 3,r4c-cc\-cc-Ê"OBS 'F 'B -F *B

where it is assumed that TA "Te = TA - TL when TO >>

This is the equation of a straight line from which eB is

obtained from the intercept of a plot of I/(en-eoes) versus

Ì/(TA-TL). The slope of this line will yield a value of the

association constant, K. when the reciprocal of the slope is

rnultiplied by the intercept. Such a ptot for the

9AA/E Coli DNA/O.10 M NaCl system at 22oC is presented in

Fig. 3.9. It is apparent that the data plotted do not

represent straight lines but rather curves convex to the

abscissa. Attempts to fi-t linear regression Iines to these

data resul-t in grossly underestimatecl values of eB and K when

compared to those obtained by the other methods discussed

previously. In the light of this resul'b i.t is concluded LhaL

the systems studied in this work cannot be adequately

described by the assumptlons inherent in the derivation of

+
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Eqn. 3.14. This result is consistent with the observations

concerning the attemþt to fit spectral data directly using the

non-l-inear equations derived in Appendix I. This attempt also

resulted in grossly underestimated values of eB and K.

le) Analvsis of errors

The ultimate accuracy of binding data col-lected by

spectrophotometry will depend on the linearity and

reproducibility of the UV-visible spectrophotometer.

Provided all the data used to obtain the binding curves are

taken on the same spectrophotometez' its absolute absorbance

àccvracy is not crucial-; however a measure of this accuracy

against some standard will enable data collected on one

spectrophotometer to be used in conjunction with measurements

taken on another. The instruments used in this study were a

Zeiss Dl/lR-l0 double beam recording spectrophotometer and a

Zeiss PMQ-II single beam spectrophotometer. The DMR-10 was

further equipped with a microprocessor based data collection

and control facility designed by the author and described

in Appendix IV.

The best check of linearity and absolute absorbance

accrr:-acy available is that described by Burke eË alts using

acidic potassì-um dichromate as a liquid absorbance filter.

This test is superj-or to solid filters sj-nce it employs the

actual conditions used to record absorbances of Iiquid samples.

Table 3,2 shows typical results of this test which was made

regularly during the course of this work. Wavelength

accuracy was checked using the 486. I nm line of the

deuterium 1amp. The PMQ-II was accurate to within 0.05 nm and

the DIIR-IO showed no deviation to within O.O2 Dffi, the step

size of the monochromator. These tests established that the
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TABLE 3.2

Calculated and measured absorbances for KCrzOz in 0.001 M HCIO+.

Ce11 pathlength 10.00e mm

À

(nm)
C oncn.
(me/ r,)

235 257 313 350

ource

2l .235 z

o.2644
O .264 s

o.2639

0.3046
0.304 s

0.3056

o. 1030

0. 103

0.1034

o.2278
o.228
o.2289

Ca1c.
PMQ-I I
DMR-IO

39.498t
0.4887
0.489
o.4876

0.5686
0.568 s

o.5682

0. 1915

o.t92
0. 1914

o.4242
o.424
o.4247

Calc.
PMQ-I I
DT,IR_10

59.5802
o.740L
o,740
o.7346

0.8613
0.861
0.8597

o. 2891

0.289
0.2895

o.6406
o.64r
o.64L3

Ca1c.
PMQ-I I
DMR-10

79.4l.3
o.9907
o.992
o.9949

r.j-526

t,L54

0.3858
0.386
0.386r

0.8548
o. 855

0.8553

Calc.
PMQ-I I
DNIR_10
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absol-ute à"ccvTacy and linearity of both instruments are very

good.

The reproducibility of the instruments was checked

using à 9-aminoacrlcline/DNA mixture, readings being recorded

several times at several wavelellgths over a period of 3 days.

This check encompasses both the reproducibility of the

instruments, the cleaning and positioning of the curvettes,

and in the case of the P[IQ-II, the subjectivity of the

operator. The results show a standard deviation of 0.0006 for

the pl\{Q-II for absorbances between O.2 and 0.5 and 0.0003 for

the DMR-10 for absorbances between 0.1 and O.7 , AJ.lowing two

stand.ard deviations, the precision of measurement is O.57o at

0.200 absorbance.

spectra collecteci from systems containing only two

chromophores shoul-d show internal- linearity to within the

error of O.57o on each absorbance measurement. For dye/DNA

systems there àre two areas which may show greater deviation.

The first is at high TL/TA where appreciable amounts of free

dye exist in soluti-on and the formation of dye aggregates may

produce lower absorbances than expected. This presents no

probJ-em to determining accurate binding data since the actual

free dye concentration may be determined by an iterative

procedure using a plot of absorbance versus concentration

obtained for the dye in the absence of DNA. The procedure

for this correction j-s detail-ed f uIly in Chapter IV (4) . The

second region where greater than expected deviation mj-ght

occur is at very low T"/TO where the DNA concentration is

high enough to contribute significantly to the total-

absorbance. Correction for this absorbance is made aS

described earl-ier in this Chapter. If deviation from internal

linearity persists this may be due to the uncertain
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nature of this correction. If this is so then deviations wi-Il

be higher aL shorter wavefengths. Absorbance readings taken

on solutions with high DNA concentrations will have àn

additional uncertainty of about O.57o I.O7o,

Potentlally the most serj-ous Source of error is in the

estimation of .| for systems such as the 9-aminoacridines at

high ionic strength where this quantity cannot be obtained

d.irectly from measurement. Methods of subjective graphical

extrapolation or objective non-linear fitting of data at 1ow

fa/Tt to a sÍmple model for the behaviour in this region can

be used. Accurate estimation of the error involved in these

procedures is difficult, however it is in the range of l% - 37o

,1
uncertainty in the value of eä determined. The effect of thj-s

uncertainty on the calcul-ation of the fraction of dye bound,

0, depends on the value of this fraction and is discussed in

Chapter IV (4) , The use of an independent technique, such as

equili-brium dialysis, to obtain values for o and hence .à is

subject to similar errors as those discussed for the

extrapolative methods. It does, however, provide a useful- check

of the uncertainty in the estimate of .à providing systematic

experimental errors can be kept to a minimum. Limitations of

the technique of equillbrium dialysis are examined in the

latter part of this chaPter.

Fina1ly, the contribution of the technique used to

collect Spectrophotometrj-c d,a|'a must be considered. The two

principal technj-ques employed are the use of individual-

solutions of fixed TL and varying TO, or the titration of a'n

aliquot of dye solution in a cuvette with a concentrated

solution of DNA. In theory both methods should produce

adequate results however I believe that for the determination

of rà the fj-rst method, the use of discrete solutlons, offers
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several practical advantages. Each solution of a. set has the

same Ttr and will be related to any other set by a. constant

difference in T1. lVhen using extrapolative plots of the type

rl'r/.| versus Tt /Tt this will ensure that a fami-ly of curves

so generated will maintai-n a constant relatlon to one another

throughout the range of TL/TA values used. When the titration

technique is employed, both T" and Tg change on each addition

to the cuvette and the relationship of data sets collected at

differing initial T¡ is more compl-ex. Unless very high

initial T¡ values are chosen, the T1 values obtained in the

crucial region of low T¡/T4 àr.e low and will lead to steeper

extrapolations to a T¡/T6 of zero than is desirable. The

errors rncurred in making multiple additions to a cuvette are

inevitably higher than when using discrete solutions where

only single additions aTe required and larger volume*s may be

empJ_oyed. A further potential source of error is the anomalous

behaviour of the DNA background scattering at high T¡ values.

I have observed that in Some cases considerabl-e time was

required after stirring dye/DNA solutions of high Ta for the

absorbance to equilibrate to a time j-ndependent vafue. Since

the order of this change is small and the time required to

equilibrate is several minutes, this drift in absorbance

value is easily missed., particularly if a rigid time

schedule is observed while making addi-tions and taking

readings for Such titration experiments.* Ho*u,t.t once a

* Indeed I have obtained. reproducible but incorrect binding
data sets while employing such a sched.ule. A good test for
this Source of error is to l-eave a much longer tj-me perlod
between two successive readings toward the end of the
titraLic¡n. If insufficient time has been allowcd between
the other addj-tions, a discontinuity in the resulting
binding curve is observed at that point.
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1value of eà has been obtained the titration technique may be

employed provided the last mentioned point is taken lnto

consideration. It offers considerabl-e economy of solution

use and time when compared to the discrete solution method.

3. E uilibrium dial sis

The technique of equil_ibrium diaJ-ysis depends upon àn

inert semi--permeable membrane whj-ch al-Iows the free passage of

small molecules, such as aminoacridines, across the membrane

but precludes the free passage of large molecules such as

highly polymerized DNA. Figure 3.10 is a diagram of à small

volume equilibrium dialysis ceIl of the type used in this work.

In a typical, experiment a dye/DNA mixture is loaded into one

side of the assembled ce11 and solvent into the other. The

cell- is then immersed into a thermostated water bath and

s1ow1y rotated to provid.e stirring of the contents. After

sufficient time has elapsed to allow equilibrium to be

established across the membrane, the ceIl is removed from the

thermostat bath and the contents of one or both sides assayed

for dye concentration. Since the DNA is only present on one

side of the membrane any dye bound to it is also retained on

that side of the membrane. OnIy unbound dye is free to cross

the membrane and establ-ish equilibrium within the system. In

the presence of excess neutral salt to Suppress the Donnan

Equilibriumr s , and assuming unit activity coefficients, the

concentration of dye on the DNA-free side of the membrane is

equal to the free dye concentration throughout the system.

The distribution of dye in the system may be described thus:

Side A: Tl(A) Cg

Side B: Tl(¡) Cp

+ Cp
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For equal volumes on Side A and Side B and since:

rL rl(t) Tl(¡)+

then

If TL is known and CF is determined on Side B at equilibrium,

then Cg may be calculated. In cases where Tl(^t) can be

determined, the value of CB obtained as above may be checked.

The dialysis cel1s shown in Fig. 3.10 have the

advantage of smal1 volume to large membrane surface area when

compared to the traditional equilibrium dialysis technique

using a cylindrical dialysis membrane sack immersed in à

contalner of solvent. These ce1ls result in smaller volumes

required, faster equilibration time and more effective

stirring of the cell contents. Figure 3.11(a) shows the

approach to equilibrium of a solution of 9-aminoacridine in

0.10 Ir{ NaCl. The approach to equilibrium in a closed

equitibrium dialysis system may be adequately described as a

first order rate process. As such the following equati-on may

be used to obtain a value for the rate constant, k, and hence

a value for the half-1ife of the system.

1n(C*/0.5C1) = -kt 3.15

where C refers to the concentration of the membrane permeable

species. fn a typical experiment a known concentration of

aminoacridine is loaded on one side of the cell- and sol-vent on

the other. The appropriate value of C*, depending on whether

the hal-f ceIl being assayed at time t initially contained

solvent only or the aminoacridine, is given by O.5CT CL or

Cr 0.5C1 respectlvely. Figure 3.11(b) shows the rate plot

which yield.s a k value of O.OI24 min-r. Hence the half-l-ife

for the system use.d in this work is 56 minutes at 22oC. If

10 half-lives are all-owed then 99,97o equilibrium is attained.

C3 rL 2ct
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This was the minimum equiLibration time allowed in all

experiments described in this work. In order to determine

the sources of error and any corr:ections that may be required,

the f ollowing i-nvestigations were made '

(a) Membrane selection

ldost membranes used for equilibrium dial-ysis are of

regenerated ce1Iu1ose. The properties of two types of

ce11ulose membranes were investigated. The first type was

supplied by the manufacturer of the dialysis apparatus

(Kontron) and the second was the range of "Viskj-ng" dialysis

tubing (Union Carbide). The first type was thinner and had

a larger porê size than all types tried from the second source '

After j-nitial use they were rejected because tubing of sj-mil-ar

or larger pore size could. not be obtained to exhaustively

pre-dialyse the DNA solutions. The second source supplies

tubing in a range of diameters from "/r, inches to to/r, inches.

The pore size varies from size to size and batch to batch as

judged by the amount of UV-absorbing material which leaks

through the membrane when DNA is dialysed against solvent '

This observation confirms the findings of Craig et aLz0

regarding the properties of this type of dialysis tubing. It

\flas concluded that the best compromise is to use the same

membrane stock for DNA pre-dialysis as for the equilibrium

dialysis itself so ensuring that at least equal permeability

to DNA was achieved f or both. "Visking" "l* tubing was chosen

as it provided the most convenient size for the pre-dialysis

and the equilibrium dialysis experiments. The tubJ-ng was cut

on one edge ancl to length using a perspex jig constructed for

the purpose. The pieces were treated as described in

Chapter VII and folded out when wet to give the square, single
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thickness membrane required for the equilibrium dialysis unit.

b Tre tment of DNA sam 1es

Despite the use of the same dialysis membrane for

pre-dialysis as for the equilibrium dialysis itself, initial

resul_ts were poor. Considerable UV-absorbing material l-eaked

through the membrane in the course of equilibrium dialysis

experiments. This material accounted for up to 4% of the

total UV absorbance of the DNA sol-utions after 72 hours

dialysis of DNA solutions against solvent. If the solvent in

the solvent side of the cell was changed the leakage continued,

again to a maximum of 4% in the worse cases. The DNA used was

extracted from E Col-i cell-s by the method of Marmur2r with an

additional phenol extraction, method 1 outlined in Chapter VII.

Figure 3.I2 shows the UV spectrum of this material compared

with the spectrum of the whole DNA solutions. Sedimentation

Velocity experiments showed the material to have a lvl.W. of

approximately 20,OOO. It is concluded that this material- was

short chain length DNA and as such capable of binding dye when

equilibrated on the "solvent" side of the membrane. In view

of the exhaustive pre-dialysis and the observation that the

concentration of this short chain length DNA rose to a

maximum value, it is probably due to an endonucl-ease impurity

in the DNA PrePared bY method 1.

various modifications to the DNA preparation were

investigated to try to rid the DNA samples of this property.

The method chosen aS à result of this work is outl-ined as

method 2 in Chapter VII. DNA prepared by this method and

exhaus Lively pre-clialysed showed no detcctable leakage of

UV-absorbing material across the membrane afler 72 hours

dialysis in the cells. These preparations were used for all
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subsequent dialysis experiments on dye/DNA mixtures. In

addition the usual precautions to avoid mechanical shearing of

the DNA were observed whenever handling DNA solutions,

particularly when filling the dialysis ce11s.

(c) Adsorption of components

In this section I

teflon celI and membrane

components in turn.

(i) DNA

shall consider the effect of the

on each of the two PrinciPal

DNA solutions of various concentrations were dialysecl

against the solvent, O.10 M NaCI, for periods of 48 hours.

The DNA-containing side of the cell was then assayed for DNA

concentration, using the method described in Chapter VII, and

the resulting concentratlons compared with the initial

concentration of the DNA solution. Tab1e 3.3 shows the results

of one such experiment. It can be seen that the DNA

concentration is always l-ower after dialysis by a constant

number of moles of material. Since no UV absorbance crossed

the membrane this is interpreted aS a surface aTea rel-ated

adsorption of DNA, either by the diaì-ysis membrane or the

teflon cell walls. Correction for such an adsorption is

difficult because although the DNA has been removed from the

bulk solution it remains in the half-cel1 adsorbed onto a

surface. It will stil-L be able to bind dye but probably not

in the same way as the DNA iu the bulk solution. The loss of

DNA from solution in this way is mi-nimized by using high

initial DNA concentrations where the effect is negligible.

Other than this l-oss of concentration, the DNA solutions were

unchanged by 48 hours di-alysis as assessed by their spectral

properties, meJ-ting temperature and hyperchromicity.
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TABLE 3.3

The concentration of DNA before and after equilÍbrium dialysis
against solvent.

Temperature 25oC. A1I concentrations moles of DNA phosphorus.
Absorbance of solvent side at 260 nm < 0.002 in all cases.

(ii; 9-aminoacridine

9-aminoacridine solutions in 0.10 M NaCl were dial-ysed

against solvent to determine if the dialysis cell or mernbrane

bound any of the dye. The result of one such experiment is

shorvn in Table 3.4. It is apparent that a small but nearly

constant percentage of the 9-aminoacridine has been lost in

each case. Thi-s observation is i-nconsistent wi-th either

binding of the 9-aminoacridine to the cellulose membrane or a"

surface adsorption phenomenon. Further experj-ments were

conducted using tritiated water in the solvent of 0. I0 I\{ NaCl,

and following the effective loss of solvent by determining

the concentration of tritiated water in I mI aliquots of the

Tirne
(hrs)Concn.

x los (M)

24 48 72 ave A

x 106 (M)

0.998r

5,32L

ro,37

5r .14

IQ7.6z

o.8036

5. 141

10. r6

50.91

IO7 .3 g

0.8040

5.130

10. I9

50.89

107.5 o

0.8035

5.156

10. 17

50.93

lO7.4a

r.94

I,79

r.97

2.3

r.7
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TABLE 3.4

The concentration of 9-aminoacridine HC1 before and after
equil-ibrium dialYsis .

(1) The initial 9-aminoacridine HC1 solution was loaded on
both sides of the ce1l.

(2) Average of assay of both sides of the ceIl.

(1)
ini tial
Concn.
x 10s (M)

(2)
24 hr
Concn.
x los (M)

(2)
48 hr
Concn.
x tos (M)

average
7å decrease

o.527 s

0.987 g

2 .465 z

5.1352

7 .457 z

to,278

L9.876

0.507 s

0.957 s

2,378s

4.976s

7.220t

9.928s

I9,3L7

0 .505 z

0.955 s

2.377 t

4 .969 e

7 .2O9 e

9.9460

l^9.298

3.92

3.12

3.5s

3.1e

3.21

3.32

2.8e

mean % decrease 3 ,32 t 0.3s
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solvent before and after diatysis. The details of these

experiments àTe described in Chapter VII. Table 3.5 shows the

result of these experiments which show a similar percentage

loss of tritiated water after dialysis. This loss is in lact

a dilution of membrane permeable molecules by the solvent

contained in the wet membrane. The dilution of approximately

3% when 6 ml total- volume Ís used in the cel-]s is consistent

with the amount of solvent contained in the 7 cm' area of

membrane in contact with the solution. This dilution applies

only to membrane permeable components of the system. The

membranes must be prepared and installed in the cell-s while

wet in order to ensure membrane integrity. With careful

handling and draining of each membrane before use, the

dilution can be held constant to within o,2%. lvhen this

dilution correction is applied there was no detectabl-e loss

of 9-aminoacridine when concentrations in the range 0 to

2 x 1O-4 M were tested.

(d) Analysis of errors

The sources of error discussed above, together with

uncertainty in determining DNA coneentratlons and volumes of

solution used will produce err.ors in the range I% to 27o. Any

additional errors will result from the rnethod of analysis of

dye distribution at equilibrium. Peacocke and Skerretts have

proposed an analysis of relative errors 1n the fraction bound,

r, with the variabfes cT, cF, T4 and the vol-umes used. They

point out that, irl general, the maximum àccvTacy in r results

from the largest change in redistributj-on across the

membrane due to dye binding Lc¡ the DNA. Elrors in CT, T4 and

volumes used are minimal since these quantities may be

determj_ned and checked independently of the dialysis
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TABLE 3.5

The activity of tritiated water before and after dialysis.

Before

dialysis (1)

Standard Deviation After

dialysis (1)

ol
lo

decreaseobs. (I) calc. (1) (2)

r0559

ro732

25L57

25200

47077

47787

34

31

87

92

139

I27

32

33

5O

50

69

69

to204

10338

24304

24298

4540r

463TI

3.3e

3.62

3.3g

3.5 e

3.5'*

3.0s

Average obs. S

of count =

D. as 7o

o .3r%

Average % decrease
oÀu.'t4

(1) Average counts per mlnute
Obtained from the average
minute counting periods.

for 1 .000

result of
of water.
least ten 10

m1

at

(2) Calculated as Æ where N is the average count for the
ten minute counting period. Note that 'Æ is actually
the standard error of the count but approxì-mates the
standard deviation.
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apparatus. The only quantity obtained from the dialysis

experiment is Cp. Within the constraint of maintaining a

homogeneous dye/DNA solution, the best conditions to use will

be a compromise between maintaining à large ratio of bound dye

to total dye and the precision with which free dye may be

determined. The assay technique employed is absorptivity

hence the sensitivity of assay depends on the molar

absorptivity of the dye. In the case of 9-amj-noacridine Ð'

minimum concentration of 5 x 10-6 IU j-s required if errors à1"e

to be maintained aI 27o or less in the concentration of

9-aminoacridine. Overall uncertainty for the

9-aminoacridine/DNA system will be in the range 2% to 5%

being highest at low r values.

4 Sedimentation velocit

The technique of sedimentation velocity appliecl to

aminoacricline/DNA systems to determine quantitative

information about the binding was first reported by Lloyd

er a122. These workers used a photographic technique to

determine the absorbance of Proflavine/Dl{A mixtures spun in

an analytj-cal ultracentrifuge. In this method, which they

caIled "Sedimentatlon Dialysis", the boundary of the

Sedimenting DNA replaces the seml-permeable membrane in a

dialysis experiment. The dye molecules are so smal-1 that

they do not sediment in the centrifugal field used j-n these

experj_ments. since the concentration of DNA is constant in

the plateau region below the sedimentation boundary, after

applying a correction for the radiaf dilution effect, and it

carries the bound dye with it in the region below the boundary

represents bound plus free dye and. the region above the

boundary yields the free dye concentration. In this manner
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binding curves may be determined in the same way as for

equilibrium dialysis except that an optical assay technique

must be used. However this method does have an advantage

over equilibrium dialysis in that the sedimentation

coefficient of the dye/DNA complex may be obtained at the

same time. This can yield information about the hydrodynamic

propertJ-es of the complex.

In this work a Beckman model E analytical

ultracentrifuge equipped with à scanner and multiplexor was

used. fn the trial system of 9-aminoacridine/DNA the

centrifuge cells used had double-sectored carbon-fiI1ed epoxy

centre-pieces and sapphire windows. No adsorption of

9-aminoacridine or DNA to the ce11 components was observed.

The light source, a high pressure mercury/xenon 1amp, was

replaced with a high pressure xenon lamp sj-nce the j-ntense

spectral l-ines in the mercury lamp caused skewed bandwidth

envelopes when used with the Beckman DU monochromator fitted

to the centrifuge. This effect made observed absorbances in

the centrifuge difficult to compare with absorbances measured

using the centrifuge ce1ls in a Zeiss PI\{Q II spectrophotometer.

Measurements were made at speeds between 30r000 r.p.m. and

45,000 r.p.m. using 3 cel-1s and a counter-balance piece 1n a

4 hole titanium rotor. The 3 cel1s lyere scanned sequentially

until the sedimenting boundary was '/, of the way down the cell

at which stage it was too broad to obtain useful results.

Wavelengths of 4OO nm (the peak absorbance of 9-aminoacridine

at the bandwidths used) and 427 nm (the isosbestic point for

9-aminoacridine/DNA mixtures) were used to foll-ow the

9-aminoacridi-ne in the cel-1s.

The accvracy of this method of determinitrg binding

data depends on the precision with which absorbances can be
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measured in the centrifuge. Lloyd et aL22 observed errors of

up to 10% using their photographic method. The results we

obtained usi-ng the scanner were disappointing. The measured

absorbances of 9-amlnoacridine solutions alone were poor when

compared to measurements taken on the P[{Q-II spectrophotometer.

The scanner system displayed a speed dependence, 1ow signal to

noise ratio at low total absorbances and was irreproducible on

successive runs with the same cells, by as much aS 20% in some

'instances. The use of the isosbestic point at 427 nm was

abandoned Since the band width required to obtain acceptable

signal to noise ratios was too large to yield meaningful data.

This isosbestic point is difflcult to work with because of the

very large change in the slope of the absorbance around this

wavelength between the free 9-aminoacridine and the bound

9-aminoacridine. Use of 4OO nm was better although no

estimate of the 9-aminoacridine in the DNA containing region

of the cell is possible at this wavelength. The use of this

technique to obtain accurate binding data was abandoned in

view of the imprecision in determining absorbances using the

scanner system.

The effect of these absorbance inaccuracies on the

determination of sedimentation coefficients is difficult to

estimate. Any error would be due to error in determinlng the

micl-poi-nt of the sedimenting boundary which is in turn

related to the sharpness of and speed with which the boundary

moves. The results we obtained for the effect of

9-aminoacridine on the sedimentati-on coefficient of native

E Col-i DNA were qualitatively simil-ar to those reported by

Sansom2 3 
.

fn view of these difficulties it was conclucled that good

quantitative binding data cannot be obtained using the
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standard scanner/multiplexor system provided for the Beckman

model E analytical ultracentrifuge. Despite the potential

advantages of this method, until more accurate and

reproducible methods of determining absorbances of solutions

within the ultracentrj-fuge cells are available, it is

restricted to the determination of sedimentation coefficients

for dye/DNA sYstems.
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Spectral properties of 9-aminoacridines and their DNA
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I Introduction

The first step in the application of the

spectrophotometric method to the determination of binding

curves for dye/DNA systems is to define the spectraì-

properties of the dyes and their complexes with DNA. Provided

the system displays the inter:nal linearity discussed in the

previous Chapter, i-t may be further treated to determine the

fraction of dye bound, s, and hence the binding curves. In

this Chapter the spectral properties of 9-aminoacridine and

six 9-alkylaminoacrj-dines and their DNA complexes are

examined. The various methods of calculating bindì-ng curves

from spectrally suitable dye/DNA systems are applied and the

resuttant binding curves presented. The errors in these

curves are discussed with a view to examining possible models

to descrj-be the sYstem.

2, 9-ami-noacridines

A series of 9-substi-tuted 9-aminoacridines have been

prepared and purified as described in Chapter VII. The names,

structures and abbreviations used in this text, together with

the pKa values for the protonation of the acridine ring

nitrogen aTe presented in Fig. 4.I. The pKa values àre such

that in the pH range used in this study, 5.8 6.5, all will

exist in solution as the mono-protonated cations. The solvent

used to study the interaction with DNA was 0.10 M NaCI. This

solvent was chosen because it has a sufficiently high ionic

strength to suppress the purely electrostatie blnding of the

ligand to DNAI. It can also be used as a solvent for

equilibrium dialysis where a solvent of lower ionic strength

may produce complications2 d.ue to the Donnan Equilibrium.

All the g-aminoacridines prepared and 9-aminoacridine itself,
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N

N

H@

pKa

e.ee(b)
10.31(b)
e.8e(b)

,g.z(c)
e.32 (b)

,g.zG)
,g.z(c)

ABBREVIATION

9AA

9 (Me )AA
I (Bu)AA

I (n-Hex)AA
9(cyc-Hex)AA
9(n-Oct)AA
9(t-Oct)AA

NAME

9-aminoacridine HC1

9 (methyl ) ami-noacridine HCl

9 ( butyl ) aminoacridine HCl

9 (n-hexyl ) aminoacridine HCI

9 (cyc1o-hexyl ) aminoacridine HCl

9 ( n-octyl )aminoacridine HCl

9 ( tert-octyl )aminoacridine HC1

R Group

Proton
Methyl
Butyl
Hexyl
cyclo-Hexy1
Octyl
tert-OctyI

(a)
(b)
(c)

These pKa values refer to the acridine ring ni-trogen atom.
Taken from Albert A. and Golciacre R., J.c.s., 706 (7946).
Determined in this work. See Chapter VII.

FIGURE 4.1 The structure and pKa values of several 9-amj-noacridines.
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were sufficiently soluble in this solvent to be studied with

the exception of 9(t-oct)AA. This material proved to be very

insolubl-e in aqueous solvents hence it coul-d not be studied.

The solutions of all these compounds in 0.10 M NaCl were

stable towards light and heat. There was hor,vever, a very slow

loss of materj-al from solution. Very old solutions often

contained an insoluble precipitate. To guard against this

slow 1oss, the absorbance of solutions v\¡as monitored

periodically and solutj-ons were discarded if any change in

absorbance occurred. A loss was usually detected after 2 3

months standing at room temperature.

AII the 9-alkylaminoacridines had spectra similar to
)

9-aminoacridi-ne , àIthough the tL" band was red-shifted and the

t1,b band btue-shifted (see Chapter III, Fig. 3.1). A summary

of the spectral properties of the five compounds studied in

detail is contained in Appendix II. Deviation from Beer's Law

ideality was detectable for all compounds. The eÀmax values

quoted in Appendix II are the average of several dilutions in

the range 5 x 10-6 M to I x IO-s M. Values of absorbance at

several concentrations in the range 5 x 10-6 M to l- -2 x 1O-4 [f

were recorded for each compound and fitted to quadratic or

cubic polynomials with absorbance as a function of

concentration. These polynomials were used to calculate true

concentrations at any measured absorbance within that range.

Each of the compounds showed a dependence of eÀrax with

solvent composition and temperature. The spectra were sharper

at l-ower temperatures and at lower ionic strengths of the

solvent. This Leads to correspondingly higher mofar

absorptivities at the wavelengths of the peaks. Further'more

the deviations from Beer's Law, resulting from the formation

of aggregates in solution, were lower at higher temperatures
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which would oppose the observed decrease in absorbance rvith

increasj-ng temperature. In view of these observations, the

temperature effect is interpreted às a soLvent effect on these

compounds in solution. It is therefore necessary to

determine molar absorptivities and absorbance versus

concentration curves for each solvent/temperature combination

used if the maximum ava1lab1e precision is required.

3. I -aminoacridines /DNA mixtures

Spectra of 20 to 30 mixtures of ligand/DNA, having

Tt/Tt values within the range 10 to O.O2 with a constant Ttr,

were recorded from 47O nm to 330 nm at 1 nm intervals at each

of 4 differeht temperatures. This procedure was applied for

each of the five 9-ami-noacridines studied. The preparation of

these solutions and the recording and processing of the

spectraì- data are described in Chapter VII. The apparent

absorbance of the E col-i DNA used was recorded at several DNA

concentrations, iD the range 2 x 10-4 M to I x I0-3 M DNA

phosphate, over the same wavefength range and the resultant

molar absorptivities averaged to provide a background DNA

spectrum. These absorptlvities, together with the known DNA

concentration of each ligand/DNA mixture, were used to correct

the absorbance of each mixture for DNA background absorbance

at each wavelength. An indication of the accuracy of this

correction was obtained from the wavelength range in which the

ligand does not absorb. This range usually encompassed 10

data points between 460 nm and 470 nm. Since the absorbances

at these wavelengths should be zero in all mlxtures, the

actual absorbances caLcul-ated when the DNA correction was

apptied provlded a guide to the accuracy of the correction.

Figure 4.2 shows the higher wavelength isosbestic point for
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the 9.AA/E coTi DNA/o.Io [{ NaCl system at 22oc, both before and

after the DNA background correction. Figure 4.3 shows the

i-sosbestic point for the 9(Me)AA,/ø cot i DNA/O"10 M NaCl- system

at 35oC. The DNA sample used in the former case had a much

higher background. absorbance than the sample used with the

9(Me)AA. These two cases represent the extremes of the DNA

background absorbance encountered during this work. In both

cases the correction applied appears to be satisfactory.

(a) Internal linearitv

The conditions for and significance of internal

linearity has been fully discussed in Chapter III (2)(a).

Each set of 'spectra was tested for internal linearlty in the

following manner. The condition which nìust be met is:

A] = (1-ß j )Al + ß:oà --- 4.r

where Aj, A¡ and Ag aTe the absorbances of any 3 members

set at some wavelength À, and ß5 is a number independent

Furthermore this relationship must hold for any randomly

j, kand 9" from the set such that i t k f 9.. The number,

computed from:

ofa

of À.

chosen

ß j, is

4.2

at several

varue , 6 j,
follows:

ß
J

wavelengths and

is then used to

Al A

A A g,

averaged to give

compute an error

ß;. This mean.J

function, ô, as

À

Àô Aß+A À
j

1

t (r-s j )Aí: j À

L
l 4.3

This function, which has the units of absorbance, is computed

at eâch waveJ-engùh ancl nray l¡e plotted to show the deviation

from internal linearity with wavelength. If a set of spectra

displays internal linearity, the error function should be zero
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within the precision of measurement of the absorbance at all

wavelengths tested.

All possible combinations of 3 members of à set of 20

to BO members could not be computed, so a reasonabl-e selection

of linear combinations 'üere made. Generally about 200

combinations were made, arranged about 6 spectra from the

middle of the set. These spectra were taken in all possibJ-e

combinations with 6 spectra from both ends of the set. This

procedure includes spectra of very high and very 1ow T¡ /Tt,
although these regions are least accutale for the reasons

discussed in Chapter III. The separately determined monomer

spectrum of the 11gand was included in each set. The
)

"absorbances" for this spectrum were obtained as the product

of the molar absorptivity of the monomer and the average ligand

concentration of the set. A FORTRAI\T EXTENDED cotnputer progl'am,

PROGRAM INTLIN, was written to make the calculations. For

each combination made the program first calculates the

individual ß¡ values in order to calculate the mean va1ue,

Ej. A ß¡ value is calcul-ated for each wavelength for which

tAl - olt
condj-tion can be Seen by considering Eqn. 4.2. As AA becomes

small the random errors due to errors of measurement become

relatively large and So can produce grossly erroneous ß¡

values which weigh heavily in the mean E5 value (if more than

half the ß5 values calcutated ate rejecte<Ì, then the entire

combination is rejected). The program cal-culates ßj and

uses this value to recompute the linear combination at aII

wavelengths, and hence the error function, ô. This process

is repeated until all possible combinations of the three

sub-sets of spectra are exhausted. The resultant 6À values

>, O.O4 and tAt ott >" O .O4. The reason f or this

6ran"e then averaged. These are plotted against À to confirm:
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(1) Deviations from internal linearity are within the

precision of measurement.

(2) No systematic deviat j-ons exist.

If these conditions aTe met, the set of spectra are internal-Iy

linear throughout the TL/TA range used. Where these conditions

are not met, the process can be repeated to determi-ne if a

region of internal Ìinearity exists withln the set.

For every combination of ligand and temperature used,

the sets of spectra so generated were internally linear wi-th

the exception of 9(n-hex)AA and 9(n-oct)AA. In the case of

g(n-hex)AA the spectra were approximatel-y internally linear at

SOoC with increasing deviation by the members of low T1/TO as

the temperature decreased. 9(n-oct)AA showed considerable

deviatiol at all four temperatures, with greater deviation at

lower temperature. The set of spectra for 9(Me)AA with

E cotí DNA in 0.10 M NaCl at lOoC is shown i-n Fig. 4.4

together witlr the plot of I ôÀ | against À. This set is

representative of the internally linear sets. Figure 4.5

shows similar plots for the 9(n-hex)AA/E CoTi DNA/Q;10 M NaCI

system at 1ooc, representing a system which shows some

departure from internal linearity. A complete Summary of the

spectra for all the ligands and temperatures used is given in

Appendix II.

AIl the i-nternally linear sets showed isosbestic points

at arouncl 430 nm and between 360 nm and 32O nm. The higher

wavelength points for the 9(Me)AA/E coTi DNA/o.10 M NaCl

system at looc,22oc,35oc and 50oc are shown in Fig. 4,6 and

4,7 , Although these isosbestic points arise as a consequence

of internal linearity in these cases, they do not j-n

themselves show that this linearity exists, nor do they
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provide the quantj-tative j-nformation of the degree of any

deviation from such linearity that the eTror function, ô,

can provide.

(b) Determination of bound ligand spectrum

^IÈ-M e

g c

where e|/rr.

th

The bound ligand spectrum could not be determined

directly for any of the comblnations of ligand and

temperature studied in this work. A complete discussion of

methods to determi-ne this spectrum indirectly is contained in

Chapter III. The method of choice, extrapolation of plots of

.àUS7.) ve"sus TL/TA to an ordinate intercept, yields values

of the bound. species molar absorptivity, .| , àt the wavelength

À, If interhal linearity exists then this value may be used

together with the mononler molar absorptivity, .$, to calculate

an apparent fraction bound, o', for the ligand.

89

4.4

4.5

4.6

c[

À
k
À
B

À
M

k

À
ke

for the k

are then

follows:

spectrum of the

used to compute

set. The o I

at all other

values so obtained

waveÌengths, À, asÀeB

( r-o¡ ) efi
^TtB

o,I

ìThe eff values so obtai-ned are the bound ligand molar

absorptivities at air1 wavel-engths for which til and tl values are

known. The precision of the .à values may be checked by

performing the extrapolative procedure at various wavelengths

and comparing the .à values so obtained. Table 4,I contai-ns

the vafues of .A calculated in this way at 5 waveÌengths for

the }AA/E CoTi DNA/O.10 I\4 NaCl system, It can be seen that
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VaIues
versus

TABLE 4.1

of .à obtained from extrapolation of Plots of
Tr. /T¿,.

^)\.^),'oBS/ "M

À

.ì
^ÀuB

(nm)

(M-Ic¡¡-t ¡

(M-rc¡¡-t ¡

422

8l-87 .7
3070.4

418

7276.5
2812,4

40L
10300

3718.3

393

7516.3
2770.O

381

6696.7
2384,9

Values of
from Eqn.

^+01LB

4.6.
calculated using the tfi and values tabulated,1

À

(nm)

^¡+ o tLB
(1)

(M 'cm ')
Standard

Devi-ation
7o Deviation (2)

422

418

401

393

381

3722,2

3712.O

3718.3

3707 .4

3709,7

6.98

11 .20

4.7r

7,33

-0.105

+0.169

+o.293

+0.231

(I) These values of .åot aTe the average of 18 such values,
calculated using the values of efi ánO e$ listed in the
first tabulation, from the spectfa of 18 mixtures. The
.fio t values so calculated for each of the wavelengths
(õxcepting 401 nm) a.îe presented to enable a direct
comparlson of the resul-ts obtained.

(2) The percentage deviation is with respect to the e

valuó obtained by extrapolation of data collected
that wavelength, namely 3718.3 M-l cm-1.

tt

B
0l
aI
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these results are self-consistent to within the expected

deviations due to the errors in the extrapolations and in the

absorbance measurements.

T\,vo further checks of the .à val-ues determined have

been performed. The first is the use of dialysis results to

calculate free and bound ligand concentrations, CF and CB

respectively, for Iigand/DNA mixtures. These values, combined

with the absorbances for equilibrium mixtures identical to

those determined by dialysis, are used to calculate e| vttues.

These results are contalned in Table 4.2, The second check is

to use the method of Gatti et uf3 , described in Chapter III, to

obtain values of r and Cp. Thede values, obtained at à

specific AA/TA value, an.e used with the known T¡ value to
\ì

calculate efi through Eqn. 3.10 where eä is the only unknown.

Table 4,3 shows the results obtained by this method. The

results obtained from both these methods are in excellent

agreement with the results of the extrapolative method.

The monomer spectrum and the E coLi DNA bound spectrum

for 9-aminoacridine at 22oC in 0.10 M NaCl are shown in

Fig. 4,8. The bound spectrum shows a red shift and broadening

of the component peaks when compared with the monomer spectïum.

The relative magnitude of the Iongest \ryavelength peaks has also

changed, the peak at 424 nm having become more intense. These

general features of the DNA bound spectrum relative to the

monomer spectrum are seen in all the 9-aminoacridj-nes used in

this work.

Flaving obtained the bound ligand spectrum for al-I the

internally Iinear systems, we may now proceed to calcul-ate

binding curves to describe these systems. These curves will

enable mathematical models of the binding process to be fitted

and the interaction may then be characterized in terms of the

thermodynamic parameters obtained from these models.
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TABLE 4.2

values calculated from dialysis experiments.

;;ot = 3723'8 t 7'33

(f) Calculated from the dialysis experiment.

(2) Equals Cn/Tr,

(3) Measured absorbance of the DNA containing side corrected for DNA background absorbance.

(4) From Eqn. 4.6.

c4 0 I
"B

(o
t\)

( 4 )
ê 4 0 I

B

(M-t cm-I )

3714,5

3720.4

3723.7

3726.4

3734.3

( 3 )¡40IåoB s

0. 1875

o.2777

0.2313

0.5568

0.5569

(2)
0

0.9636

o.9622

0.9015

0.8889

o.7365

T4

x 1oq (M)

4.8406

5 .5550

2.7642

4.8332

2.5278

T1

x 1os (M)

4.74ró

6.9964

5.2907

12.679 s

10. 191 s

(1)
C¡

x 1Os (M)

4.5688

6 .7318

4,7693

rr.397

7.5060

(1)
C¡'

x 105 (M)

T,7277

2.6457

5.2142

12.826

26.8õ5
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^h 0 rÞB

TABLE 4.3

values calculated from the method of Gatti et al3.

(1)

^A4 

o t /t¿,
(M-t )

(1)
r

(from slope)

(2)
e

lr0l
B

(M-t cm-r )

450

425

400

376

350'

325

300

275

0.06850

o,06476

0.06087

0.05703

o,05322

o.04942

o.o454r

o.o4t54

3730.7

3737 ,3

3728.6

3724,5

3723.5

3723.7

3693 .5

3679.9

(1)

(2)

Data taken from Table 3.1.

The average .åo t value is
3728.I t 5.8 is obtained i
omitted.

17 ,7 t 20.0. A value of
the last two points are

.it
f
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4 Bindins curves

Binding curves are usually defined in terms of the

fraction of ligand bound per macromolecular unit and the

free ligand concentration in equilibrium with that complex.

When the macromolecule involved Ín the interaction 1s

naturally occuring DNA, the DNA is heterogenous with respect

to molecular weight ancl so no dj-screte molecular weight can be

defined, but only àn avera-ge. In such cases molecular weight

is normally.expressed 1n terms of some repeating unit of the

macromolecular structure. For DNA the unit chosen is usually

moles of DNA phosphorus, whlch is equivalent to moles of

single nucleotide residue. For reasons explained in detail in

Chapter V, it 1s more appropriate to use moles of DNA base

pairs as the DNA concentration unit. This will have no

effect on the numeri-cal values of CF and will exactly double

the values of r obtained from the data when compared to those

values calculated uslng the units of moles of DNA phosphorus.

la) Graphical representation

The graphical expression of ligand/macromolecule

binding curves may take many forms2, the most common being the

Scatchard Ploth. This transform is most often used to display

ligand/macromolecule binding data for three reasons.

(1) It is a closed^ form plot having intercepts on both

the ordinate (r /Cr) and the abscissa (r) .

(2) In rnany cases it is amenable to graphical analysis to

obtain some or all of the parameters characterízing

the binciing Process.

(3) The shape of the curve provides valuable clues as to

the number and nature of the binding processes.
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With the advent of modern digitat computers it is now

possible to analyse binding data more objectively using l-inear

or non-Iinear fitting algorlthms to find model parameters.

While this has removed the need for subjective graphical

analyses, the Scatchard plot remains the best general visual

presentation of ligand/macromolecule binding data and will be

used in this work to present results.

(b) Formal requirements for the calculation

The calcul-ation of binding data from complete spectral

data has generally been made using the expression due to

Peacocke and Skerrett5, presented below:

O=

t

In the above expression the

wavelength and total ligand

so found the corresponding

calculated as:

cF=

cr(T¡. /r¡)

absorbances are all for

concentrati-on. From the

free ligand concentration

4.7

4.8

the same

ratio, r,

is

TL rT 4.9A

BIake and Peacockel listed four conditions which must

be met before Eqn. 4,7 may be used. These conditions may be

reformulated as:

(1) The nucleic acid is non-absorbing at all wavelengths

used in Eqn. 4,7 ,

(2) Both free and bound li-gand absorbance obey Beer's Law

over the whole concentration range used.

(3) Both r+ and .l do not vàry with r.
(4) Either there is only one spectrally distinct speci-es of

bound ligand, or if more than one distinct specj-es



(4) (Continued)

exists, the rel-ative proportions of bound species a.Te

i-nvariant with T.

Two further observatlons were presented aS a consequence of

conditions (1) to (4).

isosbestic point

of equal Tt will

96

through which

pass at à

(5) There should a" clear

all spectra

wavelength

be

of mixtures

where e

r calculated from the sPectral

for all wavelengths which meet

À
F

Àe
B

(6) The value of

be the same

(1) to (4).

data will

conditions

The fundamental imPortance of these conditions to the

calculation of binding curves from spectral data warrants

discussion in the light of this work. The first condition is

usually not met in practice and methods of correcting for this

absorbance have been presented in Chapter III. The second

condition, that .à and .à are constant to within avail-able

spectrophotometric precj-sj-on, has also been discussed in

Chapter III. e| will not generally meet this condition for

aminoacridines at the higher free ligand concentrations. The

method of maklng correction for these deviations is presented

in a following section of this Chapter. The question of the

constancy of t| is more complex, involving both conditions (2)

and (B). The proposi-tion put by condition (2) is that .à

values due to one or more distinct bound species are constant

over the range of concentrati-ons of those specles occuring

during the experiments. This implies that these species have

a unique, reproducible spectroscopic identity under Some given

set of experimental conditj-ons. The effect of experimental

conditions brings us to the third condition, which requires
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that the spectroscopic properties of these species are

invariant of the number of ligands bound per unit of

macromolecule. This condition must be met to experimentally

observe condition (2), except where r is confined to a small

range. The problem of the effect of ligands binding close to

an already bound ligand, and so possibly altering the nature

of the binding sites by introducing strain into the DNA

secondary structure, could cause a dependence of .À on r. The

question of the existence of such a cooperative effect is

discussed fully in Chapter V. Two additional sources of a

dependence of tA on the amount of tigand bound are that

natural DNA l" heterogenous in base composition, there being

16 different combinations of nearest neighbour base pairs

alone, so that any difference in the way a ligand is bound

to different base pair comblnations could produce a dependence

of r| on r. The second source is the possibility of the

binding of aggregates of ligand whlch may produce an observed

dependence of e| with the amount of ligand bound. It must be

emphasized that any of the above situations rnay produce a

dependence of .å on r. Any one or indeed aII of these

situations can exist and not produce a dependence of.l on r,

if the relative contributions that the various bound forms

make to the overal-t .à is invariant oveï the experlmentally

accessible range of r. This is the origin of the fourth

condition.

The problem of determining that aII these conditions

are met in an experimental situation is considerable,

especially so when deviations in .À values ar.e observed.

Since, as we have seen, bound species usually cannot be

isolated 1n an expcrimcntal systcm and arc nevcr isolatcd for

high T vafues t àfly resolution of the causes of deviation from
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ideal spectral behaviour must be indirect. Fortunately

however the degree of any deviation may be quantified. Blake

and Peacockel presented the two experimental- observations,

numbered (5) and (6) above, âS evidence that the necessary

conditions had been met by a system under study. These

observations taken together imply that internal Iinearity, as

presented earlier in this Chapter, should replace these

observations as the experimental condition to be met in order

to apply Eqn. 4.7. This test not only overcomes the problem

that spectral d.ata may meet conditions (1) to (4) but not

display an isosbestj-c point, but also provides direct

quantitative information on any deviations and the wavelength

range over which they occur. Observation (6) is a necessary

condition for the existence of internal linearity, and so is

redundant if this test is used.

(c) Non-ideal- spectral data

Before applying Eqn. 4,7 , it is instructive to examine

the effect of non-ideal spectral data on the binding

curves calculated from such data. Most real SyStemS wil-I

not yield ideal- data and it is inevitable that corrections w111

have to be applied to some or aII of the parameters used in the

calculations. The totaL concentration terms, TL and TA, will

be known to good precision if solutions aTe prepared by

weighing and so not contribute to errors in observed

absorbances, nor in the calcuLation of r and Cp values. This

Ieaves the absorbance ratio aS the prime source of error. The

precision and accvTacy of recording absorbances has been

discussed in ChaPter III.

The absorbance ratio, Eqn, 4,7, hâY be considered in

three sections.



(1) cr + 0, ^À¡IoBs, rL T4
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indeed in

r. T4

error in r

A+

In this region any small errors in A+

eò¡s, will have a large effect on the ratio

is small compared to T¡, hence the effect of

upon the value of Cp is small as Cp = TL.

,of

and

a,

so on

large

(2) a= 0.5 , aò¡s %(Aà * aà), 11 \< r4

llere the effect of errors i-n absorbances on s is smaller

although errors in the numerator will still weigh more heavily

in the resultant q. The values of both r and Cu will be most

accurate in this region.

(3)0+l,Aàu, Aà TL.TR

Errors in o in this region are smallest since

absorbance differences are at their maximum. However

contrast to the first region, small errors i-n r will-

profound effect on the value of CF, since T¡ >>

the

1n

have a

In order to appreciate the effect of errors in the val-ues of

AÀ and AÀ on the magnitude of eïrors in r and CF 1n each of

these three regions, I will use spectral data coll-ected for

the 9AA/E cot-i DNA/ 0.10 M NaCl system to calculate binding

dala for each region in turn. Before proceeding however it is

necessary to transform the equation defining q, and to conslder

the problem of determining the correct free ligand absorbance

at high r values.

(c) (i) The correction of .à

A more tractible form of Eqn. 4,7 is obtained by

dividing all the absorbance terms by Tl to yield:

^À ^r'F "oBs
^I ^T.F UB

0= 4.10
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The value of .l used. for any single cafculati-on must be the

apparent molar absorptivit¡l of the free ligand for the free

ligand concentration actually in the solution for which .ò¡s

was obtained. That this is so can be simply shown from the

foJ-lowing derivation assuming the existence of aggregates in

the free dye solution. In the following derivation the

subscript M refers to the monomer free dye D to a dimer species

and N to a N-mer species. The total observed absorbance may be

written as:

AO¡S = CteO¡S = C¡e¡ + (CUey+2C¡eD+... +NC¡e¡) --- 4.11

where Cp = CU + 2C¡+... +NCU; e¡ = AN/NCX

and C1 CF+Cs

We may now define the apparent molar absorptivity of the total

free dye aS:

ÇMeM + 2COcD+... +NC¡e¡
ep

Cp 4.L2

Now we may write:

c¡'ep ct eog s cn es

= ctep cn En

hence Cr(en-Eoss) Cu ( er-eu )

and CB=0=
C1

ep eon s
ep eg

4.13

Equation 4.I3 is identj-cal to Eqn. 4.10.

For all of the 9-aminoacridines used in this work

.+ = .þ, wher:e .fi is the monomer molar absorptivity, for

concentratjons below 1x lO-s M 1n O.IO IvI NaC1. For higher

concentrations measurable deviations are observed, almost

certainly due to self-association of the Iigand. Since the
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value of CF is not known, but is to be obtained from the

calculation, the solution to findlng the correct value of .$

to use is an iterative procedure. Previously and separately

determined values of Aà for many CF values covering the

desired range of concentrations, are fitted to a polynomial,

usually a quadrati-c, to obtain an empiri-ca1 expression

relatinS A$ and CF. This enables eà to be accurately

determined for any given CF in the range. The iterative

procedure is then applied as follows.

(1)

(2)

A zeroth

assuming

A first

assuming

approximati-on is

order approximation to

that .$ = efi ana then

CF is obtained

calculating ro

then obtained

by

and c;.

order

the ,+

by

ind.icated by Cå and so

(3)

(4)

value of

calculating rr and Cå.

The second and subsequent order approximatÍons are

calculated in the same way as the first order

approximation, only the val-ue of .$ is corrected each

time using the ai-t approximation for the true value of
thCF in the n-.. approximation.

The procedure is terminated when CF-t = CF to the

accutacy expected from random experimental errors in

the data.

The procedure converges quickly and only a few iterative

cycles are required to obtain satisfactory results. It may

be applied to all binding data although when CF is low, no

"corrected" value is generated as .à = .il. This enables the

same algorithm to be applied to al-l- data and so simplif ies any

computing programs used to calculate binding data.

Table 4.4 presents the results of this i-terative
procedure for two data points from the 9AA/E col-i DNA/O.I0 M

Nacr system. rt can be seen that the algorithm is stable and
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converges quickly to a solution. The effect of this correction

on the value of r obtained when Cp is high is quite dramatic.

An error of a few percent in .þ càn produce errors of several

hundred percent in the cal-culated values of r when CF

approaches Tl*. In contrast the error in CF is comparable to

the relative error in .à. It should be noted that the data

used in Table 4.4 and the succeedi-ng tabl-es in this Chapter are

taken from the data used to calculate the four binding curves

for the 9-aminoacridine system. This data is not directly

comparable with the data used earlier in this work which was

collected before the DMR-10 spectrophotometer was available.

The narrower spectral bandwidth of the DMR-10 and the use of

401 nm rather than 400 nm accounts for the differences in e¡4

and eB vrhen compared to the earlier data, which was used to

val-idate the determination of e3. Binding data collected from

both sets of spectraJ- data faÌ1 on the same curve.

(c) (ii) The effect of error in and ^À.B

Having overcome the problem of choosing appropriate .þ

values, we may now examine the effect of errors in calculated

and observed molar absorptivities on calculated binding

parameters in each of the three regions. For this purpose an

error of I% 1n tl and 2% in e| will be used. These magnitudes

reflect the relative difficulty in obtaining precise vafues

for these two parameters. The error in .òSS is small and the

errors in T" and To are taken to be negligible.

^À¿trr

* ct of the.value of .à on r explains why the
alue of eff is preferred by many workers to

ce C¡ as C¡ d,ecreases. The only way to obt
inding parameters is to use the real ef for
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. The
eed
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TABLE 4.4

The iterative procedure for calculatj-ng À
Fe

For the fol-lowing data is from the 9AAlø Coti DNA/O.10 M NaCI
system at 22oC. Run no. 8S059.

EM = 10400; eB = 3766 )+ =_ 401 nm¡ 4Ët
where a = -6,74LO6 x 10o, b = 1;03717

F2*bcn+cc = S,'íZeZg x lO-s.
aC
¡+

t

àu, = 9908.3; TL = 5.3768 x 1O-s M; TA = 2.9oI9 x 10-6

t_
xtO

(1) For e
M.

N e

(M- t

T
F

cm-1)

q Cg

xl-oG çu¡

Cp

xtos lu¡
r r /ct

xlo-u (ttl- t )

0

1

2

3

4

10400
10036.8
10017.4
10016 .2
10016.2

o,o74t
0.0249
o.or74
0.0173
o.0173

3.9846
1.10r8
0.9378
o.928ó
o.9279

4.9783
5,2666
5 .2830
5.2839
5.2840

I .373 I

O.3792

O.3232
O. 319 g

0.319s

2,7581
o.7209
o.61l-7
0.6055
o.6052

T = 1.7938 x IO-s(2) 
il:t 

.òss = e374.8; TL = 5.3855 x lo-s M; A

N -À"F
rcm( M -l )

o CB

xto 6 
1u¡

cF

xtos lu¡
r r /cF

x10 '(M ')

0

I
2

3

4

10400

10065.5
LOO49.2

10048 .4
10048.3

0.1545
0.1096
0. 1073

o.ro72
o.lo72

8.32l-4
5.9042
5.7796
6,7732
5.7728

4.5534
4.7951
4.8075
4.8082
4.8082

0.463 g

O.329t
O.3222

O. 321 e

0. 321- s

I .0r88
0.6864
o.6702
o.6694
0.6693



near zeTo.

effect on

Tabl-e 4

As

the

l.O4

.5 shows calculations in the region where o, is
previously indicated an error in .$ has à great

value of r. The relative error induced in C, is

constant and somewhat smaller. The propagation of these errors

into the value of r /Cy is additive. The àccvlr:acy of .à is much

less critical in this region producing only smal1 errors in

the calculated results. The results obtained when q is around

0.5 are presented in Table 4,6, The errors induced in r and

Cp are small and the relative weights of .$ and .| in

contributing to error are nearly equal. The value of .$

affects the value of r as a function of o in this region and

eff affects Cp as a function of q. The final region of the

curve, that where o approaehes unity, is shown in Table 4.7,

In this region the errors induced through.$ are smal1 and have

little effect upon the calculated parameters. The error

produced by .| on r is smal-l, however the error in CF is large.

This arises since T¡ >>

magnified enormously as the value of T4 increases. These

errors are propagated into the calculated values of

r/Cn producing erratic results.

In summary, the error in r is greatest when q, is near

zero and least aS 0 approaches unity. Conversely the error in

Cp is effected by the error in r Least when t is high (i.e. o

is near zero) and greatest as o, approaches unity, since

T1 >>

cal-culated binding data on the absorbance values used to

calculate the data must be considered when assessing the

reliability of the binding curves and the relative precision

of their component sections to one another. fn practiee, the

precision of the vafues of tþ used throughout the range of the

binding curve is limited only by the precision of the
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TABLE 4.5

Errors in calcul-ated binding data as o¿ + O.

The following data is from the I
system at 22oC. Run no. 85059;
À = 401 nm.

a4/ø coti DN410.10 M NaCI
e$ = 10400; eÊ = 3766;

.I BS

cm( M-l -l )

^r (1)
"F

1M-rcm-r¡

TL

xtos lu¡
TA

x1O6ltrl¡

TL/T A

9772.6
9ö29.1
9374,8

10025.6
10039.5
10048.3

5,3607
5 .3768
5.3855

6. 8125

l-3,474
r7 .938

7 .869
3 .991
3.002

r C¡

xlo s (M)

1/cr
xl-o-+q¡4-t¡

Lr /r
(%)

ACF /CF
(%)

A(r/Cr)
r
(
/
01
lo

Cp

)

-NO
0.6183
0.6571

ERROR

0.3r80
o .324 6

0.321 I

5,1440
4,9395
4.8082 0.6693

^ÀeF + L%

o,437 o

0. 382 3

0 .364 o

5.0630
4.8616
4.7326

0.8631
o.7864
o,7692

37 .4
17. B

13 .1

l-57
1 .58
r,57

39.6
r9.7
14.9

g A+27o
0.321 s

0.328 e

O.3252

6.L4L4
4.934t
4.8012

o.6260
0.6659
o.6784

L.23
t.23
I.2t

0.0õ
0. 11

0. 15

r.2õ
1.34
1 .36

(1) As determined by the iterative procedure.
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TABLE 4.6

Errors in calculated binding data for a = 0.5.

The following data
system at 22oC. R

À = 4OL nm.

s from the ?AA/a coTi DNAI
no. 85059; eù = 10400; eà

l-
un

0.10 M NaCl
= 376õ;

e À
oBs

(M-rcm-t ¡

^À (1)tF

(M-rcm-t¡
TL

xros (M)

TA

xlos (M)

TLlr 
^

7346,6
7006.0
6553.5

TOI7L,2
r0r90.0
ro2r7 .2

5.3530
5.3810
5 .3564

8.1390
9.2946

11 .0895

o.6577
0.5789
0.4830

r Cp

xlos çlra¡

r lct
x1o-u (tul-t )

Lr /r
(%)

ACp /C¡
(%)

-NO
0.9689
I .0570

ERROR

0.289s
0.286g
o,274s

2 .9928
2.7r44
2.3149 1.184 I

++e T%

Q.2962
Q.29ls
O.277 s

2,9460
2,6720
2,2788

1 .0039
1.0908
t.2178

2.00
1 .60
I,T7

1 .56
1 .56
1 .56

3 .60
3.20
2.79

.$+2%
O .293 +

O .29O z

O.277 s

2.9647
2.6827
2.2790

0.9898
1 .0821
t.2L77

I .27
1.19
1.17

o.94
L.T7
1 .5ö

2.15
2.38
2,77

(I) As determined by the iterative procedure.
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TABLE 4.7

Errors in calculated binding data as o + I.

The followi-ng data is from the
system at 22oC. Run no. 85059;
tr = 401 nm.

9AA
^À'lll

IE COTL DNA
= 10400; e

0.10 M NaCl
= 3765;{

B

À
e0B s

(M-rc¡¡-t ¡
'à 

(1)

1M-rcm-r¡

T1

xto s qut ¡

rA

x1o4 ltrl¡

Tl /Te

4081.1
4007.2
3928.7

10368.2
10377. r
10389.6

5 .3831
5,2837
5 .3905

4.4667
5.22LO
6 ,67 86

0.1205
o. 1012

0.0807

t Cp

xlo 6 (M)

r /cr
xloa (M- t )

Ar /r
(%)

^cF 
/ cF

(%)

A(r/Cr)
r /c¡

(%)

-NO
4.4539
5,O374
5.9097

.l
4.6273
6.rr94
6.OO47

.À
"B

5.8466
7 .3101

LO.944

ERROR

0.114e
0.097 s

O. 078 z

2.õ769
1.9354
1 .3321

+L%

o.1r4s
O .097 s

0.0782

2.537r
1 .9055
1.3115

o

0

:
1.13
1.13
r .t4

r,54
I .55
1 .55

1.65
1 .63
I .61

+2%

0.116r
0 .098 o

O .O79 ø

1.9857
1 .3491
o.7276

22.9
30.3
45.4

3I .3
45 .1
85 .2

(1) As determined by the iterative procedure.
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spectrophotometer, which is discussed in Chapter III.

Provided due care is exercised and the same conditi-ons used

to measure the .| values aS are used for the measurement of

the binding curve data, the precision of .l should be better

than O.67o. Similar reasoning applies to the .àu, val-ues

measured except that i-n regions of high T4 the background

absorbance correction for the DNA must be applied. The method

of maki-ng, and restrictions applying to this correction are

discussed in Chapter III. The determination of e| is more

uncertain. Since extrapolative procedures are used it is

difficult to accurately estimate the error involved. Perhaps

the best guide to the likely precision of this value i-s the

comparisons in Tables 4.I, 4,2 and 4.3 of this Chapter. These

would indicate that the precision of this value is also of the

order of O.57o or better. These errors in the absorbance values

¿-re fortunately much l-ess than the L% and 2% used for the

purpose of illustration of the effect of errors on binding

d.ata. They do, however, serve to j-llustrate that considerable

care is required if precise binding data is to be obtained

from the spectrophotometric method.

(d) Accuracy of the bindins curves

In order to assess the accuracy of the binding curves

produced from spectral data, bindj-ng dat'a for the

9AA¡ø coLi DNA/0.10 M NaCl systemhavebeen collected using

equilibrium dialysis. The preparati-on of materials and

corrections applied to the curves are presented in detail in

Chapter III. These data are used to provide a comparison

between curves obtained by different experlmental methods

although the curves calcul-ated from spectral data are more

precise and potentially more accurate.
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The curves displayed in Fig. 4.9 are those obtained

both from dialysis and spectral data at 22oC. The agreement

between the two independently obtained curves is good,

indicating that the accvracy of the experimental methods is

good. Both curves show good precision within the curve. This

demonstrates the validity of the method used to obtain binding

curves from spectral- data. Binding data for all the systems

which showed spectral internal linearity have been

calculated. ?nd are presented in Appendix III. The significance

of the lines drawn on these plots is explained in Chapter V.

Having cal-culated binding curves for these systems,

the next step is to use these data to test varlous mathematical

models of the binding process and so obtain a" suitable model,

and thermodynamic parameters, with which to characteríze the

processes. The derivation of mathematical models of binding

processes is the subject of the next Chapter.
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t Introduction

The mathematj-caI modelling of binding processes for

Iigand/Dl'iA interactj-ons has been the subject of considerabl-e

interest in the last 5 years.. Prior to this resurgence of

interest j-n mathematical models, data from these systems was

generally analysed in terms of the Langmuir binding

isotherm"t,"" originally used by Peacocke and, Skerrett3.

Although there have been some instances of more sophisticated

treatmentsu'5, they have remalned relatively isolated examples.

The development of more sophisticated treatments was prompted

by the requirement for methods to model the binding of

multivalent ,ligands and the need to describe co-operative

interactions in general. The advent of the Sequence Generating

Functions method6'z has aided these developments, which have

been primaril-y of a theoretical, nature. Only a f ew examples

of the application of these models have appeared to date I I ' I 2 
.

In this chapter we wil_l- examine the rnethods for

deriving models of the j-nteraction of ligands with a linear

matrix of binding sites, defining a number of models in the

process. These models, together with other available models,

will provide a basis from which to determine the model that

best fits experimentally observed binding data for

9-aminoacridines and native DNA.

2 Historical perspectj-ve

The interaction of à ligand with a macromolecule may be

described, at the most basic 1evel, âs a stepwise equilibrium.

In such à treatment each succeedlng ligand binds to an

existent ligand/macromolecule complex, formed in the initial

nucfeation step, and is associated with à discrete set of

equilibrium parameters. However there a-r.e two problems
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associated with such a treatment. The first is the need for

very accurate, reproducible data with which to identify and

define each individual association. Such data are almost

impossible to obtain for systems involving natural DNA. The

variations in samples arising through the extraction and

purification procedure, the resulting distribution of

molecular lveights and the Very large number of ligands which

may bind to each molecule combine to make experimental

observation of individual association steps extremely

difficult. The second problem concerns the usefulness of the

data obtained from this treatment. In many instances the

individual ligand/macromolecule associations are not

sufficiently different from one another to enable them to be

properly resolved, and more importantly, to enable any

conclusions to be drawn concerning the nature of the

individual association complexes. A full dlscussion of this

point, together with a simple exampJ-e, has been presented by

Tanfords.

The clifficulties involved with the stepwise equilibrium

method may be partly overcome by utiljzing the theory developed

by Langmuirr'2 to describe the ad.sorption of gases at an

i-nterface. This adsorption isotherm may be written as:

niKiCn
l+KiCp

5.1

\ryhere r
ri
ni
K1

cF

This expression is

classes of binding

Ðri
1

valid for i

site. Only

= total fraction of all sites occupied.

= the fraction of the ith binding sites occupied.

= the saturation fraction for the itir sites.

= the association constant for the ith sites.

= the concentration of free ligand.

i.ndependent, mutually exclusive

groups of sites with
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significantly differing ni andfor I(i are distinguished by this

method. This overcomes many of the disadvantages of the

multiple equilibria treatment and has been widely applied to

the description of the interaction of aminoacridines with

DNA9, generally as the more familiar transform due to

Scatchardr 0 . A Scatchard. plot of a binding isotherm for a case

where i - 2 is shown in Fig. 5.1. The parameters which may

be obtained graphically are marked on the figure. The reasons

for displaying binding d.ata using the Scatchard plot are futly

discussed J-n ChaPter IV.

A Scatchard plot will be linear for a single type of

binding site, any curvature being taken as an indication of

the existence of multiple classes of sites. However curvature

in a binding isotherm may arise for reasons other than the

existence of independent, mutually exclusive classes of sites

and it is in this that the Langmuir equation is deficient as

a description of the binding process. If it is suspected that

this is the case, then models capable of accounting for

interacting binding sites are required. Before proceeding to

derive such models we must first define carefully the type

of system that is required and consider the assumptions and

simplifications which àre necessary to all-ow meaningful

mathematical models to be formulated.

3. Definition of the svstem

The Langmuir isotherm has a wide applicability to many

types of absorption systems. The system we ar"e concerned with,

that of the interaction of aminoacridines with DNA, may be

described as the binding of ligands to an infinite linear

lattiee. This lattice is taken to be infinite to enabl-e

end.-effects to be neglected and is a lattice of
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binding sites ¿nfl not a lattice of repeating macromolecular

units. This distinction, which j-s not drawn when applying

the Langmuir equation, is essential for the case of more

complex model_s. \{Ihen applying the Langmuir equation,

macromoLecular repeating units may be used initially as

lattice sites since all sites ãTe independent and mutually

exclusive. The lattice saturation values, Di, then j-ndicate

the number or fraction of repeating units involved in one site

of the íth kind. For one type of site, this may be wrj-tten as:

L + RU ?- complex 6.2

and K I complex ]
tL] IRU]

5.3

where L is the ligand, RU i-s any macromolecular repeating unit

and K is the association constant. Where interaction between

adjacent sites occurs, the value of RU must be replaced by the

actual concentration of Sites. The probabiLity expressions

used to define inter-site interaction only maintain their

integrity if this restriction is rigidly observed. This is

because sites aîe allowed to be occupied or vacant and no

aIlowance can be made for ftactionally occupied sites, a

concept which has no meaning in a static mathematical model.

This difference in the definition of macromolecular

concentration units may iead to differing values between the

Langmuir parameters, ni and Ki, and their equivalents from

more compl-ex models. Any such dif fering vaJ-ues will be

related to one another aS the value of RU chosen for the

Langmuir treatment is related to actual site concentration.

The lattice of binding sites defined above is taken to

be homogeneous. This is a simplification since DNA is not

homogeneous in base Sequence however it is a necessary

constraint placed on the lattice to enable the derivation of
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models for a binding system. Although the methods I will

describe allow more than one type of binding to exist, there

may only be one type of vacant site. Hence these methods do

not embody the essence of a heterogenous l-attice, which

ideally should reflect the real DNA sequence. The only

treatment of heterogenous lattices which has appeared is that

d.ue to Crothers4. This treatment is a purely numericaL

procedure which uses Monte Carl-o methods to generate a random

heterogenous lattice of appropriate base-pair mixture as a

model for the DNA used. I will have more to say about this

constraint later in this ChaPter.

In summary the problem is to mathematj-cally describe

the interaction of ligands with an infinite, homogeneous,

linear lattice of binding sites j-n such a way as to al-Iow

inter-site interacti-ons to occur.

4. Sequence Generating Functions

The method of the sequence Generating Function (sGF)

was proposed by Lifsono'7 as a straight-forward way of

determining the partition function for à long, 1i-near chain

of binding sites. From this, the stochastic equations

describing the system may be obtained without the use of

matrix algebra. This method is very ftexible, being capable

of modelling a wide variety of binding systems and yielding

a great deal of information concerning the behaviour of these

models. Some models have been proposed by Schel-l-manl1 and by

Ramstein et aLL2 using the SGF method to derive the equations.

AI1 of the models which have been proposed in the literature

for homogeneous, linear lattices can be derived using SGFs.

Because of the importance and relative newness of the SGF

method, I will- now describe in some detail the derivation of

models using this method.
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(a) The functional form

Firstly, we clefine the allowable states for each

binding site in the lattice. If N different types of binding

àTe possible, then there will be (N + 1) allowab1e states for

each site, including the unbound state. Sequences of

adjoining si-tes in the same state are assigned a statistical

weight proportional to the probability of their occurrence,

dependj-ng on the physical model chosen. A microstate of the

system is defined if ive can list the length and type of each

sequence in the linear lattice. From statistical mechanics we

may write:
z@) = rw (') --- s ,4

and G -krInz (n ) 5.5

where Z is the partition function of the lattice, W the

statistical weight of a microscopic state and ¡ the number of

sites in the whol-e lattice. The f ree energy of the mol-ecule,

G, increases linearly with n. Now if n is sufficiently large,

a constant, xl , may be defined to be independent of n such

that:
z@) - xÍ") --- 5.6

Xr then is the contributi-on of one site on the lattlce to the

partition function Z@). In this case a power series may be

defined as:

T (X) x 7@) *-n
n=0

series is convergent for X >

limit as X + Xr.

f(X) is evaluated bY first

sequences of empty sites and

5,7

Xr and will just diverge in

æ

This

the

defining a SGF,

for each type of

um(x) , f or

binding as

æXU
.C=l

the

u*(x) å"-uform=0,1,2,---,N 5.8
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,r¡vhere I' is the length of the sequence and Ut is the

statistical weight for a site bound in the tth mode. Uo (X) is

used to represent a sGF f or an empty site. tr4le may al-so def ine

a panàmeter ki¡ to account for j-ttteraction between adjacent

sites binding types i and i. A matrix can now be v¿ritten whose

elements represent all possible types of SGFs as follows '

o ko rUr (X),

o,
ks 2u2 (x) ,

k¡ 2U2 (X) ,

ks¡¡U¡ (X)

kruUu (X)

t

kr oUo (X)

M (x)

kuoUo (X), kurUr (X), kNzUz (X),

It should. be noted that the row of M represents the type of

sequence preceding that specified by the column (that 1s Mij (X)

is the SGF for a sequence of sites in the ith mode that was

preceded by a sequence in the íth mode). Now since kij = kji

by definition, M(X) can be written as a product of à symmetric

and a diagonal matrix.

o

o , kot'

kror O ,

ko 2 ¡

ktz,

koN

krN

o (x),
o,

o ,o
Ur (X), o t

o

o

M (X)

kNo, kNt, kNz, o o un (x)

5 .10

The generating functions for the sequences at the ends

of the lattice wil1, iD general, differ from those for

interior sequences. By defining a column vector, e, such that

ej is the right-hand end sequence for sites in the ito mode,

then the row vector, Bt, will represent the left-hand end

effects. We may now write the matrix product,

trr,rix) I &. tM(x) I1{ , which represents the sum of all- possible
LJ'

combinations of (9,-L) successive sequences that separate a

oo



sequence of type í from a sequence of type i. This

diagramatically in Fig. 5.2. Hence the sum of all

I' successive SGFs is given by tM(X)l[. Referring

Eqn. 6.7, we may now write:

1r9

is shown

products of

back to

T (X) Ie
.0=04

"Tlt

T 9"
M (x) e

M(x) I -'t

The step from Eqn. 5.11 to 5.12 is possible because
oo

x
0=0

õ.11

5.12

Id (x) r

X > Xr.

at this
converges and I (X) is decreasing monotonically f or al.l

I(X) will diverge at X = Xr so that lf - M(X)l vanishes

point and Xl is obtained as the largest root of:

lr - M(x)l = o

We are no\ry in a position to derive for¡nulae describing the

average properties of the system when the form of the SGFs t

U*(X), has been found.

b The statistical wei hts

The first step to evaluating the SGFs, Ur(X) ,

determine the corresponding statistical- weights, U*,

relating them to the thermodynamic parameters of the

physical system we wish to describe. The statistical

Um, are given by:

Um = Quratr'

and Uo = Qo

is to

by

weights,

5,14

5. r5

5. 13

values of

and bound

where a¡ is the activitY

Qo and Qp are related to

sites respectively bY:

of the free ligand and the

the free energies of emptY

Qn .(-G'/RT)

. ( -Go /RT)

5. 16

and go 5.L7



L]l] U
AI1 combinations of
enumerated by tM(x) l

[-I) sequences as

J.
t
1

type jtype i

Where LI-L

Product of 9" successive sequences.

represents a single sequence.

Fisure 5-2. Schematic Representation of tM(x) l
9"

i j'



The free energy of a site bound in the

rel-ated to the free energy of an empty

Gm=Go+AGå

th
m mode, Gr, can be

site, Go, by:

r20

5. rB

5. 19

5.20

5.22

If we now arbitrarily define Gs as zeto, we may rervrite Eqns.

5.16 and 5,17 as :

r -^Go /RT)e' m'

and

9n

Qo 1

so relating

to a site.

equilibrium

the q, values to the free energy changes on binding

Using the familiar relationship between the

constant, Kr, and free energy change,

AG -RTInK* ó.2ro
m

we may rewrite Eq.n. 5.19 as:

Qr=K*

Now making the usual approximation

coefficients for dilute solutions,

of unit activity

Eqns. 5 .14 and 5.15 become :

Um = KrCn 5.23

and Uo I 5.24

Interactions between adjoining sites, bound in the sane

mode, m, for example, are obtained by multiplying the

statistical weight for the pair of sites, UåX-2 lremembering

that any site, whether bound or empty, has a contribution of

X-I ), by a factor km. This factor wi1l be defined by the

relation:
km = "(-acf,7nr) --- 5,25

where AGE is the excess free energy, and k* the equitibrium
¡D

constant, for the process of bringing a ligand from a remote

site on the l-attj-ce to a site adjacent a ligand bound in the

Same mode. Where interactions occur between adjacent sites



bound in different modes, ki¡ is:

kij = e(-AGEij/RT) kji

L2T

5.26

It should be noted that binding in any mode, m, adjacent to an

empty site has a statistical weight of Umr so

of the tYPe kmo or kou are unJ-tY.

Three possible types of behaviour may

from the k values. They are as follows.

any parameters

be discerned

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

AGE

AGE

AGE

o

= o, k - 1

k<

0 k>

anti-cooperative binding.

no interaction between adjacent
sites.
cooperative binding.

Final,ly the statistical weights associated with

another common binding phenomenon, that of site-excÌusion,

must be ctefined. In this form of binding a ligand bound to

à single site excl-udes any form of binding at t adjacent

sites on either side of the bound tigand. The statistical

weight associated with a site bound in this manner is simply

Uo'X-(t+I), since the 1ì-gand effectively occupies (t+I) sites

when bound. The reason the factor is (t+1) and not (zt+I)

may be visuali-zed by considering the situation at saturation

binding on the l-attice. In this case a ligand is bound

every (t+1) sites as each excl-uded block of length t is

"Shared" by the bound li-gands on either side of it. Each

ligand then effectively excludes onÌy t sites on the lattice.

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 5.3 (4) (if)'

To summarize, we have used parameters of the type

K*, kr, kij and t to define statistical weighting factors.

The processes these factors govern are represented

schematicallY in Fig. 5.3.



(f) The process characterized by the equilibrium constant,
Km.

(2) The process characterized by k-

(3) The process characterized by kij. Note that k kij ji'

(4) The site exclusion case for t 3

(i) The situation for
ligand excludes 3

Iow lattice saturation.
sites either side of its

The bound
site.

The situation at lattice saturation. Although each
ligand has excluded 3 sj-tes on either side, there is
one ligand bound every 4 lattice sites, iê. (t + 1)
sites.

5-3. Schematic Re resentation of the bind inE oarameters

(ri)

Figure
Kr, kt,
binding
symbols

kij and the site-exclusion case for 2

modes represented by O and X. The ladder
represent a segment of an infinite lattice.
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(c) The average ProPerties

Now that the form of the statistical weighting factors

is known, the SGFs for empty and bound sites may be

represented as Uo (X) and Ur(X,K*,kr,Cp) and Eqn. 5.13

rewritten as:

I -Ul ,

t,
-kz lUr,

-Uz ,

-ktzUz,
1

,

,

-UN

-k r t¡Utl

-kznUNf(xrK*rk*rc¡)
-Uo r

-Uo, 0

-Uo r -kNrUr, -kNzUz,

5.27

The required, formulae to represent the average properties of

the system may now be derived as partial differentiations of

f (x,Kn,k6,cp) evafuated for the criticaL value of x, Xr I which

is the largest root of Eqn. 5.27. In making these equations

we use the general rule that the partial derivative of

f(X,Kp,k¡1,Ca) with respect to a parameter representing a

particular state is proportional to the average number of

occurrences of that stateT. To illustrate this procedure we

will derive some average property relationships.

(i) For N different modes of binding, the fraction

bound j-s usuallY wrltten as:

I

Nr=X
m=1

rm 6,28

5.29where Tm

In our case we interpret ro. aS the ratio of the number of

ligand molecules bound to sites in the ^th mode to the total

number of sites on the 1attice. The 'parameters invoLved are

Km, governj-ng the *tà mode bindlng, and X-t which represents



any site on the lattice. rm can now be written as:

123

5.31

--- 5.33

rn(Ku,k'cF) --- 5.30

which is quite literally the ratio of the occurrence of sites

bound in the tth mode to the occurrence of all sites on the

lattice. This equati-on may be simplif ied to:

fâr ar -l
þtnt<,o/ ðlnx-tJX = xt

f-r* / at , af \l
[T-IãÏI¡ãFI/Jx-x,rrn(Kn, k., CF )

(ii) The average number of ligands bound as nearest

neighbours in the mtå mode, Dm, is obtained similarly as:

nn(Km,k,,cF) = G*-r"tm] x = xr

= lhr:l, jlfËm¡ã'.",l_Jx=xr 5'32

(ij-i) As a third and f inal example, the average

fraction of the rto mode bound sequences of length 9, , ^1,,

may be obtained as follows. Firstly, the following

mathematical tool is used to separate the desired sequence.

The rth mode SGF is rewritten as:

u(*) (x,Km,k6,cp, o) = u(*) (X,K*,k*c¡) + (o¡-l-)ke-t (L*/x)[

In this way the desired term kg-l1fr/X¡[ is replaced by

Ork[-t(nr/*)u in Ulm). Now differentiatj-on with respect to

ln0g and then setting 0[ = I yields the resu]-t.

f ar_, ar Imr = þmoulf;nffl ou = 1

[-oo. âr , ôr -]= l_6 æ;/ã-r<-rJ ou = r - -- 5 .34

This average property is not easily obtained by methods

other than the SGF method.. It could be of considerable
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importance to the interpretation of fluorescence and clrcular

dichroic spectral studies of these systems.

As these examples have shown the sGF method is a

powerful technique for the determination of average

properties of a system. A more complete list of such average

properties has been given by Schellrnanl r.

ld) The evaluation of SGF s

' The SGF's may now be evaluated. Tñe statistical weight

for an empty site, Uo, is defined as unity (Eqn.5.24) and

uo(x), the corresponding sGF, is obtained from Eqn. 5.8 as:

Uo (X) ÃeRV.VV

and the solution of this series is:

Uo (x) 5.36

Evaluation of the SGF for the ur

site-exclusion effect is:

th binding mode, assuming no

= i u¿x-[
[=1

I
F:ï

Un (X, K*, k., Cp )
hr_L
m^m

1 -t

KmCn
X k6K6C¡

x
@= EU

9'=L

= sir(K*cu)ekå-lx-r

@

x

5,37

The (9"-L) exponent of k, arises since, in any sequence of I'

contiguous bound ligands, there will be (.0-1) adjacent bound

ligand pairs.

For the case of a site-exclusion effect the sGF

evaluates as:

uåoå-lx- ( t+1) l'

(Krcr)[kå-lx-(t+1)'c

Krcr

@

L
!,=L

9,, 1

Un(X,Kpk6,Cp)

x (t+1) - kpKpCp
5 .38
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The definition of a further SGF wil-I now be considered

as it will be required l-ater in this chapter when we consider

suitable models for the aminoacridine/DNA system. This

involves extending the cooperative effect to a further site by

introducing a second cooperativity factor, s. The statistical

weight of thj-s factor is defined in the same way as for the

factor k (see Eqns. 5.25 and 5.26), This SGF is then:

Ur(X,Krrkr,smrCF) *iruåuå- 
1"å-2x- ( t+ 1 )'e'

r,-L 9.-2 -(t+1)0(KnCF )k s x
1

@

x
L

- KnCr, + (K'CF)2k,n(r-sr)x-(t+1)
x(t+l) - kr"rKrcn

5 .39

The derivation of the formulae to describe average

molecular properties presented above differs from that

proposed by Schellmanl r. He was principally concerned with

developing moclels to describe the binding of multi-vafent

ligands and to this end he used a parameter to describe the

i-nteraction between adjacent ligands bound into a Sequence of

unbound sites. A single mode of binding is considered and

a parameter y is defined as the additional weight of an

unoccupied site due to the effect of bound ligand on either

side. So for anti-cooperative binding such a site wil-l be

favoured to remain unbound and y > 1. This is in contrast to

our parameter k which for anti-cooperativity o < k < 1. The

evaluation of the empty site SGF, Uo(X), now becomes:

X -1

y-1
x

1

x-1

z

æ
E

yf

X i

+

= Y(x-l) + I
x (x-1 )

uo (x,Y)

5 .40
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This result may be compared with Schellman's equation 5 where

z has not been incLuded. It is immediately apparent that this

approach has increased the order of Eqn. 6,27 which must be

solved to obtain the critj-cal value X¡. This will inevitably

involve more complex numerical procedures for evaluation than

àre required for the derivation presented in this Chapter,

despite the number of parameters being equivalent in both

methods. To formulate models to describe monovalent

ligand/DNA j-nteractions the approach presented here, which

aims to describe bound sequences on the l-attice, iS preferable

to that of Schellman. The derivation I have presented j-s more

closely aligned with that given by Ramstein et alr 2 who

presented models similar to model-s I and II in the following

section.

(e) The models

It remaj.ns now to define the attrj-butes of the physical

process we wish to mode1, write SGFs in terms of the model-

and find the best parameter values to fit an experimentally

obtained binding curve. Based on the parameter values So

obtained, and on any other information known about the

physical system, we càn then determine if a given model fits

the d.ata and which of several possible models represents a

best fit. As a first step, three models of increasing

complexity which may possibly describe aminoacridine/DNA

systems will be written and their behaviour with varying

parameter values examlned. This will aid us in choosi-ng

suitable models.

The three models f will describe are shown schematically

in Fig. 5,4, Both models f and II contain cases of k - I

rvhich in effect yield two additional models so that five
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possibl-e descriptions of binding behaviour will be dealt with

in these models.

(1) MODEL I - Two state model with cooperativity.

If only one type of binding exists then there are only

two types of site on the lattice, bound and empty, and Eqns.

6 .27 and 5 .31 become:

f(x,K,k,cp) 1 -Ur
-Uo t

= 1 - Uo (X)U¡ (X, K, k, CF )

=1 Ur (X,K,k,CP)
x-1

=0 --- 5.41

5.42and r(K,k,Cr) l-_ rfat",-agìl
L X\âK/ AX/lx = Xt

Substituting Eqn. 5,37 into 5'41 we get

f,(X,K,k,Cp) = I #
= x2 (l+Kkcp)x + (k-l)KCr = o 5.43

The roots of this quadratic can be found util-izi-ng the usual

formula, which in this case becomes:

x=r¿(! +Kkcp !Ã)

where A= (1 -KkC¡)2+4KCp ö.44

As both K and Cp must be positive in any real physi-cal system,

the largest root of Eqn. 5.43 is given as:

Xr = ,h(1 + KkCp + Ã) 5.45

This result and Eqn. 5.43 a1.e now combined with Eqn. 6.42

which, oD differentiation, Yields:



r(K,k,cr) fK
: l- 

-LX

F

tr(x
X Xr

X Xr

l-28

6.46

-Xr

thus r(K,k,Cr) ,â + 6.47

To check the validity of this expression, consider the case of

k = 1. In this instance there is no interaction between

adjacent ligands so that the binding is independent. For this

situation Eqn , 6,47 reduces to:

r(K,k,cr)
KCr

I+KC¡ 5 .48

KkCr'-fl
--l {^ J

whj-ch is, of course, the Langmuir equation for one type of

binding and n = 1. This is a necessaTl¡ condition since the

expressions used here are for lattice binding sites and not

macromolecul-ar repeating units.

Further examj-nation of Eqn. ó,47 shows that for

anti-cooperative binding, k < l, values of r will be lower

than for independent binding and that for cooperative binding,

k ) 1, values of r will be higher than for independent blnding.

It may be noted that this equation corresponds to the infinite,

one-dimensional- Ising modet with nearest neighbour

interactions.
This equation has been evaluated for several values of

the parameters K and k and the results ate presented as

Scatchard Plots in Fig. 5.5. The val-ue of K used , I x fO'* IÍ-t,

was chosen as typical of K values observed for the systems

studied. The values of the cooperativity factor, k, cover

the range O.OOO] to 3 so encompassing anti-cooperative,

non-cooperative and cooperative behaviour. The ordinate
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intercept, which corresponds to K, iS j-nvariant however, the

apparent absci-ssa intercepts decrease below the saturation value

of r = I as the strength of the anti-cooperative i-nteraction

increases, i.e. as þ + O. For o < k < 1 a value of r = l- is

reached at sufficiently high CF, however in practical cases

visual inspection of experimentally obtained curves will always

indicate an intercept of less than unity. The lower iimiting

abscissa intercept 1s 0.5 as k approaches zeÎo. The

approximately Ij-near region of this curve at low r extrapolates

to an intercept of 0.33. These observations of the behaviour

of the function as k + O can be explained in terms of the

physical mode1. Since the anti-cooperative effect is of

importance in aminoacridine/DNA systems, w€ shall examine this

feature of the model in more detail. Three limiting behaviour

cases for antj--cooperativity can be defined, for the Iimiting

value of ]ç + O, as follows.

(i) For small r, the binding is of the form shown in

Fig. 5.6(a). The ligands tend to bind at sites remote from

one another and so each ligand effectively occupì-es 3 lattice

sites. The upper l-j-mit of this binding will correspond to an

r value of '/, , the observed limiting slope for small r.

(ii) At higher t overlap of the anti-cooperativity

affected sites will occur, Since the anti-cooperative effect

does not occur until the ligand actually binds to the lattice

and is not propagated beyond the nearest neighbour. This is

illustrated in I'ig. 5.6(b) and^ leads to the apparent intercept

of r = 0.5.

(iii) At very high Cp ligand $aV, in the limit, bind to

every site (since k f 0) and so a val-ue of r = l wilt be

attained. It j-s highly unlikety that values of r > 0.5 will

be observed in an experÍ-mental situation where k is very

smal I .
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The curves obtained for 0 < k < I are a combination of

these proceSSeS, which represent extremes of behaviour' The

steps involved aS CF, and hence t , increases are shown in

Fig. ã.6(c). The scale of c¡ will depend on the value of k.

The logical next step 1s to add true site-exclusion to this

model to determine the effect of this on the behavlour of the

model.

(2\ MODEL II TVo state modeL with site-exclusion and

cooperativitY.

The introduction of the site-exclusion effect, through

the use of Eqn.5.38, means that ligand cannot bind to the

lattice sites immediately adjacent to a bound ligand. Any

cooperative effect, i-ntroduced if k I 1, will now act at sites

removed from the bound site. Figure 5.4(b) shows the effects

adjacent to a bound ligand.

The required SGF is given in Eqn' 5'38, where m = N = 1'

The equation of f(x,K,k,cr), for t excluded sites, now becomes:

KCr
f(x,K,k,cp) 1 (x-l)(xt+t - kKCp)

xt+2 xr+ I kKCpX + (k-1)KCr 0

and so t becomes:

r(X,KrkrCp)
kKCpX (k-I)KCr

(t+2)f,c+z

¡t+2

(t+r)¡c+ t KKC¡X

xt+l f(x,K k,Cn)
( t+2 )x ( t+1 )x

¡t x-I )

5.49

x Xr

- kKCrX

(t+

+

t+ )x

+

F X

X

Xr

Xr

5.50
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In the simplest case we consider a

so this result reduces to:

single excluded site, t

r(XrK,krCp) x x-1 5.51
2X F x Xl

and the equatlon to be solved to find the critical value X1,

Eqn. 5 ,49, is :

f (x,K,k,cp) = x3 x2 - kKcFx + (k-l)KC¡' = O 5,52

Although the roots of this cubic can be found analytically and

the largest' positive root selected, a faster numerical

proced.ure has been developed and is detailed in Appendix V.

This expressi-on has been evâluated for the same values

of K and k a,s were used for model I and the resultant curves

are presented in Figs , 5 .7 and 5 .8. In thj-s model there is no

linear isotherrn, the case of k = I corresponding exactly to

the limiting case of k = o in model- I. The concave curvature

typical of cooperative interactions only appears for k > 1.65

a situation which arises because of the effect of

site-exclusion. This can be conceived of aS a limiting case

of adjacent anti-cooperativity so that the two effects are

opposed. It should be noted that for k values in the range

1.65 1,75 the isotherm will appear linear unless data for

very high t values can be obtained (see Fig. 5.8). only if

tbis is possible can the distinction between an independent

binding type and the more complex model described here be

drawn.

The limiting values obtained from this model as ]ç + 0

¿re anabscissaintercept of 0.33 and the slope at 1ow r

corresponds to an abscissa intercept of O.2, Consideration of

the timiting anti-cooperative binding behaviour, as was done

for model I, leads to an explanation of these values.

1
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(i) For 1ow r the "isolated" binding leads to a limit

of one ligand bound. per five lattice sites. This is

illustrated in Fig. 5.9(a) and explalns the lower limiting

slope abscissa j-ntercept of r = O.2.

(ii) For higher t val-ues the sites affected by

anti-cooperativity may overlap and so each ligand may

effectively occupy 3 sites without yet overlapping excluded

sites. This situation is shown in Fig. 5.9(b).

(iii) For very high CF, and hence 1' only excluded

sites will not be bound and, since these will overlap, the

eventual abscissaintercept for aI:- curves will be r = 0.5.

This is shown in Fig. 5.9(c).

The curves obtained with this model for 0 < k < I.65

aîe the result of a combination of the limiting behavlours

listed above, bei-ng somewhat more complex than for the first

model due to the effect of site-exclusion. More than one site

may be excluded simply by changing the value of t and

rewriting Eqns, 5.49 and 5.50. This woul-d only be warranted

if experimental binding data appeared to have an intercept of

(t + 1)-t on the abscissa, a situation not. encountered in this

work. The only other model not already covered which may be

applicable to 9-aminoacridines lnative DNA/0.10 lt'f NaCI systems

will extend the cooperative effect beyond a single site.

13) MODEL III TVo state model with site-exclusion and dual

cooperativitY factors.

The extension of cooperativity to a second site is

achieved by defining a second cooperativity weighting

parameter, s. The SGF for this situation was previously

def ined, Eqn. 5.39. Assumi-ng one excl-uded site, t = I , the

two equalities required are:.



(a)

(b)

k + o. low r For this situation
bind in isolation on the lattice
ef f ectively occupi-es 5 sites.

when
each

the ligands
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DcBA

(c)

{-

þ + o. high r Doub1e overlap of excluded sites and
anti-cooperativity effected sites occurs so that
sites excluded by ligand B, marked q, are subject
to anti-cooperativity from ligands A and C and sites
excluded by A and C, marked ß, are subject to
anti-cooperativity from B.

Lattice saturation occurs as c¡ * æ' Note that
every ligand has a vacant, excluded site on either
side and that one ligand effectively occupies 2
sites. Overlap of excluded sites has occured.

Schematic Representation of anti-cooperative
effects in the T\¡¡o State excluded site with
cooperativity model (MODEL II).

Fiqure 5-9
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f(X,K,k,s,Cr)

K-x

KCF + (KCF)'k(I-s)¡-z
1

+ 0

-ksC x3 ks-1 ) C
2 +ZKC 2x qs-t ¡

r33

5.53

xs

and

r(XrKrk,s,Cn) +

5X 4X SksKCpX - 2(1-ks)KC
X = Xr

5.54

A fast, numerical procedure to determine the critical- largest

root, Xr, has been developed and is given in Appendj-x V.

This model-, which has not, to my knowledge, been

described in the literature, may be tested for validity using

the limiting case of s + I when it should be identical- to the

prevj-ous mode1. This has been verified numerically. There

a1"e now two separate parameters to describe the cooperative

effect so that analysis of the behaviour of the model is more

complex. If we restrict the limits of the parameters as:

(1) If k ( 1, then 1>. s > k

(2)IfktI,thenl\<s<k

This essentially requires that cooperative effects fal1 off as

the number of sites from a bound site increases. This need not

be a requirement of the model as formulated, however I have not

tested^ the behaviour of the model for conditions other than

those listed above.

There àr.e now two co-operativity parameters so that a

simple set of related curves to iflustrate the behaviour of

this model, such as those presented for models I and II, is

not possible. Rather than attempt a limiting behaviour

analysis, f shall consider model III as an extension of

model- II. The salient difference l¡e[weert this tnodel and
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model II lies in the type of curvature which can be obtained

in the curves when both k and s are used to generate a

co-operative effect. Figure 5.10 shows à set of curves for

k = 0.5 and 0.5 < s < 1. The effect of gradually introducing

the second anti-cooperatlve weight, s, is seen to.modify the

slope of the curves. The initial slope aS T increases from

zero becomes steeper aS s decreases and the final slope is

less steep, relatj-ve to the initial slope, than in the case

of only one anti-cooperative weight factor. A second feature

is how closely curves from model- III can be made to match

those of model- II. Since there a,r"e two weights associated

with model- Itt, 
the k value used will always be greater than

that for model II. If we chose a k of 0.5 for model II then

the effective total weight for two sites, the one affected by

k and its adjacent unaffected site of weight f, is 1.5. We

may compare this curve with one generated from model III

using k = o,74 and s = 0.76, agaín a total weight of 1.5 for

the two sites. These curves are shown in Fig. 5.11. Although

agreement between these two curves is good, the curve from

model III is lower in r/Cf values until r = 0.33 is reached.

This reflects the fact tlrl.at in modeL III the second site is

subject to an anti-cooperative effect whereas this site is

unaffected in model II. Once all the second sites are

occupied, i.e. r > 0.33, then aS expected the model- II curve is

of lower r /Cn values. This kind of behaviour leads to the

more pronounced curvature observed for curves from model III.

5 Analvt ical- solution model-s

An analytical solution for some models of the type

presented in the previ-ous section has been published by

McGhee and von Hippelr 3. Their interest in binding models
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arose from a need. to treat the binding of multi-valent ligands

to DNA. They proposed that the curvature observed in

Scatchard plots arose from either effective slte overlap when

binding multi-valent ligands, ot cooperativity in the binding

process, or a combinati-on of both these effects. From the

consideration of conditj-onal- probabilities for site occupatiotr

when binding n-val-ent ligand to an infinite, one-dimensional,

homogeneous lattice of binding sltes, they arrived at two

expressions relating the fraction of occupied binding sites,

t, to the free ligand concentration, CF.

The first of these describes the binding of n-valent

ligand to thl l-attice assuming a" single type of binding and no

inter-l-igand interactions. Their equation 10 may be written,

with the nomenclature used here, as:

lnr n-l
t
G K(1-nr). (n- 5.55

where n is the number of sites occupied by each ligand. For

n = 1 this equation reduces to the Scatchard equationl 0 for a

single binding mode. For n = 2 or greater the values of t /Cr

produced are always less than for n = 1 so the characteristic

binding curve convex to the axes is obtained. The abscissa

intercept is I/n and the ordinate intercept is K. This

expression may be expanded to cover i different binding modes

for i different ligand.sr 3.

Nearest neighbour co-operativity may now be introduced

and the model reformulated as:

2k-1 l-nr) + r n-l -(n+I)r + 2r
vF K(1-nr).

( -nr 2(1-nr)

where çn+1)rl + 4kr(l-nr)

5.56

6.57R tr

This expression j-s equivalent to equation (15) of lvlcGhee and
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von Hippel although it should be noted that Eq.n. 5.56 is the

correct form as the published equatì-on contains typographical

errors. This equation reduces to Eqn. 5.55 for k = l-13. The

cooperativity factor, k, applles only to nearest neighbour

site interactions. The ordinate and abscj_ssa intercept are as

for Eqn. 5.55 although for very 1ow vafues of k the abscissa

intercept may appear to be lower than I/n for experimentally

obtaj-nab1e Cp values. Equation 5.56 produces identical

numerical results with those of SGF model II for the same K

and k values when n = 2. Figure 6,7 then applies equally to

Eqn. 5.56 with It = 2. This indicates that Eqn. 5.56 with

n = 2 exactly simulates singl-e site-excl-usion for a uni-valent

tigand. This simulation of site-exclusion is quite general

and multi-site-exclusion effects are treated by setting the n

of Eqn. 5.56 equal to the (t+1) parameter of the SGF model II.

This provides a convenient alternative to the treatment of

site-exclusion effects, especj-alIy if a Iarge number of

excluded sites àre i-nvolvecl. In these cases the order of the

polynomial which must be solved to apply the SGF model II,

becomes large with rapidly increasing numerical complexity.

The cost involved in by-passing the SGF method is the loss of

the many other average properties of the system which can be

obtained via the SGF method.

(a) The lmplicit conditions

Before applying the Eqns. 5.55 and 5.56, two important

conditions must be considered.

(I) The lattice on which the derivation is based is a

lattice of binding sites and so the unit binding site on a

macromolecule must be defined before applying the equations.

All experimentally obtained binding data must be expressed in
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terms of this unj-t binding site, it is not sufficient to use

any macromolecular rèpeating unit.

(Z) The probabilj-ty expressj-ons on which the derivation

is based do not al-low for fractional site occupation. A site

is either occupied or vacant as these àTe time-independent

models. Therefore, solutj-ons involving non-integer n values

have no meaning j-n the context of these models.

A simple example may help to clarify the importance of point

(1). If we supposed that a" ligand bound to B consecutive

phosphate groups on the, same strand of a native DNA double

helix, and that ligands could bind independently on both

strands, then n woul-d be I and binding data caLculated on the

basis of DNA phosphate residues as the unit binding sites

could be fitted to Eqn. 5.55. IVe may now use Eqn. 5.55, à K

vaLue of 4.5 x 104 M-l and an n value of 8 to calculate some

f 'perf ect" data f or our paper experiment. Figure õ.12 shows

the curve for these parameter values and the "data points"

taken from this curve. These dala are now transformed by

considering two phosphate residues to be the unit binding

site. We would now expect to find n - Q arrd K = 9.0 x 10.+ M-1.

The result of this transformation of the data and the

attempted fit of the new parameter values is shown in Fig.

5.13, together with the original data and fit for comparison.

It is obvious that the curve does not fit the data. The use

of n - 4 has under-estimated the site overlap effect. Indeed

no combination of values of K and n can be found to fit this

transformed d,ata. If the range of the r values is reduced

and experimental error introduced, So more closely approaching

à 1"eal- experimental data set, apparentl-y good fits may be

obtained, especially if fractional n values are allowed in

the fitting proced.ure. The original choice of the unit
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binding site and strict adherence to integer n values are

crucial to a meaningful modelling of the physical processes

using these equations. Providing these conditions are

recognised, the analytical solutions of McGhee and von Hippel

present a convenient alternative to the SGFs for the two simpì-e

models they describe. They suffer the disadvantages of being

unable to evaluate other system average propertles and cannot

describe more complex binding models.

6. Heter enous Ìattice methods

Before proceeding to examine poSSib]e models for the

bindÍng of 9-amlnoacridines to native DNA I shalf briefly

mention the method of modelting heterogenous lattices.

Crothers'' ha; presented a method for such model-Iing in which

a heterogenous lattice is generated using random number

methods. This lattice can be constrained to have the Same GC

content as the DNA being model-led., however the distribution of

"bases" along the lattice is random and aS such is only an

approximation to the DNA Sequence which j-s not random j-n

natural- DNA. For very large DNA molecules the approximatlon of

a random base sequence will generally not represent a serious

error. How well such à lattice approaches true randomness and

the appropriate base composition, depends on the number of

units in the lattice which must in any case be large enough to

enable end-effects to be ignored. Crothersq states that a

length of 5oo gives a base-composition within 27o of the desired

figure. Furthermore a statistical fluctuation of 2% is observed

between different lattices So generated, which represents the

departure from true randomness of the lattices. These errors

could be reduced by i-ncreasi-ng the length of the lattice.

However the lattice length must be increased geometrically to

obtain linear decreases in the error.
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The binding parameters are calculated using ltlontroll rs

Matrix methods to calcul-ate a partition function and hence,

by differentiation, r. This method of calculating binding

parameters is, by its nature, inexact. It does however

represent the best avàitable method of formulating binding

models in terms of heterogenous lattice types.

7 ConcLuding remarks

In this Chapter I have examined various techniques for

the derivation of mathematical models to describe the binciing

of ligands to DNA. Of these methods the SGFs are the most

fruitful approach to the problem. This technique allows both

simple and níore complex models to be developed and has the

potential to provide any desired average property of a model.

The anairytj ca1 solutions of DIcGhee and von Hippell 3 have the

advantage of being more easily applied to systems for which

either of their two modefs is suitable. Analytlcal solutions

are, however, less fl-exible than the SGF approach.

The emphasis in this work is on models of a single

equilibrium constant binding to a homogeneous lattice. A

number of such models which may describe the interaction of

9-aminoacridines with DNA are presented. In Chapter VI I shall

examine the application of these models to the binding data

determined in this work, choose the model of best fit and

discuss the parameters derived from this model.
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I Introduction

In order to simplify the choice of the mathematical

model- which best fits the experimental binding curves, the

information available concerning the binding process will- be

examined with a view to defining constraints to be placed on

the model. The systems studied are all 9-aminoacridines

binding to s. CoIi native DNA in 0.10 tr{ NaCl at temperatures

between lOoC and 5OoC. The reader is referred to Chapter II

of this work, which contaj-ns a sumrnary of the considerable

titerature dealing with the binding of aminoacridines to DNA,

for specific references which will not in general be duplicated

here f or the ,sake of brevitY.

2 Constraints on the model

The pertinent points which serve to define suitable

mod.els an"e summarized as f ol-lows:

(1) A basic observation is that the binding process in high

ionic strength solvent is by intercalation of the

aminoacridine molecule between adjacent base pairs of

the native DNA helix. The lattj-ce for the binding

model then must represent consecutive interstices

between adjacent base pairs of the helix.

(2) In the case of most of the 9-aminoacridines studied in

this work the sets of spectra used to define the binding

curves are internally linear throughout the accessible

range of TrlTt. This observation implies that there

are only two spectrally distinct forms of the

aminoacridine in solution, one of which will be free

aminoacridine. The implication is therefore tt¡at

either there is a single unique bound form of
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(2) (Continued)

aminoacridine or if more than one spectrally distinct

bound form exists then the ratio of those forms to one

another is invariant. In either case there will be a

single, unique apparent equilibrlum constant for the

interaction.

(3) The Scatchard plots of the binding data show marked

curvature convex to the axes and indicate that

effective binding saturation occurs at l-ess than one

amj-noacridine bound per base pair. The highest

observed r value is about 0.33. These observations

indicate that there is either an anti-cooperative

effect or a site exclusion effect or both operating in

the system. A subjective observation of the binding

curves suggests that the curvature is not due to

site-exclusion alone since this effect produces sharp

curvature as r/Cr * 0, and l-ess apparent curvature at

lower r values than is observed experimentally.

To summarize, the model must represent the intercalation

of aminoacridine molecules lnto a lattice of the interstices

between the DNA base pairs. The interaction will be described

by a single K value and be subject to site-exclusion andfor

anti-cooperativitY effects.

3 Trial models

(1)

(2)

(3)

The following models may describe the interaction.

Single K, one or two excluded sites.

Single K, one or two antl-cooperativity affected sites.

Single K, one excluded site with one or two

anti-cooperativity affected sites.
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These trial models were fitted to the experimentally observed

binding curves usi-ng a non-linear fitting procedure, program

NONLIN. Appendix V contains detaiLs of the algorithm and

methods used. to assess convergence of the fit. A plot of the

residuals is used as the single most useful diagnostic of the

goodness of fit of the model to the experimental binding data,

both for individual models and for comparison between different

models. Fi-gures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 contain the resultant curves

for the fitting of these models to the

9-aminoacridine/E. CoIi DNA/O,10 M NaCl system at 22oC as an

example. The behaviour of this system is typical of all the

9-aminoacridines stud.ied. Taking each of the three types of

mod.el, the tof f owing observations may be made.

(l) The use of site-exclusj-on alone is unsatisfactory. The

residuals ar.e J-arge and systematic and the type of

curvature produced in the fitted curve does not match

that of the experimentally observed binding data.

These curves are shown in Fig. 6.1.

(2) The use of one anti--cooperativity affected site is not

indicated since k tends to zero and the result is

similar to one excluded site. Two anti-cooperativity

affected. sites produces a better result, although one

of the parameters tends to zero indicating again that a

single excluded site i-s required. These curves are

shown in Fig. 6 ,2 .

(3) The single excluded site, si-ngle anti-cooperativity

affected site model fits the d.ata wel1, there being only

smalI residuals when compared to the maximum possi-b1e

experimental error. These small residuals however,

systematically deviate from the observed data. The
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(3) (Continued)

curvature generated allowing only one anti-cooperavity

affected site will not precisely fit the experimentally

observed curvature in some cases. As a refinement of

this model the anti-cooperati-ve effect was extended to

two sites. This results in a better fit to the

experimental data in cases where sma11 systematic

deviations were observed with the single

anti-cooperativity affected site.

4 The model of best fit

From these trial models i-t is concluded that the models

whj-ch best fít the experimental- binding data include a single

excluded site and one or two anti-cooperativity affected

sites. The model with only two anti-cooperativity affected

sites may also fit the data. Two points which require further

discussion arise from these conclusions. The first concerns

the di-fference between the single excluded-site model with a

si-ngle anti-cooperativity affected site and the model with trvo

anti-cooperativity affected sites. Within the range over which

experimental binding data can be collected, that is up to an r

value of about 0.35, the former of these two models is

essentiall-y identical to the limiting case of the latter when

the first cooperativity parameter tends to zeto. The

difference between the two occurs at very high, probably

physically unattainable, aminoacridine concentrations when the

former model reaches an ultimate r t'alue of 0.5 and the latter

an ultimate r value of I.O. The essence of the difference

lies in whether binding above an r value of 0.5 is forbidden

in site-exclusion or whether this site has become so

unfavourabl-e due to anti-cooperativity that an unresolveable
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increment in binding is possible above T = 0.5 if the

aminoacridine concentration is extremely high. This

d.ifference between these two situations is of l-itt1e

consequence to a physico-chemical study of the binding since it

is unlikely that this difference could be discerned by

physico-chemical technì-ques. The question of whether there is

any biological consequence of this difference is beyond the

scope of this work. The preferred modeL is the site-exclusion

case since this invol-ves fewer parameters and describes the

physico-chemical situation as well as the two anti-cooperativity

affected sites model.

Thesecondpointconcernstheextentofthe

anti-cooperativity effect. It is observed that some of the

aminoacridines studied showed smal1 systematic variations

between the observed d,ata and the fitted curves for the one

excluded-slte and one anti-cooperativity affected site model-

at some temperatures. Further, the introduction of à second

anti-cooperativity affected site removes this deviation'

However this deviation is very sma1l and may be due to sma1l

systematic errors in the bindì-ng data arising, for instance,

from a choice of .à. rt is not observed for most of the

systems studied. In the light of these observations, the

introduction of this second anti-cooperativity affected site

is probably an unwarranted complication of the mode1. The

preferred mod.e1 is that with a single anti-cooperativity

affected site since this model adequately describes all- the

systems studied. in terms of two parameters '

The resultant best fit curves for this model to each

experimentally determined binding curve g,re plotted as l-ines

on the flata presented in Appendix III. The chosen values for

the equilibrium constants, K, and the cooperativity factors, k,
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are displayed in tabular form in section 5(b) of this

Chapter.

5 Thermodvnami-c parameters

(a) Introduction

A study of the temperature variation of the equilibrium

constant, K, governing the reactj-on yields values of the

thermodynamic parameters for the reaction. The parameters

which can be evaluated. are AGo, AHo and ÀSo, the free energy,

enthalpy and entropy of reaction respectively. The following

fundamental thermodynamic relationships are used to obtain the

required parameters.

^Go

AGO

AGo is obtained from Eqn. 6,

Eqn. 6 ,2 yields :

1nK =

AHO -TAS O

Substitution of Eqn. 6.1 into

-RTlnK 6.r

6.2

6.3

1

)
1
T + ASO-E-

A plot of ]nK versus I/t *ifl yield a straight 1j-ne of slope

-01¡o /R if the enthalpy change of the reaction is i-ndependent

of temperature over the temperature range stud]ed. This

relationship is often called the Van't Hoff p1ot. The error

in I( was obtained from the non-linear fitting program as the

standard deviation of the fitted value of K. The error in

AGo is obtained from the error in K, through Eqn. 6.1,

assuming that T is free of error. The error associated with

^Ho 
is obtained from a weighted linear regression of the

1nK versus I/t ptoa rvhere T is assumed to be free of

error. This error is then the standard error of the

this. regression line.

any

slope of
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The evaluation of ASo is more complex. This value has

often been obtainedt'2 from substitution of AGo, AHo and T into

Eqn. 6.2. In the absence of ànY indepe ndently measured value

of AHo this procedure yields a poor estimate of ASo associated

with large errors. Thj-s is clearly seen from Eqn. 6.3. The

value of 
^So 

is obtained as the ì-ntercept of the Van't Hoff

p1ot. The extrapolation required is unacceptably large as is

reflected in the standard error of the intercept obtained from

such extrapolations. A better method of evaluating ASo is from

Eqn. 6,2. A plot of 
^Go 

versus T will yield a straight line of

slope -ASo. This method requires no extrapolation from the

range of measured data and the error is obtaj-ned as the

standard error of the slope from the weighted linear regression

line.

(b) Parameter values

The values of K and the cooperativity parameter k

obtained from the non-linear fitting procedure for the

gAAlø. cotj DNA/0.10 M NaCl system are shown in Table 6.1. The

plots assoclated with the determinations of AHo and 
^So 

àTe

shown in Fig. 6.4, The same parameters and plots for the

methyl, buty1, n-hexyl and cyc-hexyI derivatives are shown in

Tabl-es 6.2 to 6.5 and Figures 6.5 to 6.8 respecti-vely.

The AGo for the interaction is si-mi1ar for all the

compounds stud.ied, falling in the range -26 to -28,5 kJ/mole.

These Values may be conipared to val-ues for Prof laviner'I and

Acrid.ine Orange2 in the rànge -32 to -42 kJ/mole and to the

val-ues obtai-ned by Turner3 for 9-amj-noacridine under similar

condj-tions of -35 kJ/mo1e by equilibrium spectrophotometry and
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TABLE 6.1

The equilibrium constants, cooperativity parameters and the

thermodynamic parameters for the 9AA'/E CoLi DNA/O.I0 M NaCI

system.

Temperature
( oc)

10 22 35 50

KxIOr
S.D. x IO-h

(M-t )
(1\{ ^ )

12.810
0.339

7 .799
o.I97

4.õ67
0.102

2,6ó7
0.081

k
S.D

0.532
0.161

o.495
o.ozL

o.572
o,o24

0.517
0.039

^GoS. D.

(kJ moLe-r )

(kJ mole-t )

-27 ,687
o.061

-27 .642
o,062

-27 ,489
0.058

-27 .37r
0.083

AHo

s"E.
(kJ mole-1 )
(kJ mole-t )

ASo

S. E.

(J deg-1 mole-r ¡

(J deg-r mole-1 ¡

-30.991
0.332

-8.2a
0.9 g
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TABLE 6-2

The equj-librium constants, cooperativity parameters and the

thermodynamic parameters for the 9(Me)A'AlE Coli DNA/Q.10 M

NaCl system.

Temperature
( oc)

10 22 35 50

S

K x 1O-''

D. x IO-'t
(M-t )
(M-')

9,346
0.503

6.251
o.246

4.t82
Q.177

2.730
0.060

k
S.D

o,826
0. 056

0. 807

o.o44
o.874
o. 055

O.7BB

0.033

AGo

S.D.
(kJ mole-r )

(kJ mole-r )

-26,945
o,r27

-27 .O99

0.097
-27 .263

0.108
-27.445

0.059

AHo

S. E.
lkJ mole-r )
(kJ mole-I )

^soS. E.

(J deg-r mole-r ¡

(J deg-r mole-r¡

-23.4L7
o.033

12.4ø
O.l s
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TABLE 6.3

The equilibrium constants, cooperativity parameters and the
thermodynamic parameters for the 9(Bu)AAIE coli DNA/O.10 M

NaCI system.

Temperature
( oc)

10 22 35 50

K x 1O-+

s. D. x 1o'''
(M-')
(M-t )

12 ,4T9
o,542

8.9r7
o,r24

6.259
0.089

4.r54
0.058

k
S. D.

0.383
o.026

0.393
0.009

o.426
0.0r1

0.401
0.037

AGO

S. D.
lkJ mole-r )

(kJ mole-t )

-27 .6l-4
0.103

-2 .97r
0.034

-28.296
o.036

-28.572
0.037

AHo

S. E.

(kJ mole-I )

çkJ mole-t )

ASo

S. E.

(J deg-r mole-r ¡

(J deg-r mole-1 ¡

-21 .535
o.529

22.9o
1.8s
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TABLE 6.4

The equilibrium constants, cooperativity parameters and the
thermodynamic parameters f or the 9 (n-Hex)AA/E CoIi DNA/0.10 IYI

NaCl system.

Temperature
( oc)

10 22 35 50

K x 1O-4

s.D. x 10-'*
(M-t )
(M-t)

9.698
0.343

6.494
o.279

4.389
0.339

2.923
o,o92

k
S.D.

o.645
o.o27

0.686
o.036

o.670
0.075

o.532
0. o33

^Gos. D.

(kJ mole-r )

(kJ mole-r )

-27.O28
0.085

-27,789
o. r08

-27.383
o.206

-27 .624
0.086

AIIO

S. E.

(kJ mole-r )

(kJ mole-r )

aso

s. E.

(J deg-r mole-r ¡

(J deg-t mole-r )

-23.466
0.156

14.9s
O.4z



TABLE 6.5

The equilibrium constants, cooperativity parameters

thermodynamj-c parameters for the 9(cyc-Hex)AA/ø Coli
NaCl system.

I53

and the
DNA/0.10 rvl

Temperature
( oc)

10 22 35 50

K x 1o-'*

s. D. x 1o-'*

(M-t )
(M-' )

6,96L
o.062

5.r44
o.r23

3.946
o,r24

2.642
0.033

k
s.D

o,544
0.007

0.600
o.030

0.595
o.o29

0 .500
0.0r3

AGo

S. D.

(kJ mote-t )

(kJ mole-1 )

-26.247
0.021

-26.6l-7
0.059

-27.rr4
0.081

-27 .353
0.034

AHO

S. E.

(kJ mole-r )

(kJ mote-r )

ASo (J deg-r mole-r ¡

S.E. (J deg-t mole-1 )

-18.902
Q,946

28.22
3.3 e
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-29 kJ/mole f rom T- jump kineti.c studies. The value f or 
^Go

obtai'ned from equilibrium spectrophotometry by Turner3 was

based on an assumed "binding in isolation" modeL in which the

1ow r portion of the binding curve was assumed to be linear.

Thls linear portion of the curve was fitted to à one-site

Langmuir isotherm. If these d,ata of Turner3 are fitteci to the

model used in thls work, the resultant. AGo values are within

1 kJ of the values cited in Table 6-1.

The values obtained for AGo are similar to values

reported for the interaction of other aminoacridj-nes with

native DNA and are indicative of a strong interaction. There

is littIe variation in AGo among l;he compounds studied in thi-s

work. At 22oC the strongest lnteraction i-s that of 9(Bu)AA and

the weakest 9(cyc-Hex)AA. With the exceptlon of 9(Bu)AA

all the alkyl derivatives show slightly weaker binding than

9-aminoacridlne. This observation, that the bindlng affinitles

of the 9-substituted 9-aminoacridines differ only slightly from

the binding affinity of 9-aminoacridine, is in general

agreement with previous work on the binding of 9-substituted
g-aminoacridinesLT-Ls. This work found that the attachment of

long and bulky side chains to the 9-amino group of

9-aminoacridine did not hinder their binding to DNA (see

Chapter II 3(b) ) .

( c ) Di- scuss ion

The component AHo And 
^So 

values of these systems falI

into two distinct groups. The first of these groups contains

9-aminoacridine itself. It j-s characterized by a large

favourable AHo value and a smalI unfavourable ASo value. This

results in relatively stronger interaction at Iower

temperatures and the reaction can be said to be entirely
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"enthalpy driven". The dominant bonding interaction is made up

of the sum of electrostatic, dipole and induced dipole

interactions between the intercalated aminoacridine and the

adjacent DNA bases and backbone groups. The unfavourable

entropy change must resul-t from an overall reduction in the

number of degrees of freedom of the system when binding occurs.

The simplest view of the system, that of two separate species

interactÍng to form a singte complex, would be expected to

result in an unfavourable entropy change. Although such an

unfavourable entropy change is observed it is of lower

magnitude than would be predicted by this simple view of the

system. This suggests that changes in solvent interactj-ons on

complexation make a significant contribution to the entropy

change. The observed ASo of -B J deg-r mole-t for

9-aminoacridine may be contrasted with values of about -30 J

deg-r mole-r observed for the interaction of Proflavinel ' a and

Acridine Orange2 with native DNA at high ic¡nic strength. A

value of -30 J deg-r mole-r is closer to the expected value of

ASo for a bimolecular complexation.

The second group contalns all of the substituted

9-amj.noacridines studied. This group is characterized by a

smaller favourable AHo and a larger but favourable ASo when

compared to 9-aminoacridine. The interaction is stiIl

predominantly but not entirely "enthalpy drlven". The

posi-tive ASo means that the interaction becomes relatively more

favourabl-e with increaslng temperature.

The reduction in AHo is systematic, the values being

close to -22 kJ mole-r except for 9(cyc-Hex)AA ivhich is

somewhat lower with a t'alue of -19 kJ mole-r. The reduction

in AHo for these 9-substituted 9-aminoacridines may be due

either to systematic changes in the dipoles and induced
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dipoles of the substituted compounds when compared with the

parent compound, or to a different intercalated position within

the helix or to a combination of both effects. There have been

suggestionsu that the 9-aminoacridine cation may exist partly

or wholely as the imino tautomer in solution. Albert6 rejects

these suggestions in his excell-ent review of the electronic

and spectraf properties of the aminoacridines. X-ray structure

determinations of hydrated single crystals of 9-aminoacridine

hydrochlorideT locates the H(10) proton on the ring nitrogen

atom, N(10), and defines the acridine nucleus as nearly planar.

The planarity of the acridine nucleus may be contrasted with

structure determinations for a number of 9-substituted

.2-methoxy-6-chloro-9-aminoacridiness-r 0 which show degrees of

deviation from planarity of the acridine nucleus of between

5o and 1Oo. Whilst no structure determinations have been

reported for simple 9-alkylaminoacridines it is possible that

they witl show a degree of distortion of the acridine nucleus.

Such distortion may adversely affect the strength of the

bonding interactions. If the acridine nucleus is not planar

and,for if steric hindrance due to the 9-alky1 group prevents

the acridine nucleus from maximizing the overlap with the

heterocyctic DNA bases then a reduction in the strength of

bonding interactions woul-d be expected.

The 
^Ho 

values determined in this \ryork'do not reveal

any definite trend withln the group of substituted compounds.

However it is tempting to suggest that the lower AHo found for

9(cyc-Hex)AA supports the suggestion of a limited steric

hÍndrance to the intercal-ation of these compounds. It can be

stated unambiguously that a1ky1 substitution of the 9-amino

group of 9-aminoacridine leads to a reduction of the 
^Ho 

for

the interaction to about '/t of the value found for the parent

compound.
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The inversion of the sign as 
^So 

for the substituted

compounds is presumabl-y substantiaJ-Iy a solvent ef f ect. The

major features of the interaction remain unaltered. This

suggests that changes in solvation on binding are the major

factors contributing to 
^So. 

This is not Surprising since

these compounds al-1 contain alkyl groups which would be

expected to exert a considerable effect on the solvation

properties of both the free aminoacridine and its complex with

DNA in a solvent of high dielectric constant.

FinalIy it should be pointed out that the thermodynamic

parameters which have been obtained for these compounds a1e

not Very model dependent. If no model was assumed, or indeed

a different án¿ perhaps inappropriate model was chosen, the

same relative order of the K values and hence thermodynamic

parameters would resul-t. The simplest approach would be to

linearly extrapolate the low r region of each curve to the

ordinate axis and hence obtain estimates of K. This procedure

would yield similar relative values of the thermodynamic

parameters although at a much reduced accuracy.

b Anti-coop erativitv parameters

The anti-cooperativity parameter, k, is a measure of the

hindrance to binding to an affected site. In the model chosen

as the model of best fit this site is two potential sj-tes from

an intercal-ated. aminoacridine since nearest neighbour

site-exclusion is operating. The binding of aminoacridine to

this affected site will occur with an apparent association

constant of kK. The origin of the nearest neighbour

site-exclusion and the next neighbour anti-cooperativity is

almost certainly due to strain induced in the native DNA

hel-ix in the vicinity of the intercalated aminoacridine.
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Since the effects of this strain are evident at two potential

intercalation sites adjacent to an intercalated aminoacridine

it is probably transmj-tted through the sugar-phosphate

backbone of the helix. This local distortion of the backbone

induced by intercalation is such as to prevent the nearest

neighbour sites from opening sufficj-entIy to accept an

i-ntercalated aminoacridine and to restrict intercalation at the

next neighbour sites. It is possible that this restricting

effect on the binding may extend even further than these next

neighbour sites (see Section 4 of this Chapter). Alternative

explanations of the origin of site-exclusion and

anti-cooperativity involve ionic interactions, either by
)

preventing àn intermedj-ate "outside bound" complex forming

adjacent to an j-ntercalated aminoacridine and so providing a

mechanistic barrier to intercalation at this site, or as a

simple repulsion between the cationic aminoacri-dines. Although

such explanations can account for nearest neighbour

site-exclusion, they are less tenabl-e when a further

anti-cooperativity affected site is involved.

The values found for k for the compounds studied in this

work are a1t in the range O.4 0.65 with the exception of

those found for 9(Me)AA which were about 0.82. There is no

discernable trend with temperature suggesting that the

anti-cooperative effect is relatively independent of

temperature. This observation may be consistent with the

suggestion that a conformational- change in the helix backbone

structure is the origin of site-exclusion and anti-cooperative

effects. Such conformational changes will presumably be

characteristic for each of the aminoacridines. If the group

of 9AA, 9(t{e)AA, 9(Bu)AA and 9(n-Hex)AA àr.e considered then

there is à trend for an inverse correl-ation between K and k
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suggesting that stronger binders exert stronger

anti-cooperative effects , àIthough the trend is not pronouuced.

The k values found for 9(Me)AA are significantly higher

than those found for the other compounds studied. The value

of k is most dependent on the binding data determlned at high

r values which are in turn most affected by ti:e values of .l

cal-culated from the absorbance versus concentration data. The

fitted model-s for 9(Me)AA at 10oC and 22oC are the poorest fits

for al-l the compounds studied. Further, these relatively poor

model fits result from the significantly higher r values found

at high TI/TA when eompared to the other compounds. The higher

k values for 9(Me)AA are a result either of smal-I errors in .*

which have adve"sel-y affected the binding data determined at

high Tl,/Tn or, if this is not the case then the model

apparently breaks down at high T values for this compound.

7, Concludine remarks

In this Section I shal-l briefly summarize the most

important points from the earlier Chapters and then discuss

the results presented in this Chapter as they relate to other

work on the binding of aminoacridines to native DNA.

In Chapter III experimental techniques for the

determination of data from which binding curves can be

calculated a,re cri-tically examined, wi-th emphasis on

spectrophotometric and equilibrium dialysis methods. In the

practi-cal application of both methods the utmost caTe is

required with attention to alL the experj-mental techniques

involved from the preparation and handling of materials and

solutions to the recording of absorbances from a properly

calibrated spectrophotometer. While both methods yield good

results the spectrophotometric method is preferred since it
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invol-ves Iess quantities of mater j-als, less handl-ing of

solutions and less tj-me than equilibrium dialysis experiments.

In addition the spectrophotometric method is potentially

usabLe over a wider range of solvents than equilibrium

dialysis and also provides valuable information concerning the

system und.er study through the internal linearity analysis.

The problem of extrapolating to tà is thoroughly cliscussed.

The prefered method of determining .l is the method of plotting

.àur 7 e| against TL/T A anci extrapolating to .à1.il. This method

is validated by comparison wj-th other methods of determinlng

.¡.

The transformatlon of the experimental- data into binding

d,ata is the subject of Chapter IV. Emphasis is placed on the

use of correct .l values for the calculatj-ons on d.ata in the

region of high T, the region most important to the modelling

of site-exclusion and anti-cooperativity effects. A detailed

discussion of the effect of errors in the experimental data
ì

and the eff value on the calculated parameters shows the complex

way in which such errors are propagated.

The conditions placed ofl, and the derivation of,

mathematical models for the binding of ligand into l-inear

lattices is the subject of Chapter V. Emphasis is on the

relatively new SGF method and the advantages it offers over

other methods. Several models ar"e derived and thier

properties discussed.

In the preceding sections of this Chapter the fit of

several potential- modets for the binding to native DNA of the

9-amj-noacridines studied has been examined. A modeI, which

embodies a single, apparent equilibrium constant, neareSt

neighbour site-exclusion and next neighbour anti-cooperativity

is chosen as the model of best fit for the binding data.
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The mod.el parameters for each 9-aminoacridine at each

temperature studied are used to calculate the thermodynamic

parameters which characteri-ze the binding of each compound in

terms of the chosen model for the interaction. These

parameters are discussed in terms of the two groups they faII

into and their implications for physical models of the

interaction.
The equilibrium and thermodynamlc parameters describing

the interaction of 9AA and the substituted 9AAs with native

E coTi DNA in O.1O IiI NaCl can be considered in the context of

previously published lvork in this field. The paranteters which

characteri,ze the i-nteraction of 9AA may be compared with data

determined by Turner from a T-jump kinetic study of the

9AA/native E coLi DNA/O.1 M NaCl system3. Turner found that

the mechanism of the interaction could be adequately described

by a single bimolecular reactj-on step. This work, however,

was weakened somewhat by the fallure to obtain good agreement

between parameters determined from kinetic and from equilibrium

methods with a binding in isolation model used as a basis for

the calculation. If equilibrium and related thermodynamic

parameters obtained. by Turner are recaleulated in terms of the

binding model used in this study then better agreement between

the parameters found from equilibrium and kinetic studies is

obtained. This adds weight to Turner's finding of a sÌngIe

step mechanisnl for the intercalation of 9AA into native DNA3,

a finding at varíance with kinetic studies of Proflavine/natj-ve

DNA systems which yield two step mechanisms+.

The observation that a single step mechanlsm for the

intercal-ation of 9AA into natj-ve DNA yields kinetic

parameters consistent with the equilibrium parameters adds

support to Peacocke's proposal I I that there may be two major
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cl-asses of aminoacridine/DNA interactions, one containing the

I 12 and g-aminoacrj-dines and the other the aminoacridines with

a ?-aminoquinoline sub-structure such as Proflavine. While

there is eonsj-derable evidence of heterogeniety among the

strong binding sites of Proflavine and Proflavine-Ìike

aminoacridines this thesis presents a strong case that no such

heterogeneity exists among the strong binding sites for the

9AAs, especially when taken with the results of the kinetic

study of Turner.

A very recent studyr 2 of the interaction of the

substituted 9-aminoacridine Quinacrine with native DNA

modelled the interaction with the same model as used in this

work using tÉe less general equation of lt{cGhee and von Hippel.

Although these workers exercised care in the determination of

binding curves they did not correct for dimerization of

Quinacrine and hence did not use the appropriate .l values.*

They do not mention correcti-ng for DNA background absorbance

when using the spectrophotometric method. Further considerably

lower precision is evident in their equilibrium dialysis than

was achieved in this work. These factors will affect the

accuracy of the val-ues they report, however that study and

this work are in agreement about the model to best describe

the interaction of gAAs with native DNA. Unfortunately no

study of the variation with temperature of the interaction of

euinacrine was und.ertaken and so no thermodynamic parameters

were reported.

Wilson and Loppr 2 reported a dimerization constant of 5OO M-1
for Qulnacrine in an ionic strength of o.l2 which may be
compared to a dimerization constánt of 650 t 50 M-t for 9AA
at loni-c strength 0.1 (determined by the author). The
importance of this correction and the method of applying it
have been fully d.iscussed in Chapter IV 4(c).

t
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The implication of this study to the studies of

bis-intercalating gAAs must be mentioned. The work of

Le Pecq et a.Z r 3 on the bis-intercalation of

Quinacrine-like dimers linked through the 9-amino side chain

found definite evidence of nearest neighbour site-exclusion.

Conversely the work of Wakelin et a-Z r 4 on the

bis-intercalation of 9-aminoacridines linked through simple

a1kyl 9-amino side chains found no evidence for nearest

neighbour site-exclusion. Even the most careful- equilibrium

stud.y of the interaction of aminoacridines with native DNA

cannot determine between true site-exclusion and extreme

anti-cooperativity. For example if true site-excLusion is

considered nôt to occur in the systems studied in this work,

the anti-cooperativity faetor which is then applied to the

nearest neighbour site is about 10-6 yielding an effective

association constant for this site in the range 0.05 0.1.

If typical concentrations of aminoacridine and DNA are

considered then one would expect to find one nearest neighbour

bound aminoacridine about every lQs base pairs, that is on

average somewhat l-ess than one such occurrence per DNA

molecuLe even in the highly poì-ymerized DNA used in this work.

This suggests that the mono-functional 9-alkylaminoacridines

cannot be directly compared with their bi-functional

bis-intercalating analogues.

The problem of inaccuracy in binding data for these

systems and its effect on the determinatlon of model fits and

parameter values has been recognised by Schellmanr s. Many of

the attempts to model experimentally determined binding

datal 2, I s, I 6 have been unconvincing because of this problem

and the associated problem of the restricted range over which

usable data was obtained. For the first time this study has
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shown that it is possible to experimentally determine binding

data with sufficient accuracy and precision to enable choices

to be made between potential models for the interaction'

Furthermore such accurate d.ata yield more precise estimates of

model parameters than have been possible previousfy. This will

enable bind.ing data to assume a more important role in

d.eciding whether proposed models for the interactions of

chromophores with DNA are appropriate.
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Part A Preparation of materials

1. Synthesis of 9-alky laminoacridines

The substituted 9-aminoacriclines were prepared by

condensation of the corresponding alkylammonium chlorides and

9-phenoxyacridine free base, a synthesis described by Albertl.

The alkylamines were all Fluka A.G. purum grade and converted

to the ammonium chl-oride salt by saturation of a solution of

the free amj-ne base in dry ether with dry HCl gas. The product

was recovered by vacuum filtration and stored in a

desiccator over phosphorus pentoxide until required.

Methylamine was purchased as the hydrochloride sa1t. The

following syntheses were used.

Dipheny lamine-2-carboxvl i-c acid

Synthesized according to the method of Albertr except

that three extractions with active charcoal were required. The

yield was 7O7o of a pale yellow product which melted at :-B2oC.

9-chl oroacr idine

Synthesized. according to the method of Albertr from

diphenylamine-2-carboxylic acid using phosphoryl chloride as

the cyclizing agent. It should be noted that extreme car.e is

required in the work-up step involving the ammonia solution.

In one inðident in this laboratory the chloroform layer failed

to mix with the ice-cold ammonla solution for about 2 minutes

despite vi-gorous stirring. After this time the reaction

occurred suddenly with explosive force. It is suggested that

the ammoni-a solution be added slow1y with vigorous stirring

to ensure a controlled reaction. The product was

recrystallized once from benzene to yield 90% of a pale green

crystalline material which melted at L2loC. The product was
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stored in a desiccator over sodium hydroxide peIlets.

9-phenoxyacridine

Synthesized from

method of Albertl. The

which melted at 1260C,

9-chloroacridine according to the

yield was 80 9O7o of à grey Powder

9-aI laminoacridines

The synthesis is adapted from the method of Albertr for

9-methylaminoacridine. 13.6 g of freshly prepared

g-phenoxyacridine was dissolved in 50 g of freshly redistilled

phenol in a 2OO ml round-bottomed flask at 80oC. 0.1 M of the

appropriate alkytamine hydrochloride, thoroughly dried over

phosphorus pentoxide, was added to the mi-xture , àa aÍ-r condenser

fitted and the temperature raised to 120oC. After one hour the

mixture was cool-ed to 60 SOoC and poured into 500 ml of

ice-cold 2 M NaOH with rapid stirring. The resul-tant product

rryas quickly filtered off and washed with ice-col-d hydroxide

solution and several portions of ice-co1d water. The crude

base was sucked dry on the filter and twice recrystallized

from petroleum spirit (bp. 80 l00oc). Yields were in the

range 757o

d.issolving the dry base in anhydrous ether and bubbling dry

hydrogen chloride gas through the sol-ution until- the

supernatant ether was clear. The product was then filtered

off and dried. All of the 9-alkylaminoacridine hydrochlorides

\ryere bright yeltow except the tert-octyl compound which was

scarlet in colour. The structures were verified by the

infra-red and proton NMR spectra of the free bases.
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2. Purif icati-on ofg -aminoacridines

9-aminoacridine hydrochloride was Fluka pur]ss grade

and recrystal-:-J'zed. from 20% aqueous ethanol. The purity of the

compounds was followed by paper chromatography using two

solvent systems. These solvent systems \{tere 3% aqueous

ammonium chlori-de and à 70 : 30 mixture of redistill-ed butanol

and 5 M acetic acidl. The resultant spots were visual-ized by

their fluorescences under UV light from a 1ow pressure mercury

Iamp. Repeated recrysta1-1-j'zation from aqueous ethanol was

sufficient to purify all compounds except the methyl and

cyclo-hexyl derivatives which showed persistent traces of

9-aminoacrid,ine. These compounds were purified by column

chromatography using neutral alumina aS a support phase and

methanol- as the eluting phase. The column was I cm x 50 cm.

The compounds treated in this way each showed à single spot

with both solvent systems, with no trace of 9-aminoacridine.

The degree of hydration of the pure crystalline

hydrochlorides was determined by weighing 0.5 g samples which

were repeatedly dried and rehydrated. Drying was accomplished

alternately by storing the samples for 48 hours, in vacuo

over phosphorus pentoxide and storage at 1-2Oo C overnight.

Samples were rehydrated by storage at IOO% relative humidity

at room temperature. It was determj-ned that gAA.HCl and

9(Me)AA.HCt were mono-hy¿raies and 9(Bu)AA.HCI was a

tri-hydrate. All the other 9-amj-noacridines prepared were

anhydrous.

3 DNA extraction

The DNA samples used throughout this work were

prepared by modifications of the method described by Marmur2.

The bacterium used was an E. CoIi KLz strain. Thj-s bacterium
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strain was cultured in a standard aerobic complete growth

medium in 10 or 20 litre conteiners. The culture was grown

from a heavy, stationa"ry state inoculum for 24 to 36 hours and

harvested by continuous ftow centrj-fugation. The bacteria rffere

stored at -2OoC until requj-red. The following two extraction

methods were used to purify the DNA. The first method was used

to obtain samples for general use and the second to prepare

samples for use in equilibrium dial-ysis experiments.

(a) Method I

The bacteria (100 g) were lysed by gentle shaking with

sodium dodecyl sulphate. The method of lüarmur2 was followed

except that one or two additj-onal phenol extractions were

performed aS recommended by Hirschman and Fe1senfeld3. The

DNA, after the final "wind-out" of soLution was washed with

redistilled ethanol and then redistilted acetone and dried

in vacuo. The dry solid samples were stored in tightly sealed

vial-s at -zOoC. The yield of DNA was generally about 100 mg

from 100 g of bacteria.

(b) Method II

The bacteria were lysed by 6 hours incubation at 37oc

with lysozyme (Sigma Biochemicals). The work up of this lysate

was then according to Marmur2 until the chloroform extractions

were complete. At this stage the DNA was precipitated from

solution, washed and resolvated j-n standard sal-ine citrate.

The ribonuclease digestion step was performed and then the

solution was incubated for 12 hours with a O.5% solution

(final concentration) of the non-specific protease Pronase A

(Calbiochem, nucleic acid free grade). This solution was then

chloroform extracted until protein free and given three phenol

extractions. The product was then treated as in Method I.
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4, Characterization of DNA

The DNA, extracted and purified as described

previousfy, was characterized by ultracentrifugation, UV

absorbance the protein analysis. Sedimentation velocity

experiments showed. that the samples had an Mon of between

8 x 1Os and I.2 x 106 dal-totrs. Equilibrium density graciient

experiments on caesium chloride gradients were consistent with

a GC content of 49%, The UV absorbance experiments showed

that the DNA had a Àru* at 268 nm. Typical results of the

spectral analysis of Hirschman and Felsenfeld3 are given in

part B (Z) of this Chapter. Thermal denaturation experiments,

using O.10 M,NaCl as solvent, yielded melting temperatures of

between 86.5oC and 88oC accompanied by a hyperchromicity of

49%. The protein analysis yielded a protein content of l-ess

than Q.z7o, the lower sensitivity limit of the ninhydrin

test employed.

Part B Preparat ion of solutions

I DNA solutions

DNA solutions tvere prepared by dissolution of solid DNA

samples in O.OO1 M NaCl with ggntle stirring using a teflon

coated stirring magnet at 4oC. After 24 to 48 hours the

neutral salt concentration was increased to 0.10 M NaCl by

addition of the appropriate volume of a I.00 M NaCl solution.

This solution was stirred at 4oC for at least 12 hours. The

solutlon was then centrifuged for 45 minutes at 16000 RCF in

polycarbonate centrifuge tubes. The resultant DNA solution

was carefully decanted and stored at 4oC, The final

concentration of these DNA stock sol-utions was about 2 mg/m7,

AII glassware, the centrifuge tubes and the teflon coated
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stirrers were carefully cleaned and steamed for at least 30

minutes prior to use. DNA solutlons prepared by this method

were very stable and v/ere unchanged, as iudged by their

spectrâI propertj-es, over periods of several months.

2 Determination of DNA concentration

The concentration of DNA in solution was determined by

the 3-term UV spectral analysls of Hirschman and Fe1senfeld3.

In this technique absorbances are recorded at a Series of

wavelengths and used to calcul-ate both the DNA concentration

in the solution and the GC content of the DNA. The method

also provid.es an error functì-on, A, which is a measure of the

goodness of fit of the experimentally observed absorbances to

the equations of Hirschman and Felsenfel-d3. This function

should ideally equal zeto for a perfect set of spectral data.

This method of DNA solution analysis also provides a 3-term

hyperchromic analysis which analyses both the native and

denatured spectrum of a DNA solution. A computer program,

DNANAL, was written to make these calculations. Every new

preparation of DNA was examined using the hyperchromie

analysis and the concentration of each DNA stock solution

was determined and periodically checked using the native

analysis. Considerabl-e experience was gained during the

course of this work in using this spectral analysis. The

results were very good. The following results were obtaj-ned

from the concentration determinati-ons of a DNA stock

solution over a period of six weeks.
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Average S.D

Concentration
(Mo1es of DNA
phosphorus )

GC content (%)

A

1.987e x 1O-3

48.7

0.018

6.16 x 10-6

o,43

0.002

These results were obtained from approximately 25 fold

dilutions of the stock solution, determined exactly by weight.

The reproducibility of concentration determination by this

method is excellent. The accuracy of the method depends on

the coefficieints originally determined by Hi-rschman and

Felsenfeld3. No attempt was made to check the accvracy of the

method since absol-ute concentration determinatlon methods àre

difficult to perform and generally not very precise. There

is no reason to d.oubt the accuracy of the original data and

the internal- conslstency of concentration determinations

observed throughout this work indicate that this method is

superior to the more generally used single wavelength

concentration determination technique.

3. Aminoacridine solutions

Stock solutions of 9-aminoacridines were made initially

by dissolving accurately weighed solid samples of the

corïesponding hydrochloride salt in water using 'Ar grade

volumetric flasks. The neutral satt concentration of the

sofutj-on was adjusted to the final required concentration with

1.OO M NaCl solution before the solution was made up to the

marked volume. The solid samples were weighed on a Cann

microbalance which was periodically checked with standard
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weights. Three such solutions were used to determine molar

absorptivities of the aminoacridines in the range 5 x 10-6 to

1 x lo-s M. These molar absorptivities were then used to

determine stock soLution concentrations during any subsequent

work.

4 Ami noacridine DNA solutions

A1I soluti-ons of aminoacridine and DNA stock solutions

were made by weight using a tr{ettler H4 balance. Pipettes

were used to obtain approximately the desired final dilution

which was then exactly determined by weighing the additions.

AlI solutions \ryere assumed to have the Same density '

since alt solutions used v/ere dil-ute this approximation is

consistent with the accv:racy required in this work. The

aminoacridine/DNA mixtures were made by adding the

aminoacridine stock aliquot, followed by the solvent aliquot

and lastly the DNA stock aliquot. The series of solutions

mad.e for each experiment were generally required to have a

constant aminoacrid.ine concentration. In practise the final

aminoacridine concentration varied slightly as determined by

weight. A typical result from a 26 solution series was

5.4g5s x IO-s M ! L,47 x 1O-7 M. All aminoacridine/DNA

solutions were stored at 4oC, The pH of these solutions was

monitored. periodically throughout this work. The pH values

were always within the range 5.9 6.5.
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Part C nerimental techniouesEx

I ctrophotome trv

(a) Apparatus

T\ro spectrophotometers were used during this work.

They Ìvere a Zeiss PMQII single beam and a modified Zeiss DMR-10

double beam recording spectrophotometer. The calibratj-on,

a.ccrl.Tàcy and precision of these instruments is discussed in

Chapter III (2) (e). The modifications to the DMR-10 are

dj-scussed in Appendix IV. The DNA melting curves 'were recorded

on a Gilford model 22O single beam spectrophotometer equipped

with an electrically operated cell heating assembly and

proportional' temperature control described elsewherea.

A variety of quartz spectrophotometer ce1ls were used.

The effective optical path length of these cel1s was

d.etermined to t O. OOl mm usJ-ng a microcomparator. In a f ew

cases where the internal surfaces of the cell walls were not

easily visible the measurement was made through the frosted

bottoms of the ce1ls which were wetted with paraffin oil to

enhance visibility. The parallelism of the ce11 walls was

also checked using the microcomparator.

(b) Methods

The spectra of all solutions were recorded on the

DMR-10 using the fol-lowing regime. The cells containing the

solutions were allowed 15 minutes to obtain thermal

equilibrium after which time the spectrum was recorded twj-ce

in wavelength increments of I nm between the preset

wavelength limits. An i-ntegration time of 3 seconds was

allowed at each wavelength after which the integrated

absorbance \ryas read by the mj-crocomputer system. These
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duplicate spectra were compared and if any discrepancy of

O.OO2 or more absorbance units was found at any wavelength the

Spectra were rejected and the experiment repeated. The ce]]

correctj-on Spectrum was determined in the same way but with

three recordi-ngs of the spectrum. This correction was

redetermined every time the cel1s were positj-oned in the celL

housing or the temperature of the ceII block changed. Once

the cel1s were positj-oned and the correction spectrum

determined solutions were removed from the sample cell- with

the aid of fine poJ-ythene canulla tubing connected to a water

pump. Solutions were added to the ceII with a pasteur

pipette. In this way the position of the ce1ls relative to the

light beams did not alter between the recording of the ce1l

correction spectrum and the recording of sample solutlon

spectra. None of the aminoacridines used l,vas adsorbed onto

the wall-s of the spectrophotometer cel1s as determined by an

unchanged cell correction spectrum after ce11s had contained

concentrated aminoacridine solution. As an additional

precaution only new silica spectrophotometer cells and pyrex

flasks were used to contain these solutions.

The temperature of solution in the cell was determined

by constructing a calibration curve which compared the

temperature of the circulating water bath, âs read on a

calibrated thermometer, with the temperature of the solution

in the ce1l. This latter temperature was determined from the

resistance of a thermocouple placed So that the couple was in

the middle of the cell. This thermocouple ce11 assembly had

been previously cal-i-brated. The temperature of the water bath

was controlled. to t O.1oC. A similar variation was found about

the mean temperature of the ce1l solution. For work below

ambient temperature the sample compartment of the DMR-]0 was
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continuously fl-ushed with dry nitrogen to prevent moisture

condensation on the lenses and ceIl windows.

The resultant d.ata from the collection system was

punched on paper tape and further processed by a number of

computer programs, which are briefly described in Appendj-x V.

2 E uilibrium dial S]. S

(a) Apparatus

The apparatus used was a Kontron Diapack. A schematic

d.iagram of a dialysis cetl, which was constructed of teflon,

is shown in Chapter III. These dialysis cells were mounted

in banks of five ce1ls into a holder which enabled the ce1Is
)

to be rotated at a preselected speed. The entire assembly

was then immersed in a thermostated water bath and allowed to

reach equil ibr j-um .

The dialysis membrane was prepared by the following

pretreatment. The tubing or cut flat sections were boiled in

a 5% solution of sodi-um bicarbonate for 30 mins. The membrane

wâ.s then rinsed several times with distilled water and

boiled. in distilled water for a further 3O mins. It was

agaín rinsed severaL times and allowed to stand in distilled

water for 24 hours. Following this period it was rinsed

several ti-mes with O.1O Ir4 NaCl solution and leached for a

further 24 hours in this solution. The membrane was then

further rinsed with O.10 M NaCl and stored in this solution.

Membrane treated in this manner showed no leaching of UV

absorbing material over a 48 hour period. The membrane, once

pretreated, was only handled with gloved hand or stainless

steel tweezers. This treated membrane could be stored for up

to 4 weeks at room temPerature.
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(b) Methods

The DNA stock solutions used for dial-ysis were

exhaustively dialysised against 0.10 M NaCl solution. The DNA

solution was placed into prepared tubing tied to form sacks.

The fil-led sacks were placed j-n glass tubes fill-ed with solvent

and gently rocked, to ensure constant mixing, àt 4oC, The

vol-ume of solvent contained in the glass tube was at least 20

times the volume of sol-ution in the dialysis sack to ensure

that sink conditions were maintained. The dialysis was

continued for 7 10 days with two changes of solvent each

day. The DNA soluti-on was then dil-uted by weight to the

required concentration for use in the equi-Iibrium dialysis

experiments.

Sol-utions were loaded into the equilibrium dialysis ce11s

using glass syringes which were weighed before and after

discharging the sol-ution into the dialysis ce11 to determine

the exaeL volume filled into each side of the cefl. The

precision syringes used were capable of deli-vering

3.OO m1 r O.O1 ml as determined by weighing. After

equilibration the solutions were discharged from the dialysis

cells directly into spectrophotometer cells for analysis. A

new membrane was mounted in each cell for each experiment.

3 Liquid scintillation counting

The machine used was an Isocap model 300 counter

equipped for B channel counting with fixed or variable windows.

Since the planned experi-ment was to detect a smalI difference

in the total observed count, a preliminary investigation of

the properties of the counter and the scintillation medium was

undertaken. The aqueous samples for counting were lncorporated

into a commercially available ge1 scintill-ation medium,
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PCS (Searte Aust. Ltd.) and counted in low potassium glass

via1s. Using a trÍtiated water standard it was determined

that the efficiency of the counting medium was dependent on

the amount of aqueous phase 1n the mixture. All solutions for

counting were prepared by incorporating 1.000 B of water into

10.O mI of scj-ntill-ant. A second experiment was conducted in

which 1O Samples, prepared aS above, with total- activities in

the range lO3 106 d.pm and 3 tritium standards in a

toluene-based scintillati-on medium were counted for ten

minute periods over 48 hours in a continuous cycle. A small

diurnal variation in the apparent counting effici-ency of the

gel scintillant was observed. This variation was related to

the ambient temperature and al-1 future countj-ng experiments

were confined to an 8 hour overnight period in which the

greatest temperature stabilj.ty was observed.

Data collected in this period were used to calculate

observed standard deviations among the ten minute counts.

The expected standard deviation of a count is related to the

square root of the number of counts observed. These

experiments showed that the lowest standard devj-ations were

observed when the activity of the solutions was maintained

between SOOO and 40000 counts per minute.

using this technique the observed deviation could be

maintained at lO% ot less of the difference in the observed

counts hence ensuring the accuracy of the determination

(see chapter III, Table 3-5). The tritium countlng

efficiency of the medium employed under these conditions was

287o.
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Part D General

I Materials

Arl reagents used were analytical grade. water was

prepared by dj-stiIling deionized water through a welI seasoned

all glass still and stored in a seasoned polypropylene

container. The conductivity of the water was continuously

monitored and found to be consistently less then 2,5 x 10-6

mho cm-1. Methanol used to wash and dry spectrophotometer

cell-s was distilled in an all glass still equipped with a

fractj-onating column and operating with a refl-ux ratio of

2 : 1. The middle '1, cut was collected for use '

2 Cleanin

General glassware was cleaned by soaking in a solution

of 2% wlv of KMnO+ in IOTo w/v NaOH for 12 hours. The glassware

was then thoroughly rinsed with deionized water and leached

for 24 hours in acidified sodium metabi-sulphite solution

(o.I7o w/v). It was then further rinsed with deionised water,

then distilled water and dried and stored in a stainl-ess steel

oven at l6OoC until- required. The oven was used onl-y for

storing cl-ean glassware. Apparatus used for DNA solutions

was further steamed immediately before use with a well

seasoned all glass steamer charged with distilled water '

optical glassware was cl-eaned by overnight immersion

in a õ% solution of Decon-9Q detergent. It was then thoroughly

rinsed with distilled water and stored in distill-ed water

until required. Before use it was rinsed with distilted

water followed by several portlons of distilled. methanol and

dried in a gentle stream of warm air.

TefLon and stainl-ess steel was cleaned by immersion in

5% Decon-gO solution foLfowed by rinsing and leaching in
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distilled water. To aid in cleaning the teflon dialysis cell-s

a. soft, natural bristle toothbrush was used which enabled the

j-nner surfaces to be thoroughly cleaned without damaging the

sealing rings. syringe needles were cleaned by sucking

Decon-9Q solution through the needle followed by copious

quantities of distilled water.

Pipettes and volumetric flasks were cleaned with a 57o

solution of Decon-9O and leached with distilled water. The

flasks \ryere stored fulI of distilled water and the pipettes

were dried at 160oC and stored in sealed glass containers.

Glass syringes with metal Luer-Iok fittings required special

attenti-on since prolonged soaking in Decon-90 l-ed to

deteriorati-on of the metal fitting. The syringe bodies were

soaked in 2% Decon-}O for 10 minutes and then brushed with a

test-tube brush. They were then rinsed with and stored in

distilled water. Before use they were oven dried at 100oC.

3 pKa determinati-on

Approximate pKa values of those 9-aminoacridines which

had not been previously reported in the literature were

determined by the following method. A solution of the

appropriate 9-aminoacrid.ine hydrochloride of approximately

I x lO-4 M was made up in 0.1O M NaCl . A ser j.es of ammonium

chlorj-de buffers with pH values of 8.8, 9,2,9.6, 10 and I2.5

and a" total ionj-c strength of 0.1 were made up from stock

solutions of 1 M HCl and 2 M ammonia solution. One ml of the

aminoacridine stock solution was made up to 100 m1 with the

appropriate buffer solution and the spectrum was immediately

recorded in ce11s of a 5 cm pathlength. All solutions were

stable for at least 30 minutes as determined by unchanged

spectral properties. The spectrum of a similar dilution in
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O.tO M NaCl, acidif ied with a drop of hydrochloric acid, \¡/as

taken to be the spectrum of the pure hydrochloride and the

spectrum at a pH of I2.5 to be that of the pure free base.

These spectra ïsere used to calculate apparent molar

absorpti-vities at two wavelengths for each form of the

amj-noacridine. The spectra recorded at intermediate pHS

were used to obtain apparent molar absorptivities at these

pgs. These values were used to construct and solve equations

of the following form:

"ì = (1 -x)sà*".|

where the subscrj-pts I,It and B refer to the intermediate PH,

the hydrochlqride and the free base. The two determinations

of x were averaged.. The pKa was expressed aS being greater

than the lowest pH tested which produced an x value of l-ess

than 0.5. Since the value was only required to ensure that

the aminoacridine was sufficiently basic to be completely

ionized at neutral PHS, it was not necessary to definå the

value more c1ose1Y.
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Appendix I

The re l-ationship between observable and derived parameters

for the bindinE in isolation model.

Consid.er the simPle equilibrium

AA + DNA

K

AA-DNA

and DNA

in terms

K
->
+-

For any known total aminoacridine

equilibrium state maY be written

concentrations as:

concentration the

of equilibrium

x
(Tl-x) (Tt-x) I

2

3

hence Kx2 (KTl

The general solution for

equation such as Eqn. 2

+ KT¡ + l)x + KT1T4 = Q

the two roots of a quadratic

is:

(Tl-T¡,) K + 2(T1+T6)K + rl

TL, T4 and K both roots of the

positive, that is:

2 4ac >O and a >O

1v : É'r 2a

1x= 8

t--(-b ! y'b'-Aae)

[ (KTL+KTA+I) t

For positive values of

quadratic are real and

-b>

A condition that must be met is that x < Ttr and so the smaller

of the two solutions is the only physically xea1- solution'

The known parameters a]^e ÊF, T1 and T4 and the value of eogs

is experimentally observed. The unknown parameters àTe K and

e, rvhich are constants of the system. The following equality

relates these Parameters:

eOBS = [ (TL-x)eF + xeB] /Tt --- 4

K +
x

+KT +l_ K + T +T K 1l 5
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eoBs then is à functj-on of the known values (T¡,T4,ep) and the

unknown constants (K, eB) . Equation 4 1s fitted to values of K

and ,B using a non-linear fitti-ng program. since T, was

constant within each set of data the dependent variable, .OBS,

is f,itted as a function of the independent variable, TA.

several curves of eo¡s = f(T6,T1) may be fitted together sj-nce

K and eB aTe assumed to be cc¡nstant for all values of TO and Tt.
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Appendix II

PART A

The spectral properties of the 9-aminoacridines in 0.1 0 M NaCl

solution.

This part of the Appendix summarizes the spectra]

properties of 9AA, 9(Me)AA, 9(Bu)AA, 9(n-Hex)AA and

9(cyc-Hex)AA in tabular form. There are three tables for each

aminoacridine. The first table contains the coeffici-ents of

the polynomials that describe absorbance as a function of

concentration at each of the four temperatures used in this

work. The other tables list the mol-ar absorbances àt, and

the wavelengths of, each of the three peaks of the tL" band

for both the monomer (free aminoacridine), and DNA bound form

of each compound at the four temperatures. The following notes

apply to alt these tables.

(1) All absorbance and molar absorbance values quoted, of

calculated from polynomials, have been corrected for

solution thermal expansion or contraction to their

equivalent values at 22oC to enable direct comparison

of the values. Those values for the temperatures other

than 220C may be corrected to their actual values at

these temperatures by dividing the value by the

followj-ng factors. At lOoC by o.999072, àt 35oc by

1.003760 and at 50oC bY I.017562.

(Z) AII maxima wavelengths àre quoted to the nearest whole

nm. A fixed bandwidth of o.4 nm was used to determine

alI the absorbances at the wavelengths quoted'

(3) The polynomials quoted are of the lowest order which

gave acceptable fits, âs deternined by the criteria

that no calcu]ated absorbance deviated from a measured
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(3) (Continued)

absorbance by'more than 0.0010 absorbance unlts. These

polynomials were fitted to data from no fewer than 20

different concentrations in the range 5 x 10-6 M to

8 x lg-s M and are vatid for interpolations within this

range. Aminoacridines at concentrations below

b x 10-6 M were assumed to be monomeric and assigned

absorbances calculated from monomer molar absorptivities.

(4) To facilitate any comparj-son of the values recorded in

these tabl_es with val-ues of absorbances or molar

absorptivities that may be determined on other

spectrophotometers the reader is referred to the

discussion of spectrophotometer accuracy and precision

in ChaPter III 2(e).
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TABLE A2-T

9AA|O.I0 M NaCl

A
tr0I = aC 3 +bC 2 + cc +d

F F F F

T (oc) ax 1o-t 0 b x 10-6 c x 1O-\ d x lOs

10

22

35

50

1.18903
t .171985

-r3 . l-729

-6,74106
-6.46069
-4.36697

r.06220
r,o37r7
r.02293
r.oo425

1.00337
3,õ7829
o.430529
o,391722

Monomer Spectrum

E coTi Bound Spectrum

max
nm)T ("C)

38r 40r 423

10

22

35

50

6860

67BO

6700

6650

10590

10400
10190

10040

8530

83 r5
8085

7900

Àmax
nm)T (oc)

387 407 430

10

22

35

50

3090
3060
3040
3035

4850

4760
4695

4635

4I75
4055
3975
3900
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A

TABLE A2-2

9(\[e)AA/0.10 M NaC]-

410 _ aC 3+bC 2 +cC +d
F F F

Monomer Spectrum

E coLi Bound Spectrum

F

T ("C) ax 10-r 0 b x lO-s cx IO- 3 dx106

IO

22

35

õo

r.53429
-1 .48401

-45,7945
-4r.9800
-6. r9034

-r0. 2344

10.1894
70.o746
9.93664
9.83065

23.38042
5,73485

-7 .84923

-3. 87358

Àr"*
T (OC) nm) 391 4ro 432

IO
22

35

50

6275

6235
6200
6190

10200
10050

9930
9830

8820

8655

8525

8340

À.ax
nm)T ("C) 396 4r6 439

10

22

35

50

3090

3085

3070

3070

5265

5195
5145
5085

4890

4765
47Tó

46I5
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TABLE A2-3

9(Bu)AAl0.10 M NaCl

A
rr08 = aC 3 +bC

F
2 -F cC +d

F F F

T ("C) ax 10-l 0 b x 10-6 c x 1O-4 d x 106

10

22

35

50 3 .03120

-9.18230
-5 .21840

-3,742t6
-5 .26818

I .33320
I .31313
1 .30034
t,28845

66,5744
60.1085
s4,6187
4,40368

Monomer Spectrum

E co7ì Bound Spectrum

À*.*
I ("C) nm) 389 408 430

10

22

35

50

8500
8455

8415

8405

r3350
t3 175

13000

12850

1r090
10905
ro720
10550

Àrax
nm) 394 414 438

10

22

35

50

4135
4t45
4r55
4205

6555

6465

6410

6360

5895

5790

5710

5595
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TABLE A2-4

9 (n-Hex )AA/0 . 10 IU NaCI

A
rrl0 = AC 3+bC

F
2 + cC +d

F F F

Monomer Spectrum

E coLi Bound Spectrum

Àoru*
(nm)

T (oc)
396 4L6 439

10

22

35

50

3500
3485

3480

3480

5940

5845

5810
5760

6476
5340

6296
5230

{c noted that the occurrence of positive b

at 35oC and SOoC is indicative of the unusual

this compound at these temperatures in as much

actually increases with increasing Cr to a Ct

ro-s M.

It should be

coefficients
behaviour of
as the .ru t o

of about 3 x

T (oc) à x 1O-s b x IO-s
* c x 10-'' dx106

10

22

35

50

-8,74643

-24,0989
-29,6454

-31. 0762

-21 ,6520
4,00765

34,4rO3

I . 10852

t.to402
1.10206
r.07564

8.88123
-57 ,9485
-48.1393
-48.9004

À*"*
(nm)

T (oc)
392 4LO 432

10

22

35

50

6835
6860

6935
6800

11100
r1040
11020
10730

9590
9515
9465
9I90
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TABLE A2-5

9(cyc-Hex)AA/0. 10 M NaCl

orut'- aCr3 + bc 2+cC +d
F F

Monomer SPectrum

E coTi Bound Spectrum

T (oc) ax lo-t 0 b x 10-6 cx 1o- 4 d x l-06

10

22

35

50

1.63r50

2,55696

-5,49922
-6,274õ8
-2,5384r
-3,82320

1 .23884
1 .23100
L,2t798
L,20707

40.7Q36
3,84679
0.339796

-t4.4245

max
nm)T (oc)

393 4L2 434

10

22

35

50

7675
7660
7645
76l-6

T24TO

r2300
r_2180

12030

10835

10690
10540

10350

Àt"*
nm)T (oc)

397 4t7 44t

to
22

35

50

3885
3865

3835
3835

6655

6545

6465
640r

6190
6050

5960
5890
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PART B

The spectra of the I -aminoacridines and thelr mixtures with

E CoLi DNA in 0. t0 M NaCI as sol-vent.

This part of the Appendix contains plots of the spectra

of gAA,9(Me)AA, 9(Bu)AA, 9(n-Hex)AA and 9(cyc-Hex)AA and

their mixtures wlth E col-i DNA in 0.10 lvl NaCI as solvent.

These plots incl-ude the results of internal linearity analysis

of each set of spectra. The following notes apply to all

these composite Plots.

(I) The l-ines representing the speetra were produced as an

exact spline fit of experimental data spaeed at 1 nm

intervals. Refer to Appendix v, program PLOTT for

f urther detai-ls.

(2) Only every second spectrum has been plotted in each set

for the sake of clarity of the plots.

(3) . All molar

to Part A

absorptivities are corrected to 22oC. Refer

of this Appendix, note (2).

(4)

(5)

The spectra of the monomer free aminoacridine and the

calcul-ated spectrum of the DNA bound aminoacridine have

been included on the plots, The monomer spectrum has

the hì-ghest .À at the Àr.* and the bound spectrum the

lowest.

The mean T" values, which can be used to calculate the

absorbances actually recorded at any point, were:

9AA 5.370e x lo-s M; 9(Me)AA 5.4O7s x 1O-s Iú.

9(Bu)AA 5,3772 x IO-s M; 9(n-Hex)AA 5.5130 x 1O-s M'

9 (cyc-Hex)AA 5 .3662 x lO-s M.

(6) rhe

the

internal linearitY

conditions set out

plots cover the range governed bY

in Chapter IV 3(a). The 6À
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(6) (Continued)

values are Plotted
relate directlY to

in absorbance units since these

the expected experimental- error.
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Appendix III

Scatchard Pl-ots of the bindins data and the mathematical

models of best fit.

ThisAppendixcontainsScatchardplotsofthe

experimentally determined binding data for the binding of 9AA,

g(Me)AA, 9(Bu)AA, 9(n-Hex)AA and 9(cyc-Hex)AA to native E coTi

DNA in O.1O M NaCI at 1OoC,22oC,35oC and 50oC. For each data

set the curve of the mathematical model of best fit is also

plotted. The parameter values of the model curves are

included on these plots only for convenience. These models

and the parameters obtained from them are tabulated and

discussed in 'chapter vI. These binding curves ar.e plotted two

per figure in figures numbered 43.1 to 43.10 inclusive.
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The micro-computer based control and data

Appendix IV

A4-1

collection systern for

the Zeiss DMR-10 double-beam sÞectroPhotometer.

In order to collect the very large amount of accurate

spectral d.ata required for thiswork, it was necessary to

automate the Dì,ÍR-IO spectrophotometer. The instrument was a

basic DMR-I0 with the optional digital readout accessory. Thls

option provides a digital read^out of the measured absorbance

(or transmittance) based. on a true integration of the

absorbance/transmittance for a preselected time interval. The

optimum integration time was three seconds. This was

determined by using the micro-computer system described here

to collect successive integrated readlngs, üsing various

j-ntegration times between o.2 seconds and 6 seconds, for a

fixed total time interval- and. calculating the average reading

and its standard deviation. From these observations it was

determined that there was no improvement in standard

deviation of the readlng by using the computer to average

successive read.ings taken with shorter integration times'

There was no improvement in the observed standard deviation

of readings of longer integration times than 3 seconds for

absorbances between 0.1 and 0.8.

AlI of the normal functions of the spectrophotometer and

the digitizing accessory can be controlled or accessed via

TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic) leve1 signals at plug

points provided on the instrument. The automation requires

collection and storage of absorbance readings at predetermined

wavefengths after an inltial waitì-ng period, required to

attain thermal equilibrium of the sample. The data col-lection

sequence is then repeated aS frequently as desired, usually
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once or twice. The d,ata must then be transferred to Some

computer-readable form, iD this case punched paper tape, for

further Processing.

The system chosen to perform the automation was an Intel

SDK-80 system design kit, fully expanded, with an additional

memory expansion. This micro-computer system 1s based on the

Intel SOBOA micro-processor circuit with lK bytes of Read only

Memory (ROM) , 3K bytes of Electricalì-y Programmabl-e Read only

Memory (EPROM) and, with expansion, 9K bytes of Random Access

Memory (RAM). AIso provided were three Programmable

peripheral Interface (PPI ) circuits. one PPI was dedicated

to the four figure BCD digital readout and associated

ilhand-shake" signals. Another was used for i-nstrument control

and status checking. The third controlled several switches

and indicator lights on the computer front panel. User

communication was provided through these switches and lights

and via an ASR-33 Teletype equipped with a paper tape punch '

A program was written in 80804 machine language to

provide all the necessary machine instructions to control and

collect d.ata, âs ^ 
real-time operatJ-ng system, from the DMR-10'

The program listings and circuit diagrams àÎe too large to be

reproduced here, however copies àTe available on request ' To

use the system the sample and reference cells are loaded lnto

the DMR-10, the temperature controller set (and the nitrogen

flow if operating at temperatures below ambient). The

monochromator limit switches are set to just above and below

the required wavelength range and the integration time and

monochromator step size switches a'Te set. The computer is

then turned on and an j-nstruction entered to begin executing

the program. An abriclgecl flow diagram of thc program

operation, with emphasis on the interaction between the
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computer and the operator, is contained in Fig , Ã4.I ' The mode

of communicatj-on is indlcated by the boxed letter alongside

the function, T for teletype and S for front panel switch

and,for 1ight. The Abort function can be entered at any time

between the beginning of a col-lection sequence and the end of

punching the data.

A complete coll-ection sequence generally takes 30-45

minutes and the operator is only required to change the sample

solution at the end of each col-lection. At the end of a work

period the user has a punched paper tape containing all of the

absorbance data collected,. This tape is used to transfer the

data to another computer for further processj-ng.

This micro-computer based system provides an automated,

absolutely reproducible operating regime for using the

spectrophotometer. It has operated for three years wi-thout

fault.
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Appendix V

Summarv of c uter proqrams written as Part of this work.

The intention of this Appendix is to provide à brief

summary of the computer programs written in the course of

this work. It i-s not practical to reproduce full listings

here since the totaL package contaj-ns over 8000 lines of code.

Emphasis is on programs central to the cal-culation of binding

d.ata and where numerical or unusual alogrithms are employed.

A1I the programs were written in FORTRAN EXTENDED and were

run on either a CDC 6400 computer or, more latterly a"

CDC CYBER 1-73 computer. Extens j-ve use lvas made of the CDC

utilities UPDATE, EDITLIB and CCL in the creation and

maintenance of both program and data libraries.

In addition to programs specifically described in this

Appendix à number of other programs, for the most patt trj-vial

in nature, were wri-tten to perform tasks such aS generating

synthetic data sets for program testing.

PROGRAM BINDING

This program calculates binding data from spectral data. The

primary data was obtained from program DMR02 and input values

of monomer and bound ,À values and absorbance versus

concentratj-on polynomj-als. It used the algorithm detailed

in Chapter IV to calculate values of t|, e,, CB, CF, r and

rlC¡. On a user supptied option it also output data files

suitabl-e for plotting andf or as input to program NONLIN.

PROGRAM DMROI

This program reads the punched paper tape containing

absorbance data. The data sets for each spectrum are

averaged with a check that the maxlmum absorbance difference
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at any \ryavelength d.oes not exceed 0.002 . The cell correction

spectrum is subtracted and solution thermal expansion

correction is mad.e. The d.ata are then added, irl compressed

f ormat, to a d.ata base f i1e held on disc.

PROGRAM DMRO2

This program takes data sets from the data base as input

together with the DNA background correction spectrum, if

appropriate. The program produces a set of tables of

wavelength, absorbance, molar absorptivity, difference

spectrum and normalized absorbance. It will also assembl-e

disc files of corrected molar absorptivity values at

particular wavelengths for use by program BINDING.

PROGRAIVI DMRIOI

This is an interactive program used to interactively prepare

a variety of d.ata types for plotting through program PLOTT.

PROGRAM DNANAL

Thj_s program performed the Hirschman and Felsenfeld spectral

analysls of DNA (see Chapter vII part B(2)). Absorbance

data was input together with the temperature(s) at which they

werecollected. The program then performed the appropriate

analyses. It was written in such a wày that it recognised

the types of analyses for whj-ch there were sufficient data

input and performed all these analyses. For example, data

collected to perform the hyperchromic analysis also contains

sufficient data to perform the native and denatured analyses

as subsets of the data.

PROGRAM GENERS

This routine generates

is used princiPallY to

spectra using linear combinations. It

generate bound spectra from data sets
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from the data base using either "fraction bound" values for

specified spectra or value(s) of tà.

PROGRAM INTLIN

The calculatj-on of the internal linearity conditions,

according to the algorithm described in chapter IV (3) (a).

program also prepared a' fil-e suitable for plotting.

The

PROGRAM NONLIN

This program was used to calculate best fit parameter values

for non-linear equations. The program was a modified version

of a program written by C.M. Metzler of the Upjohn Company.

The program uses a modification of the Newton-Rapson method

of li-nearizing equations due to Hartley*. A subroutine whj-ch

contains the equation(s) to be fitted is supplied along with

the d.ata. The program r/vas always used as a weighted non-linear

fit. Extensive use of this program was made in many aspects

of this work.

Convergence of the fit was assessed on minimizj-ng the

sum squares of the deviations and fu1I statistical error

calculations were performed on the fitted values. The only

major alteration made from the original version concerns the

use of a precision factor. This factor was used to truncate

values of the calculated. independent variable(s) to the Level

of significance of the ori-ginal data. The intention of this

truncation is to avoid attempting to refine fitted

parameter values beyond the significant figures of the

experimental d.ata. There is no theoretical justification

for such truncation, which inevitably changes the values

contained in the solution matrix. This facility was removed

from the program.

* Hartley H.O Technomettics , 3, 26e (1e6r).
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The equation subroutines supplied for fitting data to

the sequence generatì-ng functions are unusual in that à

numerical solution of the roots of a polynomial are required

for each calculation of a fitted value of the equati'on.

Slnce many thousands of such calculations are made in each

fitting exercise, the solution must be rapid and precise.

The relevant cod.e used for each of the Sequence generating

funetions is reproduced bel-ow. These same algorithms were

used in the equation subroutine of program PLOTT to produce

the curves shown in figures in Chapters V and VI and in

Appendix III.

PROGRAM PLOTT

This program is a versatile plotting routj-ne which produces

plots on 10" or 75 cm Calcomp digital plotters. Plots can be

produced contaJ-ning any combination of data points, curves

from equations supplied in an equation subroutine, polynomial

fits or lines fitted to data points by an exact cubic spline'

Al1 of the computer produced diagrams used in this thesis

were produced on the 76 cm plotter which has a resolution

of 0.1 mm. The exact cubic spline was used to produce the

plots of spectra contained in this work. This routine was

originally obtaj-ned from the Defence Research Establishment,

Salisbury, South Australia. It was extensively modified to

suit the needs of this plotting program. The lines produced

by the spline exactly represent the spectra which they fit

since the line is constrained to pass exactly through each

datum point. These data points à1"e at 1 nm j-ntervals. Tests

showed that the 2OOO points per spectrum interpolated by the

spline exactly represented spectrum to within the resolution

of the plotter. simil-ar tests showed that 2000 points
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calculated

subroutine

resolution

thesis may

from which

from functions contained in the equation

exactly represent the function to within the

of the plotter. The plots reproduced in this

be used to obtain data to within the precision

measurements can be taken frÖm them.
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SUBROUTINE DFUNC (T, T, J' K, P'VAL)
DIMENSION P (16),VAI, (IO),NAME (4 )

COMMON NP,NC,NIV'NDE,NIT,NTP,PM' IP,IT'SS,WS
coMMoN PL (32),CON (8),rl/l(10),NPT (lr) rY(I0)'rDrG (10)

COMMON NA}48, LPLOT 
' 
LDEQ, TEST, DEL

coMMoN YOBS (4OO) ,X (BO0) ,DV (400 ) ,w (400) 
'YcALc 

(400)

SEQUENCE GENERATING FUNCTION FOR A ONE SITE BINDING MODEL W]TH

NEAREST NEIGHBOUR SITE EXCLUSION AND NEXT STTE CO-OPERATIVITY'

CONTATNS A}i ALGORITHM TO FIND THE LARGEST ROOT OF THE CUBIC

EQUATION CONTAINED IN THE SOLUTION. THIS INVOLVES FINDING THE

GREATEST TURNING POTNT A}iD TAKII'IG 3 TTMES THIS VALUE OF X AS THE

FTRST GUESS FOR A <NEWTON'S ITERATION> TECHNIOUE.

FKASS -- INTRTNSIC ASSOCIATION CONSTANT.

FKCOP -- CO-OPERATIVITY FACTOR.

CF -- FREE LIGAND CONCENTRATTON.

FKASS=P (1)
FKCOP=P (2)
CF=X (I)
A=FKASS*CF
B=A*FKCOP
C= (1.O-FKCOP) *A

XO=2. O* (I. 0+SQRT (I. 0+3. 0*B)', /3.0

XO IS NO!{ THE INITIAL ESTIMATE OF THE LARGEST POSITIVE ROOT OF

THE CUB]C POLYNOMIAL.

XN=XO

10 XSQ=XN*XN
F=XSQ*XN-XSQ-B*XN-C
DF=3.0*XSQ-2.0*SN-B
XINC=F/DF

c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c

IF NO

THEN THIS

c
c
c

X]NC IS THE NEW ESTIMATE FROM THTS ITERATIVE STEP.

SIGNIFICANTCHA}JGEHASOCCURREDONTHISITERATION'
IS THE ROOT.

XTEST=ABS (xINC)
rF(xrEST.LE.I.0E-7) GO TO 20

XN=XN-XTNC
co ro 10

20 XI=XN-XINC

DEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUE IS RETURNED AS T'

T= ( B:t Xl+C ) / (Xt* ( 3 . 0 * Xl *Xl- 2 . 0 *Xl-B ) )
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE DFUNC (T'I'J,K'P'VAL)
DTMENSToN P (16) ,vAL (10) ,NAME (4)

COIqMON NP,NC,NIV,NDE'NIT,NTP,PM, IP, TT,SS,WS

coMMoN PL(32),CON (B),rW(r0),NPT(1I) rY (r0),rDrG (10)

COMMON NAME,LPLOT, LDEQ,TEST,DEL
coMMoN YOBS (400),X (800)'DV(400),w(400),YcALc (400)

SEQUENCE GENERATING FUNCTION FOR A ONE SITE MODEL hIITH NEAREST

NEIGHBOUR SITE EXCLUSION AND THE NEXT TWO SEQUENTIAL SITES HAVE

CO-OPERATIVITY FACTORS.

DEVISED AND WRITTEN BY G. BOEHM FROM AN IDEA FROM M' WAGNER'

CONTAINS AN ALGORITHM TO SOLVE THE QUINTTC INVOLVED IN THE

EXPRESSION. THIS CONTAINS A CUBIC,THE GREATEST TURNTNG POINT

OF VJHICH CAN BE CAI,CULATED. THIS VALUE IS USED AS AN ESTIMATE

ToCALCULATETHBLARGESTPOSITIVERooToFTHEcUBIc.TWICETHIS
VALUE IS THEN USED AS AN INITIAI' ESTIMATE FOR THE LARGEST

POSITIVE ROOT CF THE QUINTIC WHICH IS THEN COMPUTED FROM A

<NEWTON'S ITERAT]ON> TECHNIQUE.

FKASS -- INTRINSIC ASSOCIATION CONSTANT.

FKCOPI -- BETA SITE CO-OPERATIVITY FACTOR.

FKCOP2 -., GAMMA SITE CO.OPERATIVITY FACTOR.

CF -- FREE LIGÀND CONCENTRATTON.

(NB. THE SITES ADJACENT A BOUND SITE ARE DESIGNATED <ALPHA'BETA'ETC'>)

FKASS=P (I)
FKCOPI=P (2)
FKCOP2=P (3)
CF=X (I)
A=FKCOPI*FKCOP2
B=A-1.0
C=FKASS*CF
D=FKCOPI* (1. o-FKCOP2 )

TI=A*C
T2=B*C
T3=C*C*D
TERM1=3.0*Tl
TERM2=2 .0*I2
xP= (4. O+SORT (16.0+45.0*TI) ) /5,0

XP IS THE LARGEST TURNING POINT OF THE CUBIC CONTAINED V\¡ITHIN

THE QUINTIC EXPRESSION.

5 XSQ=XP*XP
G=5 . 0*XSQ*XP-4 . 0 *XSQ-TERMI*XP+TERM2

DG=I5 . 0*XS0-8 . 0*XP-TERMI
XINC=G/DG
xTEST=ABS (XINC)
XP=XP-XINC
rF(xrEST.GT.1.0E-7) GO TO 5

XN=2.0*XP

XN IS NOW THE LARGEST POSITIVE ROOT OF THE SUB-EXPRESSION CUBIC

POIJYNOMIAL.

c
c
c
c

c
c
ß
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c

c
c
c

c
c
c

10 XSP=¡ç*¡ç¡
XCB=XS0*XN
X4=XSQ*XSQ
F=XS Q* XCB- X4 -TI * XC g 1'I' 2 t( ¡$Q+T3
DF=5 . O* X4- 4. 0 *XCB-TERIvll*XSQ+TERM2*XN

XINC=F/DF
XTEST=ABS (XINC)
XN=XN-XINC
rF(xrEST.GT.I.0E-9) GO TO I0
XI=XN

XN IS NOI^I THE LARGEST POSITIVE ROOT OF THE QUINTIC POLYNAMÏAL.

XSQ=[]:t¡1
XCB=XSQ*XI
X4=XSQ*XSQ
FNUM=TI*XCB-T2*XSQ+2 . 0 *T3,/FKASS

DENOM=XSQ* ( 5 . 0 * XCB-4 . 0 *XSQ-TERMI*X1+TERM2 )

THE VAI,UE OF THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE TS RETURNED AS T.

T=FNUM,/DENOM
RETURN,
END




